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The new
NCR Century 100 . . .
a powerful, magnetic
file computer

Now, you can move your business into the computer
revolution at a cost much lower than you ever expected.
And you can do it without the intermediate step of a
punched card system.
All the advantages of an efficient magnetic disc file system
—up to now the monopoly of higher-priced computers—
are standard on the NCR Century 100 . . . the lowest cost
computer of the new NCR Century family. Because it's a
compatible family of computers, you can increase capacity
and power as your needs change.
The Century’s low-cost internal memory utilizes thin-film
short rods . . . operates in the 800 nanosecond range.
Monolithic integrated logic circuitry, used throughout pro
cessor and peripherals, has the power of conventional or
hybrid types yet only a fraction of the size. A single circuit
is arranged in only six different patterns to make up 80%
of all logic circuitry. This standardisation achieves a high
degree of operating reliability at greatly reduced cost.

that rents for
only
$2275’ monthly
*(including importation charges)

Learn more about the new NCR Century Series and
how technological breakthroughs offer you a computer
system with the best price/performance ratio in the
industry. Call your local
NCR office, or write to
NCR, Box 2626, G.P.O.,
Sydney 2001.

NCR

THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO. PTY. LTD.
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Blueprint for efficiency
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lake the carbon out of
your stationery
• HAVE SMUDGEPROOF COPIES TO HANDLE.
• HAVE CLEAN, EASY-TO-READ FILE DUMPS.
• HAVE SECURITY FOR YOUR CLASSIFIED DOCUMENTS
BY ELIMINATING THE NEED FOR CARBON DISPOSAL, j
• HAVE BUILT-IN COPYING POWER FOR THAT
ADDITIONAL USE AFTER LEAVING THE PRINT-OUT.
• ASK YOUR PRINTER TO USE NCR PAPER FOR YOUR
MULTIPART STATIONERY.
• NCR PAPER OFTEN COSTS A LITTLE MORE TO BUY,
A LOT LESS TO USE. FIRMS APPLYING COST
ACCOUNTING FIND NCR SAVES THEM UP TO 50%
OF TOTAL FORMS COST. WHY? EFFICIENCY.

gateway

The Wiggins rIeape Australia Group
**—^/A

Phone: SYDNEY, 51 0331 • MELBOURNE, 329 6277 • ADELAIDE, 51 4531 • PERTH, 21 9418 • BRISBANE, 4 4471.
i
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VIA-FLOR
COMPUTER FLOORING SYSTEM
MARK II (Patent applied for)

Electronic computer manufacturers know
that an efficient modular flooring system is
essential for data processing equipment.
Australia’s leading computer suppliers are
using VIA-FLOR in their own E.D.P. centres,
and recommend it to their clients.

■1BB

1 /

VIA-FLOR is an elevated floor composed of
vinyl tiled panels, rigidly supported on all
sides by an independent system of steel
members carried on adjustable jacks. These
jacks support the grid system and absorb
floor irregularities. The design seals off the
sub-floor from dust, while providing easy
access to under-floor services.

’!

VIA-FLOR is prefabricated in 2' and 3'
modules for speedy, uncomplicated
installation. The rigid floor panels are easily
removed with a suction cup device’, giving
immediate access to sub-floor ducting
»,
...
/
and wiring.
^

■ j ....

In

The photographs show a VIA-FLOR
installation. (Above) The independent grid
system in position, before the flooring tiles
e were laid. (Left) The finished data
processing centre, showing the completed
VIA-FLOR system.

Lancefield Road, Airport West, Vic. 3042

379-3713

43 Whyalla Street, Fyshwick, A.C.T. 2600

90635

62 Robey Street, Mascot, N.S.W. 2020

67-5633

V. .A. LTD.
K352
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$40 MILLION DOLLARS spent by

BASF in current year on

RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT

ONE OF THE MANY RESULTS! .... THE BASF MAGNETIC DISC PACK.
The newest addition to the growing family of
BASF MAGNETIC COMPUTER PRODUCTS.
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Support....
with BASF EXPERIENCE, SERVICE and RESEARCH

Usually, when you buy a reel of precision magnetic
recording tape or magnetic disc pack from somebody,
they thank you very much and wish you lots of luck.
\
When it comes to using it, you are on your own.
Not so with BASF COMPUTER TAPE and
BASF MAGNETIC DISC PACK.
We have a selfish interest in making sure that BASF
computer tapes and BASF disc packs give you MAXIMUM
PERFORMANCE in every APPLICATION.
tf
♦
That’s why we have specialists available to give
TECHNICAL yet PRACTICAL advice to all BASF users.
BASF manufacture a complete range of magnetic computer
tapes to the exacting specifications and requirements of
all major computer manufacturers. 300’ 600’, 1200’ and 2400’ lengths are available ex stock
in both 800 BPI, 7 and T.S.T. certified, 1600 BPI (3200 FCI) T.S.T. certified.
There’s a lot more we’d like to explain to you about the outstanding features that are incorporated in the
manufacture of BASF MAGNETIC COMPUTER PRODUCTS, and the ADVANTAGES that these give you.
■

We support BApF users all the way!
COMPATIBILITY? BASF computer tape and BASF 616,621 disc packs' meet specifications of
all known computer manufacturers.
ERRORS............ ? BASF leaves errors in the factory. Ask any BASF user. Incidentally, each
disc pack is completely pre-tested on a disc drive before despatch.
PRICE................ ? Surprisingly competitive! Remember — errors are expensive — research
shows that a so-called bargain gives a bargain performance.
DELIVERY .
? All BASF magnetic computer products are ex stock and you receive prompt
delivery.
Write or ’phone the sole
Australian distributors:

MAURICE CHAPMAN & CO. PTY. LTD.
210 Clarence Street, SYDNEY, 2000
::
146 Burwood Road, HAWTHORN, Vic. 3122.

’Phone 29 1704
’Phone 81 0574

(R) Registered Trade Mark of Badische-Anilin
& Soda-Fabrik AG. West Germany

MAGNETIC COMPUTER
PRODUCTS

61 fi Disc Pack

AS YOU KNOW,
SALES ANALYSIS IS EASY
BUT NOT QUICK

Take one of your accounts. Close
the month.
Now you know what sales have
been.
Year to date?
You can figure that too.
Well, how about this month last;
year?
And a percentage. Increase
decrease?
How about the year, last year? T
Lots of figuring.
How about accounts receivable? I? the
money people owe you, 30 days, 60 days, 90
days old? How much of your cash are they using'
Free? Oh yes, how about telling them? Showing
them on the statement the past due amounts.
Lots and lots of figuring. That’s all.
All you need are some clerks and cal
culators.
And maybe two weeks.
Or IBM computers. In IBM's Data
Centre Services.
And maybe an hour, or two or less.
Can IBM help you? There's a way to find
out quickly. Your telephone book.
There we are. Or mail this coupon.
There you are:

IBM Data Centre Service Headquar
Box 3318, G.P.O.,
Sydney. N.S.W. 2001.
I want more information on Data Centre Services.

name
4

1

title

company

address
post code
18079*
ZV

IBM113.
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“The completely automatic functioning of the
Model 369 is the result of the most advanced
engineering and design concepts ever applied
to offset reproduction,”
A. B. Dick 369—the "thinks for itself” offset
duplicator—is designed for high-volume,
short-run duplicating. Its unique programme
unit makes 369 the most automatic duplicating
machine ever developed.
The machine is typically applied to meeting
the hard-copy printout requirements of computer
users. Where multiple copies are required, the
computer prints directly onto offset masters
alleviating the need for costly, hard-to-read
multi-carbon sets and minimising time

consuming bursting and deleaving operations.
After placing a stack of masters on the feed
tray, selecting copy quantity and pressing “go,”
the only operator function is to supply the
machine with ink and paper. Automatically, the
required numbers of copies from each master
are duplicated and then stacked in separate
bundles by an ingenious receiving-tray system
to facilitate handling.
Continuous production speeds are exceptional.
From switch-on the machine can produce
10 copies from each of 6 masters per minute or
as many as 100 copies from each of 78 masters
per hour.
Enquire at your nearest Stott & Underwood
office for complete details.

wittiamnd In masters
STOTT—
& UNDERWOOD LIMITED

254 GEORGE STREET,
BRISBANE. 31

1845 •

GEELONG,

1271

9

WOLLONGONG, 2 3586 •

PERTH

(WESTERN

SYDNEY.

MELBOURNE. 662 1444

•

CANBERRA.

49

7522

•

27 1182

ADELAIDE. 8 4994
•

LISMORE.

3926

NEWCASTLE. 2 2358.

BUSINESS

MACHINES

PTY.

LTD.),
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THE MINI-COMPUTER
gr

Jaloemfro
INVOICES AT COMPUTER SPEED
Why go all the way and set up a costly computer
operation when only one or two areas of the business
may require the injection of new techniques . . . the
Soemtron 381 automatically controlled electronic
invoicing machine is a real mini-computer primarily
designed to speed up the invoicing function and at the
same tirijie produce more comprehensive sales statis
tics for rlanagement guidance.
1
You can now computerise your invoicing and sales
analysis areas — usually the most troublesome in any
■ <
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL, PHONE OR WRITE
TO ANY BRANCH OFFICE — THERE IS ONE IN YOUR STATE.

business — simply, without fuss, and at such a low
cost . . . you'll be surprised.
Price extensions, discounts and sales tax calculations
etc., are performed at computer speeds . . . invoices
typed just as fast as fingers can fly . . . fully transis
torized storage units for "holding" calculation results
and analysis totals . . . and for the organization with
an insatiable appetite for finer statistics, yes of course,
we have punch tape models too.

ASCOTA BUSINESS MACHINES PTY. LTD.
A DIVISION OF LITTON INDUSTRIES

MELBOURNE 329 7744 • SYDNEY 61 9819 . BRISBANE 311021 . ADELAIDE 231483 • ffiRTM-21 7002 . HOBART 343358
vi
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The Applied Dynamics Four is
totally new; in hybrid
organisational concept,
performance characteristics,
speed, reliability, and
flexibility.
□ A totally new approach to
man-machine communications
simplifies programming by

users more expert in their own □ The A D-4 Hybrid is ready
fields than in computer
and able to cope with your
existing problem load alone,
technology.
or linked to a general purpose
□ A totally new approach to
digital computer. As a
components, wiring and
genuinely minimum initial
mounting techniques really
gets to grips with the problem console that can be expanded
smoothly and economically, it
of field expansion—and the
practicalities of available space. makes obsolescence obsolete.

'This new hybrid makes computer obsolescence obsolete'

Scientific & Industrial Equipment j PHILIPS

PHILIPS

ta-processing
take at EDP?

V

EDP-5/R

| &■-

WE can do a week’s work of data-processing in a matter of minutes. Just figure it out, EDP in a
year could save you months of work. Maybe you think your job is too specialized for us to Work
on. Nothing could be further from the truth . . . We have the world’s most sophisticated com
puters and EDP specialists. They’re ready, willing and able to tackle any job any time of day or
night. Imagine, the cream-of-the-crop working on your project... while you’re in bed catching
800 lb. Marlin (that’s peace-of-mind for you).
We’ll give you peace-of-mind, if you’ll give us a piece of yoursf Remember to phone or write and
take advantage of our fast, reliable and accurate service.

e
1 150 Albert Road, South Melbourne, 69 5116. 22 Bridge Street, Sydney, 27 3705. 23 Leigh Street, Adelaide, 51 6968
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Punched card input
has slowed down computers
long enough.

■'WssSiSS-'

Honeywell’s new KEYTAPE
is more their speed!
Keypunching speeds are no match for modern computing speeds. So if you’re feed
ing information on to punched cards, you’re holding your computer back. You’re
causing an input traffic jam that’s probably as frustrating to you as it is to your
computer. Honeywell has a solution.
KEYTAPE. It’s a way of typing original material directly on to magnetic tape and
verifying it in the same machine. The magnetic tape is used for direct input to the
computer and all without punched cards.
And because KEYTAPE input can be read by a computer at tape-drive speeds rather
than card—reader speeds, you save time. And time (especially computer time) is
money. It also saves time which was normally needed for verification and insertion
of correction cards on a separate machine.
Modern computers have finally met their match.

Honeywell
SYDNEY

MELBOURNE

CANBERRA

ADELAIDE

NEWCASTLE

BRISBANE

HOBART

PERTH

27-7451

26-3351

49-7966

51-6203

2-5790

51-5248

22-006

28-3722
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tetswin
**1® Paper
warwfth

Fhden
Today's office and factory paper work is getting more complex,
more varied. There’s more of it. Friden has the office equipment ai
techniclf know-how to make a major offensive againstcomplex,
-your
— paper
problems.
y
Problems.
0 Computyper Data Processor ^—* "
rillinn «"■'—"
.f.WM.O, <
_
_
_,Wfl Uf9 . .-MttV/ll)
important tasks. ciiu receivable, sales
and
/ profit _
analysis
and many other
You programme the 5610 in English and it “talks back” in English. It is
ideal for small or large businesses. It employs the latest technology
including micro-integrated circuits. The price will surprise you tool
Want to hear more about the 5610?
__ vvwuiman
me 5610?
arrange to
— you
Arrange
to see
see a
a Friden
Friden man —
you cs
can buy or lease.

Friden

For calculators and paperwork automation

A division of the Singer Company

*®ag 0,f!°e:
Sydney 2g8731^ r^edboume' St 6905

Canberra 4o^,y°5
*3Jza

Vo>- 1, No. 3,

.AL -

goes better
with PDP-10
Time after time
after time.
You develop and de
bug programs in hours,
not weeks. No computer
operator between you
and the computer. You
interact with the computer
itself. Through any one of
64 terminals. Anytime.
Anyplace.
You run interactive pro
grams, FORTRAN pro
grams, assembly language
programs without hog
ging the whole computer.
While you run your pro
gram, 60 others can run
theirs, the lab can do
real-time data collection
and processing. All at
once. No waiting.
PDP-10 is the only com
puter now available that
does real-time, batch
processing, and time
sharing simultaneously.
Come alive.
Interact with PDP-10.

EID1DD1D

COMPUTERS • MODULES

75 ALEXANDER STREET
CROWS NEST, N.S.W. 2065
TELEPHONE: 439 2566
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A new addition to Shoalhaven’s range of outstanding Automation Papers

SHOALHAVEN COMPUTER PAPER TAPE

\

SPECIALLY DEVELOPED IN AUSTRALIA FOR HIGH-SPEED
OPERATION AND PHOTO-ELECTRIC READERS.
*
Other automation papers in Shoalhaven’s range:

SORTASPEED PAPER

— for large volume cheque sorting and other Automation applications

CONTINUOUS STATIONERY GRADES

— for single and multi-part sets

TELEGRAPHIC TAPE PAPER

— for low to medium speed mechanical readers and punchers
For further information ask your supplier or contact direct:

t> SHOALHAVEN

PAPER MILL SALES PTY. LTD.

123 Euston Road, Alexandria, N.S.W. Phone: 51 0331 □ 5-9 Boundary Road, North Melbourne, Vic. Phone:3296277
SP277
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Evaluating Programmer Performance
^ P. R. Masters*

This paper discusses the factors that influence the cost of writing computer programs
for commercial installations. Simple procedures for reporting and controlling performance
are described.
Suggestions are made for a wide exchange of information between Data Processing
Managers in order to build up a body of knowledge on estimating the work content of
programming tasks.

Is Performance Evaluation Important?
During the last few months the opportunity has
occurred of asking over twenty-five E.D.P. Managers
how they control the cost of systems and programming
work. Only six admitted to any formal procedure
whatsoever, and of these six only two were using a
system based on detailed time targets—so few in fact
that one starts to wonder whether cost control in this
area is as important as some (including the author)
believe it to be. It is clear, however, from the com
ments made that the majority of E.D.P. Managers
would like to have better cost control but that in prac
tice they lack the time, or the experience to introduce
and operate methods of evaluating programmer per
formance. As a result, as program production units,
the majority of E.D.P. departments can be classed as
pre-industrial revolution. Compared with any up-todate factory, training is inadequate, methods are illdefined, and excessive allowance is made for presumed
difficulties of temperament. These are harsh words
but this is a critical and costly area in computer opera
tions and basic management principles can be applied.
A recent study in Australia (P.A. Management Con
sultants Pty. Ltd., 1967) has shown that, on average,
systems and programming costs amount to about 25%
of total data processing costs. The proportion varies
quite widely with different kinds of organisation but
tends to be higher with the more successful computer
users. Figures as high as 35% have been quoted in
U.S.A. For the average medium-size installation with,
say, an IBM 360/30, and annual operating costs of
about $150,000, the bill for systems and programming
will be between $20,000 and $40,000 p.a. Since it is
not unusual in other areas for good management
methods to result in a performance improvement of
50-100%, the excess cost being incurred can be of the
order of $15,000 p.a. or 10% of the total data pro
cessing costs. Poorly controlled programmers are of
course not only expensive in wasting their own time
but they can also be expensive in wasting machine
time through an excessive number of test shots during
debugging.
This' situation is further complicated by the trend
occurring in salaries of programmers and systems
analysts. Over the last two to three years the average
salary advertised for programmers has increased by

over 25%—at a time when the majority of salary
levels in industry have remained fairly constant.
Shortage of suitable applicants has of course been pri
marily responsible rather than a shortage of people in
the community with the right basic aptitudes. As yet
there is little evidence that this salary trend will be
reversed so that as hardware costs come down, systems
and programming costs will be a more and more
important part of the E.D.P. Manager’s budget. The
need for evaluating staff performance and for closely
controlling staff costs is therefore becoming increas
ingly important.
Procedures suitable for controlling programmer per
formance are discussed below. Similar procedures can
be used for systems analysts.
These procedures do not take into account varia
tions in the efficiency with which the complete pro
gram or system operates. This is a separate problem.
Measures of Effectiveness
In a manufacturing situation a time standard, or
more correctly a work standard, is set by specifying
the method to be used, and the quality to be achieved,
and then evaluating the work content by some pre
determined motion time systeqj or byj direct work
study.
4>
In programming, the same approach can be used
||>ut there are a number of requirements that have to
«#be met anq there are therefore a number of possible
measures of effectiveness that can be used either
simply or together-such as:—
Does it work?
Man hours
Calendar time
Machine time for testing
Running efficiency
Ease of modification
Adequacy of testing
Adequacy of documentation
Reliability
Total cost.
All programs must obviously meet the first criteria,
but the importance of the others will vary with the
job. Running efficiency for example is of little con
cern for a job that occupies fifteen minutes of machine
time once every six months. “Quick and dirty” should

* P.A. Management Consultants Pty. Ltd. Manuscript received May 1968.
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arrive at a standard time for the job and formulae
based on these are being used.
Comparison of actual time taken at the end of the
job with the standard time allowed gives a measure of
programmer performance. As a means of control,
however, this is inadequate since the control points
are too widely spaced and do not permit any form of
corrective action at a point in time when this could
be effective. Progressive control is therefore essential,
together with control of the rate of program comple
tion.

TOTAL
DAYS

NUMBER OT INSTRUCTIONS X 100

Figure 1: Time and Program size.

be the target here because a 10% improvement in run
ning time worth, say, $5 p.a. is a relatively poor return
on even one day of programmer’s time worth $20.
In most installations, either during the initial pro
gramming phase prior to computer delivery or during
the application development phase at a later date, it
is a combination of man hours and calendar time
which is most important, and these two should there
fore be the major components of every system for con
trolling programmer performance.
The traditional
approach to programming—that is an art and not sub
ject to measurement and evaluation—must be forced*
to disappear even if this offends many of the more
skilled practitioners. Experience shows that there is
a relationship between program size and programmer
—days which can be used as a satisfactory basis for
control. At least one software house in America uses
this basis for paying its staff and for charging its clients
—and they stay in business. Figure 1 is typical of
the results obtained by plotting programmer days
against number of instructions for programs written in
an assembly language. Even on this relatively crude
basis which ignores differences in program complexity,
a line of best fit would appear to be indicative to
\yithin ±25%.
Most installations have their share of trainee pro
grammers—some only have trainees—and this com
plicates the task of using time estimates. Appropriate
allowances can be made, however, by applying a factor
based on the experience of the individual. In this way
a common basis can be used throughout. Figure 2
gives a learning curve such as is normally found in
practice and indicates the time allowances which
could be made to adjust for experience.
In practice it is necessary to combine program size,
program type and program complexity in order to

Control of Program Completion
The most familiar condition in programming is the
one where a program becomes 90% complete within
a week or two and remains 90% complete for month
after month while the programmer battles with the
final details that looked so easy. Since system opera
tion depends on the completion of the slowest pro
gram, it is very important to the E.D.P. Manager to
know when programs are going to be operational.
The system which is outlined has been used, and used
successfully, on quite a number of installations and has
resulted in the first systems being ready to run when
the computer is installed, and not many months later,
as has happened in so many cases.
The programmer’s task contains six elements:—
Block diagram
Code
Desk check
Prepare program test data
Test and debug
Documentation.

INSTRUC
TIONS
PER DAY

—------1----------- 1----------- 1---------- 1_______
1

mmsn
Performance as % of
expected level
Time allowance
add

2

i

3 ■

i

of programs written after completion of training

20%

30%

50%

60%

4007.

■ 230%

100%

67%

j

Figure 2: Learning Curve.
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WEEKLY REPORT
NAME

J. SMITH

PROGRAM NO.

BLOCK DIAGRAM
CODE
DESK CHECK
TEST DATA
DEBUG
DOCUMENTATION
TOTAL
ESTIMATED TIME
TO COMPLETE
TEST SHOTS
COMPUTER TIME

Figure 3: Programmer’s Weekly Report

These are quite separate and there is no difficulty
for the programmer to identify what he has been
doing in terms of these six. They can therefore be
used as the building blocks in a time estimating and
reporting system. The precise division of total time
between the elements is not of very great significance
but they provide the E.D.P. Manager with excellent
milestones and a check on whether the reported pro
gress (i.e., 90% complete) is realistic in terms of what
remains to be done.
At the end of each week each programmer reports,
on a simple form such as that showitjan Figure 3, the
time spent in man days on the various elements of the
programs on which he is working and b# indicates
where he considers' a particular element to be com
pleted. He also estimates the number of man days
required to complete the program and to get it operat
ing, assuming that he works on it full-time and that
no time is lost waiting for the return of test-runs. He
bases these estimates on the original estimates made
in conjunction with the E.D.P. Manager, “adjusted”
by his experience with the program. The E.D.P.
Managir has a desk wallet containing control cards for
each program. An example is shown in Figure 4 as
it would appear after six weeks of programming.
These are set out in such a way that the information
provided by the programmer can be quickly entered
and a chart plotted of the progress achieved. Test
shots are also logged. The form of chart given in
Figure *5 is found to give a clear picture of likely com
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pletion dates. The full line on the chart is plotted at
the start of programming and shows (in the example
given) that:—
1. The job is expected to take 20 days.
2. The programmer is assigned full-time for the first
two weeks and half-time for the following six
weeks.
The broken line records progress and is obtained by
plotting the expected days remaining to complete the
program. The slope of this line is used to predict
the likely completion date. As each stage of the pro
gram is completed, the details of standard time and
actual time are transferred to a Performance Card (see
Figure 6) for the particular programmer, and his over
all performance calculated. Particular weaknesses in
any of the main phases of programming (e.g., Test and
debug) are highlighted.
The chart in Figure 5 corresponds to the figures in
Figure 4.
Improving Effectiveness
The control system described above is only one part
of the task of the E.D.P. Manager in achieving high
performances from his programmers. In addition to
setting standards, and measuring actual achievement
compared with standards, the E.D.P. Manager must
take action based on the difference if he is to improve
the effectiveness of his team. Without action, per
formance evaluation is quite pointless.
Four factors control performance in all activities.
They are:—
Skill
Method
Effort
Interference.
Skill results from aptitude and training. Most pro
grammers learn to program in much the same way
that they learnt to walk as babies. After some.mini
mal instruction the rest is practice. How many pro
grammers receive any training aider their filst threeor four-week course—until they/ change \to another
ijiachine? Planned re-training at intervals i! essential,
’not to relearn the machine’s instruction code but to
break the circle of always doing things in one particu
lar way. Re-lraining is also needed to ensure that the
installation standards are being adhered to.
Method i§ equally as important as skill, both from
the point of view of the individual’s own effectiveness
and from overall cost control considerations. The
large differences in programming times between
R.P.G., COBOL and Assembly language are not
generally recognised. Typical figures for simple pro
grams are:Assembly
COBOL
R.P.G.
Language
1-2 days
4-8 days
8-15 days
Card Input
Update Master
5-10 „
10-15 „
File
20-30 „
3-10 „
1-3 „
Print Report
10-20 „
However, the time-saving can only be made avail
able when the language is adequate for the task, and
both R.P.G. and COBOL have their limitations.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3, November 1968
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PROGRAM STATUS REPORT

WEEK
ENDED

BLOCK
DIAGRAM

CODE

DESK
CHECK

TEST
DATA

DOCUM
ENTATION

DEBUG

TOTAL
DAYS

20-10
27-10

5

3-11

3

5

5

24-11

2

A IOI

13
13
S
8

—

17-11

5
2

TITLE

UPDATE

1

5

STORE

REMARKS

20
16

1

10-11

PROGRAM NO.

DAYS TO
COMPLETE

Sick

PROGRAMMER

FI LE

J. SMITH

Figure 4: Control Card
if

Effort is dependent on motivation, and this in turn
depends on a clear acceptance of the targets being set
and on the environment in which the programmer
works. It is not usually necessary to use a direct
financial incentive for persons of the type and intel
ligence which we normally find as programmers.
Most are sufficiently intrigued by the task of program
ming that they do not require this kind of spur to
their activities. This is, however, in itself a danger.
The interest and satisfaction which most programmers
derive from their work lead to unnecessary complica
tions of programming, with disastrous results in the
long term. In general it is the less intelligent pro
grammers who achieve the higher performance.
Finally, we must not underestimate the influence on
overall performance of day-to-day interference from
outside sources. This may take any of a number ol
forms. It may be slow turn-round of test results so
that the programmer has to slow down to match his
performance to the testing schedule. Even with three
or four programs being worked on at the .same time,
the programmer may have times when he is unable to
work and so fills his time by spreading his load
The Australian Computer Journal, Yol 1, No. 3, November 196§
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PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

PROGRAM NO.

BLOCK
DIAGRAM
STD ACT

CODE
STD ACT

DESK
CHECK
STD ACT

TEST
DATA
STD ACT

DEBUG
STD ACT

DOCUMENT
STD ACT

TOTAL
STD ACT

NAME

Figure 6: Performance Summary Card

Parkinson-like to match the time available. Alterna
tively, other programmers less occupied than himself
may wish to discuss their problems with an outside
opinion. In this same category of interference come
all the problems arising from communications failures.
These include those incredible situations where the
output format of one program fails to reappear as the
input format of the next, or where the exception con
ditions specified by the systems analyst are grossly
inadequate for the range of transactions and conditions
actually met in practice.
Sound procedures for
systems description are vital to the achievement of
high programmer ,performance—and# lengthy dis
cursive narratives are not the best for thislypurpose.
Decision tables as a communications means are excel
lent and provide a useful method improvement in pro
gramming itself where appropriate languages are
available.
Considerable use can be made of a “Tabular
Standard Procedure Instruction”. This is a method of
describing a clerical procedure which was developed
for manual systems but which is equally applicable to
computer systems. One set of charts describes in
summary:—
—the data processed—its description and
source
—the records accessed—by description and
i
sequence
—the action taken, and
-r-the output—by description and destination.
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A second set gives a table of exception routines in
the IF.........THEN............. form.
When skill, method and interference have been
attended to, we are left with the setting of targets to
achieve the effort required. Figures have already been
quoted for typical programs for different program
ming languages. Within any installation, formulae and
tables can be developed for estimating the work con
tent, of various programming tasks. In using these
estimates for controlling programmer performance,
proper allowance must be made for the experience of
the programmer. Learning curves have been pre
pared on a number jof installations as a means of
making suitable adjustments to the targets. Targets
are of most help in improving performance if they are

,,, /-■'

EDIT RUN:

3 + 1.5 N where N = number of
different input formats
0.5
SORT:
UPDATE MASTER FILE: Easy
7
V•
Medium 12
Difficult 18
PRINT REPORT:
1 + 2 N where N = number of
different output formats
TIME IN DAYS
Figure 7: Standard Times for Programming Cobol
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achieveable. Figures 7 and 8 show Standard Times
and Learning Curves for COBOL used on one
installation.
As yet there are no standards for programming
which are accepted on a world-wide basis. In this,
programming compares with industrial engineering of
thirty years ago. Whereas today in work study, MTM
and systems derived from it are widely accepted, we
still find in the computer world such statements as:—
“The equations derived to date (for programming
standards) have large standard errors of estimate:
the differences expected between actual and estimate
may be 100 per cent or larger of the actual”.
(Report by La Bolle of the System Development
Corporation of work carried out for the United
States Air Force about two years ago.)
This situation appears disturbing, but the practice
of management has shown repeatedly that some target,
provided it is accepted by all concerned, is very much
better than no target at all. However, the inherent
difficulties in setting targets do suggest that control
procedures should be kept as simple as possible.
The Future
What of the future? There are some disturbing
signs.
The Report of the Joint Committee of Public
Accounts on Automatic Data Processing (No. 85)
estimated that by 1970 there would be 1200-1400
computers in Australia and an additional 8000 staff
required. A small drop in the number of staff per
computer is expected. Although there has been some
fall-off in the number of orders placed in the last
twelve months, computer sales are booming again and
these figures are probably still quite realistic.
Salaries of programmers are still increasing and a
man with three years’ experience is now in many cases
around the $6000 mark, or about the same as the
Production Manager or Company Secretary of a small ♦
to medium-size company. Responsibilities and train
ing are obviously vastly different.
Shortages of experienced people will push pro
gramming salaries still higher until management refuses
to pay the level needed to recruit and establish an
E.D.P. team. If they still want the benefits of a com
puter they will go to a Service Bureau or to a contract
programming service. Many of them, since they will
be the smaller companies, will go without and thus
increase the pressure on the computer suppliers either
to provide fully programmed systems, or to develop
programming methods which are “de-skilled”.
’ Labour eventually prices itself out of its own
market. Automation in industry, computers in cleri
cal factories, are the result of the high cost of labour.
“Automatic programming” could one day replace

Figure 8: Learning Curve—Cobol

people. The solution, from the programmer’s point
of view, is in high performance and a ready accept
ance of simple methods. While the cost of program
ming a system manually can be kept below the cost of
doing it some other way, the manual method will be
retained.
Part of the answer to this problem could be in a
wider exchange of information on achieved program
ming rates, with the objective of establishing estimat
ing tables for different types of programs for various
languages, to be made freely available. Perhaps this
is a service which one day the Australian Computer
Society could provide. For most installations it takes
far too long to build up a reasonable sample from inhouse experience. The study by System Develop
ment Corporation referred to earlier was based on 74
programs collected over about two years—a very
small sample—and this had to be further truncated
by a combination of “statistical techniques and
intuition” before estimating equations were established.
As indicated, large errors were still being obtained.
So many people talk about setting up controls over
programming performance, so few do anything about
it. The literature is full of exhortations but few
examples. Those who have tried it, know that it is
worthwhile.
?
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Computing Science Curricula
For Australian Universities
By I. N. Capon*

This paper contains detailed proposals for university courses in computing science.
The viewpoint is adopted that course offerings must be coherent and related to the broad
structure of computing science, rather than fragmentary offerings of technique.
Details are given for a series of units which can be combined to produce graduates in
the various sub-specialties of computing while maintaining enough common ground to allow
fruitful interchange of ideas. The paper also discusses the use of these units in the context
of a four-year honours degree, and in that of a post-graduate diploma.

1. Introduction
There has been considerable discussion (References
1-4) in both Australia and abroad about University
curricula in Computing Science.
The author was
recently able to visit some two dozen universities in
the U.S.A. to examine their course structure, and was
also able to discuss matters of mutual concern with
several members of the Curriculum Committee of the
Association for Computing Machinery (C3S). This
paper reflects the author’s conclusions following these
and other discussions, with especial reference to condi
tions in Australia.
It is necessary to have some conceptual framework
for the general field of computing, here taken as the
science, technology and application of information
representation and manipulation, and some general
principles about the purpose of education in Computing
Science, before curricula can be usefully discussed.
This paper develops the theme that University Com
puting Science courses should concentrate on pro
ducing research specialists and those designing and
developing information systems. Various courses are
suggested in line with this principle.
The views expressed are those, of the author, and
are not necessarily those of his own or any other
institution.
2. Structure of Computing Scieiice
f,}
It is convenient td divide the field of computing into
three parts, which may be roughly characterised as
A. science,
B. technology,
C. application.
These divisions correspond to those used by the second
report of the A.C.M. curriculum committee (Ref. 1).
The science component of computing is generally
agreed Jo be necessary for all university students of
computing. It includes, according to the academic
level involved, such topics as the description, design
and analysis of programming languages, the representa
tion and manipulation of data, the idea of an algorithm,
formal) models of computation, and some aspects of

computer systems. These subjects can be taught at a
highly theoretical level, and there is in the U.S.A. a
trend toward ‘pure computer science’, divorced from
the rest of the field. The author believes that this
tendency is not in the best interest of the student.
The technology component of computing, sometimes
known as systems programming and computer design,
is concerned with the construction of tools for either
general or specialised information processing tasks.
The student benefits if the two sides of the subject can
be taught together, but few schools can support an
appreciable level of hardware construction even as a
research project.
Instructional techniques in this
general area are not well developed.
Thirdly, there are many theories and techniques
relating to the application of computers to various
problems. Historically, computing scientists have made
contributions to many fields which have subsequently
been held to lie outside their basic responsibilities.
This “interdisciplinary” aspect of computing is* very
important at the research level^ but is j difficult to
organise efficiently within the formal teaching'system.
From an abstract point of view, Computing Science is
concerned with the concepts of information and its
efficient manipulation by artificial systems, but as all
fields of endeavour ary concerned with at least some
kinds of informatiorylhere can be no clear boundary
between Computing Science and many other subjects.
It is in this area that most disputes over course
structure arMe.
v,3. Scope of Computing Science Curricula
The tri-partite nature of computing science and its
rapid growth lead to a curriculum subject to various
expansionist pressures. Indeed, it is not unusual for
some heavily computer dependent topics to become
“tenants” within a Computer Science department, even
to the point where the entire training of various special
ist users of computing equipment is refarded as a
responsibility of the Computing Science department.
The result of these various tendencies can be a large
and unwieldy collection of courses, all of which are
“desirable”.

* Department of Computing Science, The University of Adelaide. Manuscript received March, 1968.
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It is the contention of this paper that such ram
shackle empires are undesirable, and that there should
be a clear core of computing science courses such that
the majority of students taking Computing Science
degrees take most of the courses. In general, there will
be many students who will want to take some Com
puting Science courses in conjunction with studies in
other fields, but if it becomes necessary for any group
of students to have a specialised course, e.g. “Com
puting Methods in Geology”, then the user department
should teach it.
This is not a popular doctrine, but in the long run
no department can develop if it dissipates its resources
by teaching many slightly different combinations of
topics, very often guided by the criterion of short-term
utility. There are of course problems to be faced if
there are many small “splinter” groups, each wanting
much the same material but with some special empha
sis. It may also be difficult to keep relatively isolated
computer-oriented courses consistent with each other
and with current practice. Neither of these problems
is severe if the Computing Science departmental course
offering is in units which are sufficiently small to be
incorporated into larger structures, so removing one of
the main motivations for separate treatments. It may
also be desirable to run a seminar for teachers of vari
ous topics (such as the detailed grammar of the various
programming languages used in various subject areas),
with the aim of mutual improvement of teaching
efficiency.
If the above philosophy is accepted, it is relatively
easy to describe the kinds of students Computing
Science departments should train and the courses they
should take. Firstly, the department must of course
train in its own image, or preferably toward an image
in a crystal ball. It is sometimes argued that students
should be allowed free choice among a large range of
topics, unhindered by the fossilised attitudes of the
faculty, with the implication that students can see new
possibilities more clearly and should not be burdened*
by material which seems irrelevant. In their extreme
forms such premises amount to an abdication of
responsibility, while milder versions produce overly
intricate pre-requisite structures and place undue
emphasis on the PR abilities of the faculty. It is
known that most computing science professional
workers change their field of interest several times in
the course of their careers, and their formal education
should therefore attempt to lay a broad and solid
foundation on which many specialist structures can be
built. Advanced students (at Honours or M.S. level)
will of course specialise to some degree, but this must
still be carefully directed.
The second and largest group of Computing Science
students, at least in terms of demand, consists of those
who will be concerned with the design and implementa
tion of information systems within various environ
ments. In an ideal situation, the designer of (e.g.) a
library system should be trained in library work as well
as in computing, and the same holds for most
application-oriented systems. It follows that a com
bination of Computing Science with almost any sub
ject should be possible, but in fact the usual divisions
into Faculties,. and pressures of curriculum time and

necessary background prevent most such programs, at
least in Australia, at first degree level. Courses of this
type should provide a background in the science com
ponent of computing and in another subject, together
with experience in the technology of computing and
in the application of computers to the other subject.
It is sometimes argued that the whole or part of either
of the computing topics (or both!) is not necessary;
this is true for users but not for those designing and
implementing complex programs and systems. It is
apparent that the above material cannot be properly
covered within the limits of a three-year ordinary
degree, and the choice therefore falls between a fouryear Honours degree and a post-graduate diploma. The
Honours degree must also function as an introduction
to research work, and should therefore entail more
theory and a solid background in formal work (e.g. in
Mathematics). These requirements are too severe for
the future professional worker, and also prevent gradu
ates in other fields from qualifying in computing
science. The best solution currently available there
fore appears to be a post-graduate diploma in Com
puting Science, which does not presuppose extensive
undergraduate Computing Science training.
Many
universities have such a diploma, often as a “retread
ing” course and with the expectation that it will
eventually be replaced by a first degree course. How
ever, at least in the author’s experience, there is a
decided trend for graduates from various fields to take
the diploma immediately after graduation and the total
demand is growing rapidly.
There is a persistent demand for ordinary graduates
with immediately useful knowledge. If such a demand
is to be met, a course based on techniques currently
used for the implementation of software and other
systems can be devised, but it involves severe cuts in
the time which can be devoted to other subjects and
to the theoretical aspects of computing itself. This is
often difficult to justify with a liberal and researchoriented University, and the job is better done within
colleges of technology and the like with facilities for re
training as and when it becomes necessary.
There remains the vexed question of computing
science in the undergraduate curriculum, directed at
non-specialised and uncommitted students, who may
later not be required to take any Computing Science
courses. Most Computing Science people incline to the
view that computers will be, if they are not already,
indispensable tools of society? which should be appreci
ated by at least every educated person. However, this
narrow point of view can be applied to all sorts of
devices, and the special case of computers should form
part of a more general study of society. It follows that
Computing Science departments should not teach in
this area, although they may require it of their students.
More detailed treatments of computing will require
some technical background, and it appears that current
or projected courses for future Computing Science
students are suitable for other students also.
4.1 Detailed Structure
.
The general considerations of the previous sections
indicate much of the material which should be taught
by a Department of Computing Science. However,
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their strict application does not fully satisfy various
requirements. Firstly, it is necessary to ensure that
the various strains of computing specialists have some
common ground with each other and with users.
Secondly, computer applications are not neatly divided
as is perhaps suggested by the discussion above, and
methods useful in one area are frequently useful in
another. In these circumstances it is inescapable that
the Department of Computing Science will teach topics
which are not necessary for all Computing Science
students, and which may appear quite irrelevant for
some. Thirdly, some consideration must be given to
the fact that not all students succeed in their chosen
courses.
These factors have been taken into account in
designing the detailed structure given below, and
account for the inclusion of topics which would other
wise have a dubious status in a Computing Science
department. It must be recognised, however, that these
same topics contain the seeds for full programs in a
variety of other specialties, such as operations research
or management science or formal linguistics. This is
precisely the tendency previously discussed and found
to be objectionable. It is also evident that the teaching
staff for the topics included will have research interests
considerably wider than the topics themselves, and that
a Department teaching them would not therefore be
entirely self-reproducing. The author believes that the
resolution of these difficulties lies in the research
schools of the University, and in supra-departmental
organisations capable of hiring specialists in new or
embryonic disciplines, but these ideas cannot be
discussed here.
The remainder of this paper is concerned with
detailed courses, their arrangement and their inter
connections. In the interests of brevity, detailed justi
fications are not given for each teaching unit.
4.2 Student Load
The viewpoint of this paper suggests that it is proper
to design specialist curricula for Computing Science
students before considering a broader audience. There
are then several other academic disciplines which may
be used as examples, and experience with these
suggests that the computing scienpe content of a fouryear Australian computing scieiice Honours degree
should be contained in
first or second year (not both): i or | of student load;
in third year: i of student load;
in fourth year: whole of student load.
For comparison purposes, this amount of material
amounts to some 25 “semester hours” over the first
three years, which compares with the 30 hours
suggested by the A.C.M. C3S for a B.S. In view of
the current debate in the U.S.A. over “excessive
specialisation” the Australian pattern may be prefer
able. The 27 extra hours suggested by the C3S for an
M.S. is slightly more than the material covered in a
fourth /(honours) year, which is in agreement with the
usual rule that an M.S. is equivalent to the a first-class
Honours degree.
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4.3 First Course in Computing Science
The first course in computing science can be given
at almost any point in the University curriculum (or
even in high school). There are various reasons for
preferring that it be given in the student’s first year,
viz.
(i) It gives the student a useful tool for many future
subjects,
(ii) it is a useful screening device, and may assist stu
dents in deciding between a quantitative or quali
tative bias in their subsequent years,
(iii) it emphasises logical and complete solutions to
problems, with concrete printed evidence of
achievement built-in. This is useful to students
who have difficulty in adjusting to the abstract air
of the University,
(iv) it is frequently easier to find curriculum time in the
first year,
(v) it is useful to the 30% of students who do not
complete a degree,
(vi) first-year subjects are generally accessible to most
of the University. Second-year subjects are less
freely available to students in other faculties.
Many people have investigated the content of such a
subject (here called Computing Science I), and it is now
almost universally agreed that the following material is
appropriate (cf. A.C.M. C3S courses Bl, B2, II, and
British Computer Society, Working Party 7 (1967)).
(a) Introduction to Algorithmic Processes
Problem solving on a computer, utilising a
procedure-oriented language. Introduction to the idea
of an algorithm. Dynamics of program compilation and
execution, with accompanying information transforma
tions. Problems, problems, problems.
It may be necessary to have several slightly different
versions of this course, depending on the students’
backgrounds. However, the problems should not be
narrowly based and should show both the strengths and
weaknesses of the chosen language. Local operating
system as appropriate.
(b) Computer Organisation and Programming^*1
Basic structure of a “Von Neumann” machine (with
a, single accumulator, etc.). Information flow during
..execution. Instruction sets and assembly language
programming.
Basic information cjh number representation, index
ing, addressing, macros, subroutines and other features
as locally appropriate. Equivalence of hardware and
software.
/
. Local operating system features as appropriate.
(c) Information Structures
This course is concerned with the structure of com
mon types of data, its representation, and algorithms
for manipulating such representations.
Specific topics will include
Binary and Octal number systems. Character sets.
Coding Theory, including error correcting codes.
The properties of various media, and representa
tion of data on each. Methods of access and
transfer, attainable rates and efficiencies. The
concept, representation and use of arrays, strings,
lists, stacks, records, files and tables. Manipula
tions of these structures, including sorting, upThe Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3, November 1968
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dating, stack operations, tree searching.
nomial manipulation techniques.
(d) Other Material
Flow charts.
Program testing and documentation.

305 Systems Analysis and Design
306 Systems Programming.
(b) Primarily for Computing Science Honours students
400-1 Compiler Theory and Construction (2 units)
402 Computability
403 Formal Languages and Syntax Analysis
404 Introduction to Research
405 Literature Seminar (i unit)
406 Logical Design II
407 Methods for EDP
408 Numerical Analysis I
409 Numerical Analysis II
410 Optimisation Techniques
411 Partial Differential Equations
412 Project (2 units)
413 Seminar (i unit)
414 Sequential Machines
415 Simulation
416-7 Systems Programming Seminar (2 units).
It will be noted that Computing Science Honours
students are given only a small amount of choice in
the units they may take. An average student will take
19 of the 25 units, and this allows him to neglect 6
fourth-year units. An examination of Figure 1, which
shows some of the common groupings and possible
arrangements of units, will rapidly reveal that omissions
of this type will produce the common varieties of com
puting workers. Thus omission of the 6 units on the
right will produce a “software man”, while omission of
(400, 401, 402, 403, 406, 414) will produce the “pro-

Poly

4.4 Upper Class Courses
Students in their third and fourth years are not
greatly different in ability, and it is convenient to treat
them together. At this stage students have or are
developing special interests, and it is desirable to have
modular courses to allow some flexibility. This paper
is written in terms of units each representing onetwelfth of a third-year student’s load (approximately
25-30 hours of lectures, excluding practical classes).
The following list of units includes those currently
needed by Computing Science students. Detailed syllabi
and other comments are given in the Appendix. It is
expected that Computing Science students (Honours
standard) will take 19 Computing Science units over
the two years, together with about 9 units from various
minor areas, while post-graduate diploma students will
take 12 units of Computing Science courses.
Computing Science I (see above) is assumed.
(a) Primarily for third-year students
300 Information Structures II
301 Linear Programming
302 Logical Design I
303 Numerical Algorithms
304 Structure of Programming Languages

YEAR

TERM

i
STRUCTURES

METHODS

PROGRAMMING

304

3

PROGRAMMING

2

301

3

DESIGN 1

404
1

:ntroductioi
:0 RESEARCH

408

403

405

NUMERICAL
ANALYSIS 1

SYNTAX

413

DESIGN 2

SEMINAR

414

4

LINEAR
PROGRAMMING

SEQUENTIAL

2

MACHINES

416-7
SYSTEMS
PROGRAMMINC

415
SIMULATION

409
NUMERICAL
ANALYSIS 2

THEORY
DESIGN

3

COMPUTATIO?

Figure 1: Possible sequence of upper class units and common groupings
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grammer” demanded by many large organisations. It
should be noted that students will normally take 6 units
in third year, and then be obliged to take their “most
disliked” unit of the 7 offered in the following year.
This device is an attempt to ensure that (especially)
units 302, 303 and 305 are not side-stepped by anyone.
(The only exception, the student taking 408-409,
should take a unit in mathematics in place of 303.)
Diploma students will normally take 300, 304, 306,
405, 412, 413, and six of 301, 302, 303 (or 408/9),
305, 407, 410, 411, 415, 416/7. The arrangement of
units in Figure 1 is intended to allow most students to
take the Diploma in one year.
4.5 Advanced Courses
Courses for post-Honours students are not well
developed in Australia, but their necessity is becoming
increasingly apparent. The following are currently
desirable, in addition to courses relevant to research
going on within the Computing Science department, or
interdisciplinary research based elsewhere in the
University. It is, however, necessary to maintain a
flexible approach to such research-oriented units, as
they may become part of the formal Computing
Science curriculum, or move into other disciplines, as
they become more developed. For example, there is
an increasing tendency for workers in business data
processing to feel more at home in business schools,
and it would be a mistake to insist that computing
science schools maintain competing courses.
Representation Techniques
One or more units on current information repre
sentations, and their manipulation by general or
special purpose languages.
(a) Graphics: Representation of line drawings, pho
tographs, handwriting and 3D objects. Manipulations,
including various types of editing (enlargement, com
bination, line detection). Display techniques. Missing
line problem.
(b) Symbolic Mathematics: Representation of poly
nomials and rational functions in one or more variables.
Canonical forms. Greatest common divisor algorithms.
Symbolic differentiation problems, including simplifica
tion of results. Symbolic integration.
Artificial Intelligence
Discriminant analysis. Pattern Recognition. Classi
fication problems. Learning devides. GPS.
Large Systems
J*
Design and evaluation of large systems. Current
research. (This course is a graduate offering because it
is still in a fluid state, requires considerable maturity,
and assumes a broad background in both computing
and certain parts of mathematics.)

formal examinable teaching. It will always be possible
to dispute the exact position to be occupied by a par
ticular topic, and the author will doubtless be among
the first to propose alterations to the scheme proposed
here. The central point of this paper is simply that
the majority of students taking Computing Science
degrees should take most of a set of courses which are
the especial responsibility of the Computing Science
faculty.
REFERENCES
(1) Assoc, for Computing Machinery: Curriculum Committee
for Computing Science; Second Report. Comm. A.C.M.,
Vol. 11 (1968), pp. 151-197.
(2) British Computer Society: Working Party 7 (1967); “Speci
men Courses in Computing Science”, Computer Bulletin,
Vol. 11, p. 43.
(3) Finerman, A. (Ed.) (1968): “University Education in Com
puting Science”. Academic Press, New York.
(4) COSINE Committee Interim Report (1967), “Computer
Science in Electrical Engineering”.
Commission on
Engineering Education, Washington.

5. Summary
The/author is well aware that many professional
worker! in computing installations will be annoyed to
find that their particular needs or interests are not
covered by these proposals. This does not mean that
the au/hor regards such other topics with scorn, but
rather1 that he believes they can better be taught out
side a Department of Computing Science, or that they
are currently in a state permitting learning but not

APPENDIX
Detailed Syllabuses for Upper Level Courses
Unit courses cannot exist in isolation, and it is there
fore convenient to consider them in related groups.
The material to be covered in any group may be sub
divided in many ways, as may be convenient for the
students or instructor concerned.
Those subject
groupings which are also of interest to other disciplines
are given first.
(i) Hardware Design
In a school actively engaged in computer construc
tion, several engineering courses will be needed. The fol
lowing are for other students needing a less specialised
knowledge, and have the objective of teaching the
student the capabilities and limitations of hardware
technology in implementing concepts in programming
theory and practice.
.
Logical Design I (302)
Boolean Algebra. Minimisation of Boolean ’ func
tions. Logical and 'physical components. Physical
characteristics. Sequential circujts. Arithmetic units.
-Other functional units, but not control units.
_ J Elements of communication theory and practice.
Logical Design II (406)
Design of control jfnits and instruction sets. Hard
ware methods of indexing, relocation, nesting and
recursion. Special machines and their instruction
sets. Interconnection problems. Current design
, trends.
(ii) Numerical Analysis
Numerical analysis is the classic case of a “tenant”
within Computing Science. Its inclusion here reflects
current, but probably not perpetual, teaching practice.
It is generally found that five units are sufficient for
formal teaching in numerical analysis, with perhaps
some specialised units in areas of research interest.
One of the five is essentially a terminal course for users
of numerical techniques, and is here called numerical
algorithms. All courses assume programming.
Numerical Algorithms (303)
Common computational problems, with emphasis on
practice rather than theory. Covers root finding,

m
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interpolation, quadrature in one dimension, initial
value problems in ordinary D.E., least squares and
Chebyshev approximation, solution of linear equa
tions, eigen-value problems.
Introduction to boundary values problems, partial
differential equations, integral equations, errors of
computation, stability of solutions.
Numerical Analysis I and II (408/9)
As Numerical Algorithms, but in more detail and
with a firmer theoretical basis. In addition, the
following topics:
Formal treatment of finite difference equations
and calculus.
Interpolation and quadrature in
several dimensions. More on boundary value prob
lems, integral equations, stability, ill conditioning,
theory of errors.
Partial Differential Equations (411)
Thorough treatment of numerical solution of P.D.E.
Optimisation (410)
Systematic searches. Gradient methods, with or
without constraints, for the solution of minimisation
problems. Non-Linear and Dynamic programming
methods.*
[Variational methods]f
* assumes L.P.
t if not given elsewhere.

(iii) Operations Research, Management Science, EDP
Methods
The following courses can all be regarded as appli
cations of science to the control of large enterprises,
utilising computers as an indispensable tool.
Simulation (415)
Monte Carlo techniques, generation of pseudo
random numbers. Various kinds of simulation (con
tinuous, discrete). Queueing, scheduling. Collection
and evaluation of statistics. Simulation languages.
Linear Programming (301)
Primal and dual formulation of linear programming
problems. Simplex method. Special variants for,
various problems. Implementation problems.
Systems Analysis and Design (305)
Analysis of requirements in “real” situations, and
formulation as information structures (q.v.). Measure
of information flow. Recording techniques. Control
networks. Network analysis. CPM. PERT. Com
munications (including Data Transmission).
Methods for EDP (407)
Specialised topics for business applications. Inven
tory systems. Scheduling. Forecasting. Games. Con
trol of Large Systems. Documentation.
(See also: Optimisation.)
(iv) Formal Theory
The following courses may appear to many users to
be removed from reality; however, they are finding
increasing application in the design of machines,
languages and language processors.
Sequential Machines (414)
Finite state sequential machines, from both behav
ioural and structural points of view. Representation,
decision problems, state assignment problem, decom
position theorems.
Computability (402)
Formal models of computability, including recursive
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3, November 1968

functions, Turing machines, Markov algorithms.
Equivalence of these formalisations, Church-Turing
Thesis. Algorithmically unsolvable problems. Com
putational complexity.
(v) Representation Theory
As computing science develops, it will be increas
ingly concerned with the representation and manipula
tion of various types of data. Much of the rationale
and the utilisation of such representations will be of
only secondary interest to the computer scientist, in
the same way as hydrodynamics is of secondary
interest to the specialist in differential equations.
Information Structures II (300)
The emphasis in this course is on general methods
of description and the construction of tools. Specific
examples are included to help build the student’s
ability to construct further representations. The
idea of data description and manipulation languages
will be important, as will “second level” languages
(meta languages) used to describe data languages
themselves.
Current topics might include
Notations of Iverson, PL1, etc.
Data templates.
Picture Manipulations.
Graph Theoretic representation of trees and maps.
Manipulation of groups, sets, etc.
(vi) Programming
Programming for Computing Science students has
two main branches, compiler writing and systems pro
gramming. Both branches require extensive practical
work, but only the first has as yet any substantial
theoretical structure. It is suggested that three courses
and two seminar/workshops should be given.
Structure of Programming Languages (304)
Comparative study of languages, including both
syntax and semantics.
BNF. ALGOL and its extensions. Comparisons with
Fortran, PL1.
Expressions, blocks, procedures.
Dynamic effects. Recursion.
List Processing Languages.
On-line Languages.
Problem-oriented and Special Purpose Languages.
Formal Languages and Syntax Directed Compilers
(403)
Context Free Grammars.
Syntactic Recognition techniques.
Applications.
Compiler Theory and Construction (400, 401)
Advanced material especially in semantics. Practice.
Systems Programming (306)
Constructions of assemblers, interpreters, etc.
Integration of sub-systems. Monitors. Batch Pro
cessing. Buffering. Real Time Processing; multi
processing. Core Allocation. Paging. Protection.
Measures of Performance. Resource allocation dur
ing execution. Accounting. Error detection. Com
mand Languages.
Seminar on Systems Programming (416, 417) »
Practice. May profitably be organised as develop
ment project. Emphasis on current problems (e.g.
on-line systems).
‘
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(vii) Units for future Research Workers
Introduction to Research (404)
This unit is intended for Honours students, and
attempts to give them some insight into current
areas of research. In most cases each individual
faculty member could give an entire unit on his own
interests, but such proliferation defeats its own ends
as the student must choose more or less blindly
among the mass of available units. A single “shopwindow” is preferable.
Literature Seminar (405)
All research work rests on the ability to find and

summarise existing knowledge. This ability can be
acquired by practice, and with a sufficiently large
post-graduate group a literature seminar can be
useful.
Project (412)
The student must demonstrate that he is able to
work with little supervision, to write a coherent
report, and to complete a program of considerable
size and complexity.
Seminar (413)
Usual student seminar. Presentation of selected
topic.

•/
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Real-Time In Retrospect
By E. S. Burley*
This article deals with the development and implementation of the QANTAM real-time
system for the control of Passenger Seat Reservations and Communications Message Switch
ing at Qantas Airways Ltd., Sydney. This system has been operating very satisfactorily
for twelve months and the author provides some details of the functions performed by
the computers and peripheral units, development time involved and plans for future
expansion.

1. Introduction
Over the last few years it seems that we have many
times been called upon to write articles and deliver
talks on the “QANTAM” real-time system installed
by Qantas Airways Ltd. to handle telecommunications
message traffic and passenger seat reservations. It was
therefore with some trepidation that we agreed, follow
ing blandishments from your Editor, to prepare another
article on the subject, thinking that perhaps we could
be accused of “gilding the lily”. On reflection, how
ever, it was realised that all previously written and
spoken words had been somewhat general, and had
been prepared prior to system introduction. Now
that the system has been operating very satisfactorily
for some time it is probably of interest to provide an
article which gives a little more detail of the methods
adopted and an idea of the development time involved.
For those readers who are not familiar with the
background it is necessary to restate that in 1964
Qantas after an exhaustive study of data processing
needs throughout the Company, decided to consolidate
the whole of its activities into a central complex com
prising three IBM System/360 computers to be situated
at our head office building in Sydney. One machine
was to be used for Message Switching operations, one »
for Passenger Reservations and the third for general
data processing work. Certain items of peripheral
equipment were to be interconnected between the
machines to allow for fallback in case of unscheduled
breakdown and for preventative maintenance. Appendix
“A” shows a detailed diagram of the equipment now
installed including all interconnections. The first
machine, a Model 40 replacing a 1401 on general data
processing applications was delivered in February,
1966, followed in June, 1966, by the two Model 30’s
for the real-time activity.
The whole installation operates 24 hours a day seven
days a week, and a measure of the demand for EDP
services in the airline industry can be gauged from
the fact that in March this year we added a further
Model 30 for general data processing and two small
1130 systems were installed at Kingsford Smith Air
port, Sydney, primarily to produce aircraft flight plans.
At the conclusion of this article we give some indica
tions of future plans over the next five years.
Before proceeding to describe the Reservations/
Communications system we should say something on

the basic philosophy of the operation. There were two
major problem areas which have now been very satis
factorily resolved by the first phase of entry into real
time processing. The first was message handling and
switching which was previously performed by a con
ventional “torn-tape” communications centre equipped
with receivers, transmitters and teletype machines.
Our Sydney centre is a major relay station in a very
large world-wide telegraphic network operated
principally by Qantas and BOAC, and it was very
obvious some years ago that in a relatively short time,
with ever increasing traffic volumes, the conventional
system would reach saturation point, and any alleviat
ing measures taken by the addition of extra staff and
equipment would only lead to a considerable loss of
efficiency and to unacceptable delay. Some idea of
the volumes of messages involved can be obtained
from the figures for April, 1968, when 383,000 inwards
messages were received and 427,000 outwards messages
despatched, a total throughput of almost 10 million
per annum, growing at a rate of about 20% per
annum.
The second problem was in the Reservations Control
area where it was rapidly becoming impossible to
maintain an up-to-date position with the manual
recording of seat inventories and passenger name data
for flights twelve months ahead. Despite round the
clock operations there was a constant backlog of
messages for sales cancellations and requests to be
actioned which in turn prevented the maintenance of
an up-to-date status condition on flights. A manual
recording system operating under these conditions of
extreme pressure could not fail to generate an
abnormal number of errors. ,
When it is known that 75% of our total message
traffic is concerned with reservations and associated
passenger requirements it will be readily recognised
that Communications and Reservations are really one
integral process and this is the way in which we
handled them in the system design. We regard the
present application as the first phase of this activity
and already plans are proceeding towards the imple
mentation of phase 2 of which more will be said at
the conclusion of this article. The principal point to
bear in mind is that in this first phase all reservations
activity is being handled and processed as i| is
received over normal low speed telegraphic channels

* Qantas Airways Ltd. Manuscript received August, 1968.
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and this philosophy was adopted to solve the
immediate problems.
Following then is a description of the system as it
applies to Communications Message Switching, Pas
senger Reservations .and the use of the general data
processing computer for fall-back.
2. Communications
(i) Line Controls
Three 2702 Transmission Control Units provide an
interface between the communication circuits and the
system. Two types of line adapters are available, the
first to cover 5 bit telegraphic transmission (50 and
75 baud), the second to handle the 8 bit IBM 1050
transmission (1348 bps). The use of these adapters
in the units is:—
2702 No. 1—25 telegraph lines
2702 No. 2—25 telegraph lines
2702 No. 3—25 telegraph and four 1050 lines as
fallback for Reservations system.
Two of the three 2702 units are required for normal
operation which involves 44 telegraph lines.
(ii) Processor Units
One of the two 2030 Processors is normally used
for Communications; the second is for Reservations
and for Communications fallback. The line controls
and the disk files are interconnected in such a way as
to be accessible by either processor.
(iii) Disk Files
Two file groups are used each consisting of a 2841
Storage Control and two 2311 Disk Storage Drives.
Two disk drives are used for processing, the informa
tion on one being a copy of the other. Reads and
writes are performed on the master pack, writes only
on the copy. Under normal operation the two disk
drives in use are on different control units, although
operation with both drives on the same control unit is
a part of the fallback procedure. With present day
volumes one master pack can accommodate approxi
mately 24 hours of message traffic and within this
time span messages can be retrieved or re-runs
requested online. Prior toMhe “wrap around” point
being reached the computer issues a warning to the
operator who loads a third drive and copies the master
file. On reaching full capacity the|Jnaster and first
copy commence to overwrite. The second copy on the
third drive is removed for subsequent off-line pro
cessing of accounting and statistical data. The fourth
disk drive attached to the Communications computer
is purely for standby purposes in case of emergency.
(iv) Controller Stations
In a Communications Control Centre remote from
rthe computer room two groups of standard teleprinter
[(units are directly linked to the system for purposes of
pxternal control. The first group is for network con
trol and covers such things as diversions when mal
function occurs in a communications line, changes to
, routing requirements, etc. The second group covers
decisions on individual messages, such as the display
of invalid messages, requests for re-runs, etc.
■ Hourly reports are generated automatically by the
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computer to the Control Centre showing any queue
buildup or lines on hold, and a graph of traffic flow
over the previous four hours. The controller can at
any time call for a variety of information from the
system to assist him in the performance of his duties.
(v) Message Analysis and Routing
As messages are received by the system, they are
checked and analysed by the operating program.
The message number and first address line are
located and the three letter city code of the first
address is validated by reference to an address
directory held in the system. When this first address
has been checked the preceding characters of the
message are stripped off and discarded, only the
message number and priority being retained. Any
further addresses and the originator are located and
checked. The message text is then scanned until an
“end of message” combination is detected. The ending
pattern after this point is stripped off. When the
message is being transmitted over its outward circuit,
a new header and circuit number are added to the
front, and a new ending pattern is added to the tail.
The headers and trailers vary in length with the
quality of the line and the type of remote equipment
used, so that the least number of characters possible
are sent over each circuit. Unnecessary space charac
ters and letter or figure shifts are edited out providing
the resulting format and addresses are correct. Errors
detected during the address analysis or text scan cause
the message to be rejected and displayed to the con
troller for interpretation and re-entry.
Message routing in the system is accomplished by
reference to three main tables:—
(i) Address Directory
(ii) Circuit Table
(iii) Routing Table.
The areas served by the world-wide network are
divided into zones, so that locations readied through
the same circuit are in tjie one zone. The Circuit
Table and Routing Table allow hbrmal message
routing to be altered for sdme or all priorities, when
diversionary procedures are introduced by controller
action. The controller can also make changes to the
address directojy, by temporarily inhibiting action on
any address held in the system tables.
(vi) Message Flow
Irifa message switching system a large number of
input and output lines must be handled at the same
time. To achieve this, incoming messages are broken
up into blocks of thirty characters as they are received
in parallel from the input circuits.
The address
analysis and text scanning routines continually
examine the available data, edit it and write it on to
disk storage. When a complete message has been
received and written on to disk it *is queued for trans
mission on one or more output circuits. In this way
the processing of a number of messages from various
input circuits is overlapped, resulting in significant
gains in core storage utilisation. Messages are sent in
parallel as outwards circuit time becomes available.
Data transfer to and from the lines is controlled by
e Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3, November 1968
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hardware with interrupts being used to indicate key
events in message transmission/receipt.
(vii) Error Detection and Diagnostics
The error detection and diagnostic routines fall into
three groups:—
(i) Detection of communication line error.
(ii) Detection of system malfunction during opera
tions.
(iii) Off-line diagnostic tests run by Customer
Engineers to detect and isolate faulty com
ponents.
The first two groups are necessary to the sound
operation of the system and are an integral part of
the operating program. Where errors or faults are
detected they are reported to the program by an
interrupt, and action beyond this point is specified
within the program rather than by fixed logic. For
the third group programmed error detection routines
are used.
(viii) Fall-back and Recovery
The fall-back procedures covering machine outages
in the Communications system are of two types:—
(i) A change-over to a standby device within the
Communications system.
(ii) A complete change-over to the Reservations
computer.
Apart from the Communications system components
required for normal use, and the Reservations central
processing unit, standby devices are available for each
function. It is impracticable in an article of this nature
to attempt an explanation of all the ramifications of
fallback. In general terms, when it is necessary to
switch central processing units, the pressing of the
Reset button on the system being used and the Load
button on the system to take over is basically all
that is required to transfer C.P.U.’s. The standby
system loads the communications program and starts
the recovery process.
(ix) System Load
A considerable amount of statistical data was col
lected and analysed before we finally determined the f
equipment configuration. Simulation exercises were
performed to study the pattern of operations within
the system and the internal queues developed under
peak load conditions. The result of these studies has
produced a message switching system which, if fore
cast growth rates are reasonably accurate, will be
capable of handling our needs in this area until 1975,
with the possible addition of extra disk files.
3. Reservations
(i) The Reservations System, in its first phase of
operation, provides an automatic system of space con
trol. It incorporates both seat inventory control and
passenger name records.
Information stored within the system consists of two
basic areas:—
(a) An inventory of available seats on all flights
controlled by the system for almost 12 months
ahead.
(b) A record of all passengers booked on these
flights, with all their special requirements such
as diets, bassinettes, etc.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3, November 1968

Sales points in all parts of the world are supplied
automatically with updated status changes for each
flight, and seats are sold or requested as dictated by
the status in force. Sales messages are sent by the
booking offices over the communications network.
As each notification of bookings is received, the
inventory of seats on the particular flight is modified
by the number of seats sold. As seat availability
reaches predetermined danger levels, changes to the
status for that flight are sent out, again over the
communications network to the sales points.
At the time each message is received, passenger
name and flight details are stored in the system. This
record serves two purposes:—
(a) It provides a positive check when subsequent
messages concerning a passenger are received.
These are then referenced back to the actual
passenger name rather than simply modifying
seat inventory.
(b) Passenger name and flight details are required
to prepare lists such as Boarding Advices and
Pre-flight Checks, and also become the basis for
many of the more complex Reservations func
tions.
Messages are received by the Reservations system
in an agreed world-wide standard format approved by
all airlines both for machine and manual operation.
They contain many different types of transactions and
each message may include one or more of these trans
actions covering a number of flights. After receipt,
messages are first analysed and then broken down into
the segments to be actioned. Each segment is checked
for validity and processed, depending on the group
into which each action type falls. So called “Need”
and “Waitlist” messages, received as a result of a
status condition on a flight, are both handled by the
same basic procedure as sales or cancellations, in that
an effort is made to confirm the booking, or if this is
not possible an entry is made on the waiting fist for
the flight. Thus a new Passenger Record is created
which is either a sale (inventory modified) or a wait
list entry (inventory unaltered). An appropriate reply
to the sales point is sent out automatically when
required.
Subsequent messages of confirmation do not affect
seat inventory, but do require access to the Passenger
Record. The information in the message deter
mines the actions carried out and any additions which
must be made to the record.
The majority of reservations messages received are
handled quickly and automatically, but situations do
arise where an external decision by a controller is
necessary. These fall into two groups:—
(a) Where errors in input are detected such as
invalid sale, or cancellation for which there is
no corresponding name record.
(b) Where a decision is required for which the
system is not programmed such as a status
change on a multi-sector flight, or an unusual
request for a large block of seats on one flight.
Each Reservations Seat Controller is equipped with
a 1050 keyboard/printer directly connected to the
system. All information forming the basis of a decigion
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is typed out and instructions to the system are keyed
back in by the Controller.
Output from the Reservations system falls into two
groups. The first covers replies sent to sales points,
or other messages which originate after a particular
input message is received. This first group includes:—
(a) Replies to seat request messages.
(b) Confirmation from waitlists.
(c) Status messages sent to sales points.
The second group covers output messages which can
be initiated at set times of the day, depending on air
craft departure times, etc., and includes:—
(a) Advanced boarding advices and additions/dele
tions list.
(b) Passenger lists for pre-flight checks.
(e) Lists of group bookings.
(d) Special advices such as flight loading and route
loading summaries, catering requirements,
V.I.P. lists, etc.
Output messages for transmission are automatically
prepared within the Reservations system and passed
to the Communications system for transmission. Initia
tion of this function is normally a part of processing,
but can occur by a controller action.
Transfer of messages between the Communications
and Reservations systems is achieved through normal
communication channels. Messages placed in the
Reservations queue are transmitted to the Reserva
tions machine in the same way as any other message
being switched. Messages returning from Reserva
tions to Communications are again transmitted over a
normal communications line running between the two
systems.
(ii) System Configuration
The components that make up the Reservations
system cover four functional areas:—
(i) Central Processing Unit.
(ii) Disk files for data storage.
(iii) Reservations controller stations and output
printer.
(iv) Card reader.
The equipment configuration can be seen in ,the
overall machine diagram Appendix “A”.
(a) 2311 Disk Files
Four disk drives are used as follows:—
'File 1
Systems Programs.
'^
Passenger Records—A.
Flight Master Records. #
T'
Passenger Records—B.-*1
J*
File 2
J
New Business Records.
New History Records.
Flight Inventory Records—Copy.
Passenger Records—C.
Flight History Records—Copy.
File 3
f New Business Records—Copy.
| New History Records—Copy.
I Re-allocation Record Area.
1 Flight Master Records—Copy.
System Recovery Record.
i Flight Inventory Records.
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File 4
Input Output Buffer.
Parking Area—displays awaiting response.
Passenger Records—D.
Flight History Records.
(b) 1050 Controller Stations
Five printer/keyboard stations used by Reservations
Controllers for entry and retrieval of data.
(c) 2702 Transmission Control Unit
This unit allows all controller stations and com
munication lines to be connected to the system and
operated simultaneously. It is basically the same as
the units used in the Communications system except
that it is equipped to handle five 1050 type lines. A
standby for this unit has been created by equipping
one of the Communications 2702’s with an additional
4 x 1050 line adapters.
(d) 1443 Printer
This unit is used as a faster method of producing
relatively long routine reports.
(e) 1442 Card Reader
This unit is used when necessary to re-schedule
flights and re-allocate passengers. Re-scheduling data
is entered through the card reader.
(iii) Fallback and Recovery Procedures
The fallback and recovery procedures for Reserva
tions cover two areas:—
(a) File protection against physical damage to disk
records.
(b) Standby operation to cover machine malfunction.
Protection of records on disk storage is achieved
either by holding a duplicate of the particular file on
another drive which can be immediately accessed in
an emergency, or by a system of creating recovery
records for those files which are too large to dupli
cate. For each of the file divisions the protection is:—
Flight Master Records and Flight Inventories —
Duplicate files.
New Business Records (current day’s bookings) —
Duplicate files.
Passenger Records — System recovery. Each night New Business Records! for that day are
consolidated with the main/ Passenger Records, and
after this update a copy is made of t^e four files. If
at any time during the next day’s operations the
Passenger Records are mutilated the copy packs are
used for system recovery.
In the event of a peripheral unit malfunction it is
possible to some extent to fallback to standby units
without transferring the operation to another C.P.U.
The following types of outage can be covered:—
Peripheral Unit
Action
1050 Control Terminals... Reduce number of stations
available for use.
2702 Transmission Con- Use standby 2702 on Comtrol Unit......................... munications machine.
One to three 2311 Disk Use 23M’s on general data
Files ............................... processing computer which
can be accessed by Reser
vations C.P.U.
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The 1443 Printer and 1442 Card Reader have no
standby immediately available and if either of these
units is out it is necessary to fallback completely to
the general data processing C.P.U.
The need to change Reservations processing over
to the general data processing machine arises when
certain malfunctions occur within the Reservations
complex itself, or when Communications processing is
moved over to the Reservations system.
The four disk files used by the Reservations system
can also be accessed by the general data processing
machine, so unless the malfunction is in the disk files
themselves or in the disk control units (2841) there is
no need to move the actual disk packs to the second
system.
Under normal circumstances input messages are
transferred from Communications to Reservations by
a transmission line. This position still applies when
Reservations falls back to the general data processing
machine.
4. System Development and Implementation
The above description should provide a good general
idea of how the total system operates. There may be
some matters of fine detail which have not been
adequately covered, but it will be appreciated that in
condensing a system of this nature to a journal article
it is difficult to answer all questions satisfactorily.
The QANTAM system commenced active develop
ment in March, 1964. In May, 1967, the Communica
tions system was cutover to computer processing
followed by the Reservations system which was pro
gressively implemented between October, 1967, and
February, 1968.
During system development the machine manu
facturer, in addition to general systems engineering
assistance was contractually required to provide an
input/output supervisor program, and to audit the
operation of the Qantas-written application programs.
Approximately twelve man-years of time were spent
by the machine manufacturer as shown in the follow
ing table.
Man-months
Basic design concepts...............................
7
System definition.......................
18
System design .............................................
9
P.M.G. equipment specification...............
5
Project supervision..................................... 26
General installation support ................... 72
Operating system (QANTOS)................... 14
151
Qantas was responsible for the provision of
statistical data from which the system was designed,
for the preparation of the specifications which were
to be met, for the writing of operational programs
using System/360 assembler language and for training
user personnel. The following table gives a summary
of the time spent by the Qantam Project Group.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3, November 1968

Man-months
Project Supervision......................................... 46
Reservations
System definition ....................................... 30
Program writing ....................................... 116
Program testing ......................................... 81
Program supervision ................................. 36
System audit...............................................
7
User education ........................................... 18
Communications
System definition......................................... 24
Program writing......................................... 90
Program testing ......................................... 72
Program supervision ................................. 23
System audit...................
7
P.M.G. system design...............................
3
User education ........................................... 12
565
5. Future Developments
Qantas has always regarded the present Reserva
tions/Communications system as a first phase of
activity in this area. We are now in the early planning
stage of the second phase of QANTAM which will
provide the facilities for booking offices in Australia
and overseas to be in direct contact with the central
computer complex in Sydney.
Instant information on the status of all flights will
be available through C.R.T. display devices and
reservations will be made directly to the computer
through the typewriter keyboard attached to this
terminal. This second phase should be operative early
in 1972 and will, of course, require a much larger
computer complex and a network of high speed com
munication lines. We have agreed in principle with
our pool partner, BOAC, that we will link QANTAM
to their BOADICEA reservations system in London
so that information on all services will be available
at all major Qantas and BOAC offices throughout
the world.
The advent of Boeing 747 ‘jumbo-jet’ aircraft has
brought with it a new requirement for computer
assistance in the area of Departure Control. Initially,
this will cover passenger check-in at the airport and
eventually embrace all the activities which culminate
in the preparation of load and trim sheets and flight
plans. We are currently examining the feasibility of
incorporating this activity (which will need to be
effective for all Australian departure points) into the
Phase 2 QANTAM computer complex.
In the field of general data processing, work is pro
ceeding on a wide variety of major applications
covering almost every Department of the Company.
For a number of these applications there is a require
ment for either real-time processing or fast response
enquiry.
6. Conclusion
*
As the reader may have deduced the airline industry
has a seemingly insatiable appetite for data processing,
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The industry is a real challenge to the data processing
practitioner, whose ingenuity will be taxed to an even
greater degree in the future than it has been in the past.

and it is evident that with ever growing volumes of
data and speeds of aircraft, the only way to handle
the information flow of an airline is by computers.
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CARBINE—a Computer Automated
Real-time Betting Information NEtwork
By J. A. McGeorge*

A general description is given of the performance requirements of the Victorian
Totalizator Agency Board’s real-time computer system, and of the methods employed in
meeting some of these requirements.

1. Introduction
The prime function of this system is to accumulate
investments from the public, and to present the sum
of these investments at a pre-scheduled time. A system
which interfaces with the public, and which has con
trolled access to the workingman’s pocketbook, is in
an unusually demanding environment. In order to
provide the service demanded by the public, the
system design must be such that the individual investor
can conduct his business transaction without the com
plication of delay. This means that the system must
be continuously operational throughout the scheduled
operating periods.
Investments enter the system from 300 remote
keysets which operate over private lines at an input
rate of 150 bauds. These lines are routed through an
exchange which has 80 lines to the computer. Input
data must remain accessible at the remote keysets
until safely stored within the system. All input is
validated, and automatic retransmission provided when
messages contain corrupted characters or message
formats.
t
Of the 300 remote keysets a number is operated for
the convenience of telephone betting account holders,
while the majority are situated in branches or agencies
where over-the-counter investments are made.
Telephone investments are entered by a keyset operator
while the client is in communication with the operator.
Branches and agencies manually collate individual
cash investments on a race and transmit the consoli
dated sums via the keysets at scheduled periods
throughout the day.
Other keysets within the control centre are used for
emergency by-pass, for late alterations, and for
country district centre transmission.
2. System Operation
Prior to the installation of the CARBINE system,
accumulation of total off-course investments on races
was accomplished against a deadline, by a progression
of manual collations, first at the agency, then at a
geographical centre for a group of agencies, and
finally at the control centre.
In order to reduce the closing time for betting

before a race start, and to stabilise the cost of per
forming the accumulation of investments, it was pro
posed to replace the manual metropolitan district
centres and control centre by a computer system, into
which the branch and agency totals could be directly
keyed. Country district centres were to be retained,
and collations from these also transmitted to the com
puter. Manually maintained records of telephone bet
ting transactions were to be replaced by a computerbased file.
(a) Agency Transmission
As bets are placed at the T.A.B. agencies, tickets
are issued describing the bets with respect to meeting,
race, horse, type of bet and amount. At the close of
selling for a particular race, copies of all tickets relat
ing to that race are collected and manually collated by
horse number. Total amounts for each horse are cal
culated and checked manually. The agent then trans
mits through his keyset one message for each horse to
the CARBINE central computer complex.
The
message, of 29 characters, contains agent number,
meeting, race, horse, win amount, place amount, and
check total, and takes approximately 3 seconds to
transmit. Until each message has been accepted and
stored by the computer, the keyboard of the agency
keyset remains locked. Errors in transmission are
detected by the computer, which will cause the set to
retransmit automatically.
Messages received by the computer are checked
against a master raceday schedule to ensure that the
race against which bets are being placed is valid, and
that the bets are placed prior to a pre-determined
closing time. Agents who transmit at the wrong time,
or on an incorrect meeting, race or horse number, are
advised of their error by a diagnostic message from
the computer to the printer contained within the key
set.
Messages from agencies are switched into the com
puter system by a cross-bar exchange which is con
trolled to queue requests for computer service when
heavily loaded with incoming calls. Concentration of
incoming lines in an exchange was the method chosen
since agency keying time is significantly greater than
the time required to transmit a message, and since

* Control Data Australia Pty. Limited. Manuscript received July 1968.
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considerable economies can be achieved in the alloca
tion of core storage within the computer.
(b) Telephone Betting Transmission
Keysets similar to those in the agencies, but with a
different keyboard layout, are located in an auditorium
adjacent to the central computer system. Telephone
betting account holders call this centre to place bets.
Each account is represented on the drum storage of
the computer system. When an account holder places
a bet, and if the bet is valid, the account details on
drum storage are interrogated and updated by the
computer. The bet details and a new balance are
printed back at the telephone betting operator’s key
set.
In the case of an unacceptable bet being
requested, the reason for rejection is printed out so
that the operator can immediately advise the account
holder.

f
I
J

.
*

(c) Computer Handling of Messages
Each agent transmits a check total with each
message for the amounts nominated in the message.
As each message is accepted it is logged by the com
puter on the drum until the agency has transmitted a
complete set of messages covering all horses in the
race. The final message of the set is a “totals”
message, containing a vertical total of all amounts in
the previous messages for this race from the agent. If
the “totals” message balances with the previous
amounts transmitted, the computer packs the entire
set of transmissions into a condensed format and re
writes them on to an area of drum storage which has
been assigned to hold all bets for the race. At this
time also the details and totals from the agency trans
missions are logged on a magnetic tape to provide a
history of the raceday activity.
Individual telephone bets are packed and stored
directly on to the area of drum storage assigned for the
race. Telephone bets are logged on the magnetic tape,
and the new account balances are placed in the
account file on drum storage.
At race start time, all betting information is held on
drum storage. Shortly before race start, the computer
calculates and prints the total figures for each type pfi
bet on each horse in the race. These summary figuris
are telephoned to the appropriate racecourse for
amalgamation with the pmcourse investment pool.
On receipt of the race result, details of the placegetters and dividends, as received from the course, are
manually entered into the computer through one of
two CRT entry/display stations within the computer
area. These details are matched by the computer
against the betting details held on drum storage. Each
agency then receives from the computer summary
totals for the amounts invested, the dividend payable
and scratching refunds payable by the agency. If a
dividend is payable on a telephone bet, the amount is
credited to the appropriate account.
At this stage all activity is recorded on a journal
magnetic tape which then contains a record of all
investments, dividends and scratchings for each race.
Once complete race details have been transferred to
magnetic tape, the area of drum storage is released for
subsequent use with other races.
144

3. Reliability
Special software and special keysets were designed
to satisfy the exacting performance requirements.
The complete software package was designed and
developed at the site by a team of analysts from both
Control Data and the Totalizator Agency Board.
Design of the keysets and the exchange was influenced
by the analysts to ensure that the system performance
specifications were met.
A comprehensive system
diagnostic program was produced in parallel with the
development of CARBINE. The system diagnostic
program permitted on-line system testing and made
possible the early recognition and rectification of prob
lems associated with the special hardware.
To ensure that interruption does not occur during
the processing of race details, each important section
of the CARBINE system is duplicated. Either of two
model 3100 computers can perform the complete pro
cessing task in its role as the message handling
(switcher) computer, while the other acts as a monitor
and can take over automatically in the event of a
failure. All recording of data within the system is per
formed twice; communications equipment is organised
so that failure of a module will cause the switching of
data paths to unaffected channels until the failure is
rectified; agency terminal or line failure is catered for
by the use of by-pass keysets at the computer site, to
which messages can be telephoned for entry to the
system. Three sources of power and two sources of
air-conditioning are available at the computer site.
Carbine System
Logical Block Diagram

COMPUTER

CS0 ’
MAGNETIC

TAPE TRANSPORTS

ENTRY/

ENTRY/
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(a) Hardware
(i) Normal Usage

One of the two computers is designated the switcher,
and has control of one real time communications
module, six magnetic tape transports, two line printers,
two CRT entry/display stations, one card reader and
two drum storage units. All on-line operations are
performed by the switcher, while the monitor
periodically checks the switcher’s drum operations.
The monitor has control of one transfer switch con
troller, one real time communications module and
limited access to two drum storage units.
The
monitor’s real time communications module is con
nected to the open side of a transfer switch and is
used only when the monitor takes over the switcher
functions, in which case all communications input/
output hardware is automatically switched over.
The magnetic tape subsystem consists of two con
trollers, each having access to three magnetic tape
transports. Each controller is connected to the com
puter through a transfer switch which permits connec
tion to either computer.
The system operation
requires two tape transports—one for history and one
for journal files. The six tape transports are pooled
such that the program initially selects two available
units and periodically tests status of the other four to
confirm standby condition. Any change in availability
of units is noted on the computer’s console typewriter.
The two line printers are connected and pooled in a
similar manner.
Two drum controllers, each having access to one
drum storage unit, are connected to both computers
on separate channels to ensure the best availability of
a drum to the system. All data in transit through the
system is written and checked on both drums and data
may be read from either drum if both are serviceable.
The switcher interfaces with the system operator
through two CRT entry/display stations, either of
which can respond to input of control information and
provide output of status information.
One unit ^
normally displays system progress while the other is *
used for entry of control information. CRT input is
normally logged on the active printer.
The card reader, which is connected to the switcher,
is not used during real-time raceday operations.
Each computer is equipped with a console type
writer which may be used for entering control
messages but is primarily used to output hard copy
error and diagnostic messages.
Real time communications modules are connected
to the input/output section of each computer, and
have direct access to the upper 8000 words of core
memory. The switcher’s real time communications
module is connected through the transfer switch to
five multiplexor units, each of which contains sixteen
telegraphic terminal units for telegraphic communica
tions between the computer and exchange.
The exchange establishes a path to the computer
system from 300 half duplex lines, each of which
terminates at a keyset. Depression of the keyset’s
“Transmit” bar, following keying of the data to be
entered, initiates a request to transmit to be sent to the
exchange, and locks the keyboard. The exchange then
allocates an available computer connection to the key-
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set, and relays an instruction from the computer to
begin transmission. Data stored in the keys plus a
three character agent number are serialised within the
keyset and sent to the computer via the established
exchange connection. Once this message has been
validated, the computer responds to the agency key
set with a keyboard release signal. To telephone bet
ting keysets, the computer response includes data for
printing at the keyset. In the case of non-validated
messages being received by the computer from either
agency or telephone betting keysets, appropriate
diagnostic messages are sent by the computer.
(ii) Abnormal Usage

The system can operate with one computer, but
since the automatic restart facility is then not available,
this is considered an abnormal usage. This situation
can arise if one computer is faulty, or if off-line data
processing is being performed on one computer con
currently with raceday operations on the other.
Generally, three tape transports are involved in the
running of raceday operations. One is used for history
records of raw system input, one for an orderly journal
of processed data, and one for standby. If only one
tape transport is available, the history and journal
records are both written on the one tape and later
sorted as an off-line function. If one computer is
being used for off-line operations, that computer will
have control of three tape transports through their
controller.
One line printer is required at all times during raceday operations. The printers can be segregated if off
line processing is to be performed during a raceday.
Both drums are always assigned to the real time
system, since a drum which has been removed from
operation during a raceday contains data which rapidly
becomes obsolete.
Although system monitoring features would be
greatly reduced, operation is possible without either
of the CRT entry/display stations. Input can be
entered through the console typewriter in such circum
stances. If one computer is being used for off-line
operations, that computer will have one of the CRT
entry/display stations connected, while the real time
system has the other.
Loss of the card reader is of no consequence during
real-time system operations. If one computer is being
used for off-line processing, it would normally have the
card reader connected.
Console typewriter output is routed to the line
printer in the event of a typewriter failure. Each com
puter has one console typewriter permanently attached,
so that there are no abnormal configurations to
consider.
Switcher assignment determines which computer
has access to all communications lines.
In summary, then, the minimum equipment and
configuration for performing the real time function is—
One computer
One drum storage unit
One line printer
One magnetic tape transport
One CRT entry/display station or one console
typewriter
One real time communications module
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One to four multiplexors with enough operating
lines to handle the current load
One exchange with enough lines to handle the
current load from available keysets.
If the hardware is reduced to less than these mini
mum requirements, the program will be unable to per
form the specified functions. If the system has been
reduced to the minimum configuration, loss of the
computer or drum will cause the system to halt, and,
under these circumstances, system restart can be
accomplished only after the problem is rectified. No
loss of internal or external data occurs unless the con
tents of the drum storage become altered. Provided
the down-time does not exceed a critical period, the
situation is not irretrievable. Loss of a unit other than
the computer or drum does not cause a halt. Opera
tions on the specific unit are suspended, but if the
down-time is not long with respect to traffic load, the
loss does not create an irretrievable condition.
(b) Software
The total CARBINE program is approximately
32,000 words, each of 24 bits, in length, and is com
pletely core resident before execution. The initialisa
tion and utility subroutines reside in the transitory core
area and are over-written after execution.
Transitory core allocation is by word segments with
lengths that are powers of two, from 4 to 512 words.
If a particular size is not available, a dynamic concept
causes the next larger size to split in a fashion similar
to the borrow scheme in a subtractive accumulator.
Deallocation causes split segments to amalgamate
when matched pairs are available. Threshold limits
are set to prevent the continual splitting and
amalgamating of the more commonlv used sizes.
Drum storage is allocated and deallocated in seg
ments of either 512 words or 16,384 words. The
second case is provided primarily for total track re
assignment. Although the 512-word minimum seg
ment is large, the allocation of space within that seg
ment size is easily controlled by the application.
!
The software system is a real time program compris
ing the following routines—
Initialisation
Executive
v
J
Control
*
Processor
,|f
Input/Output
11
Service
,
Interrupt
Utility.
Each routine contains a number of subroutines
which are designed to share available computer time
to the best degree, so that when a subroutine cannot
complete a particular task within a given time it relin
quishes control to the executive routine to enable other
tasks to be performed without delay.
fin addition to the real-time program, a number of
related off-line programs is employed to process data
generated during raceday operations.
4. Error Recovery
(a) Start and Restart
At the start of each raceday the system requires a
set of parameters to be loaded. These parameters,
which are generated on line by the system at the close
146

of the previous day, consist of telephone betting
account details, race types and starting times for this
day’s operation, pre-sales investments previously
taken on investment types which are open for selling
or being executed on this day, and agency limits for
this day.
The start-up procedure then consists of loading the
system program from magnetic tape on to both drums;
after this, a start-of-day subroutine is executed, load
ing the parameter tape and storing telephone betting
account details and pre-sales data on the drum; the
subroutine then sets up both core and drum tables
from this day’s operation schedule. If a special invest
ment type is to be operated on, an additional tape may
be required to be loaded into the system, and if so,
the start-of-day subroutine advises the operator via
the console typewriter when the tape is required. The
time required to start the system is approximately
eight minutes, of which six minutes are spent in diag
nostic evaluation of drum track assignments.
After the switcher computer has been operating for
one minute, the monitor computer can be put into
operation simply by autoloading the program from the
drum. The initialisation routine detects that the com
munications equipment is connected to the other com
puter and automatically brings this computer up as the
monitor. With both computers operating, failure in
the switcher will cause the monitor to switch the input/
output equipment and autoload the program from the
drum. The initialisation routine finds the communica
tions equipment now connected to this computer and
thus brings it up as the switcher.
Restart initialisation is designed to recover all of the
input traffic which was under way at die time of re
start, and to synchronise the drums and rebuild all core
tables to a pre-restart state. This procedure takes
approximately twenty seconds from the time the
monitor computer detects a switcher failure to the
revival of real-time operations. The major time usage
is in recovery of the communications exchange. A
restart can be executed manually on either computer
at any time by autoloading' the prdgrim from the
drum, the only requirement being that the computer
being restarted as the switcher must hhve control of
the communications equipment and at least half of the
other peripheral equipments.
A “flight plat# method of recording dynamic restart
records is used for all transactions requiring total re
start recovery. This basically consists of forming one
single rfecord made up of all tables, files, the stimulant
data itself, etc., required to form the necessary result,
and recording this single record against the input
device as a restart record, after which time it is safe to
acknowledge the input and process the data from the
restart record. The number of times that a restart
record is processed now becomes unimportant, since
the same result must always occur as long as the
results are placed back in the original1 tables, files, etc.,
and not back in the restart record itself. The concept
is that innut which has not been acknowledged is not
considered to be in the system. At restart time, the
system can reprocess the restart records, request auto
matic retransmission from the input devices, and com
pare this input to the last record. If they are the same,
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that input has been fully processed and can be dis
carded; if they are different, normal processing is done.
Although this approach ensures complete integrity on
the drums, duplicate output to other devices is possible,
but unimportant in this case. A restart record is
written on tape to alert evaluation programs that
duplicate records may exist.
It should be noted that this method of restart is
valid only if all drum operations which were being
executed prior to the restart were terminated normally.
This is ensured by the following techniques, the impact
of which is best appreciated when files must be main
tained as part of the on-line operation.
(b) Mass Storage Restart
The above diagram represents the mass storage con
figuration of CARBINE. This subsystem possesses a
number of characteristics found in the more advanced
rotating memory devices. Other characteristics were
designed especially for the real time application. ♦
Important functional characteristics of the subsystem
are—
(i) Each drum has a capacity of 4,194,304 charac
ters, and each controller can have up to eight drums
connected, giving a maximum capacity of 33,554,432
characters. Since this is a backed-up system, the capa
city is increased by addition of pairs of drums, not
single drums. Addition of drums requires program
modification to provide a sector queue for each drum.
(ii) A write-check feature is utilised for every write
operation to ensure proper recording of all data.
Additional time for each write operation is involved,
but this is a worthwhile feature during system opera
tion and as a program debugging aid to trap invalid
alteration of data in core during a drum write
operation.
(iii) Subsystem interrogation, which monitors
current angular position of the drum, enables the
driver subroutine to adjust the queue and obtain a
much higher throughput than can be accomplished by
accepting normal latency time.
(iv) Parallel write of twelve bits at one time allows
a limited amount of critical data, such as track shift
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3, November 1968

tables, to be recorded such that each byte represents
one bit. If several heads out of a group of twelve are
unserviceable, the data is still recoverable.
(v) Selectable interlace allows control of the rate of
core accesses which are used during a buffered opera
tion and thus prevents loss of data during heavy input/
output traffic on other devices.
(vi) The drum controllers do not allow the monitor
computer input/output and master clear functions to
affect the subsystem when the switcher computer has
control and is running. Sufficient controls were placed
in the operational program to cause a halt condition
if a catastrophic failure should occur, and thus the
backup computer is permitted to clear and take con
trol. This feature is a must, since the backup com
puter may be under test or being used in such a way
that master clear would be used. The same feature
permits the monitor computer to take control if the
switcher is not in Run mode.
(vii) The Autoload feature is arranged to permit the
direct loading of the entire program into core, thus
eliminating the need to execute a special loader
program.
(viii) Byte addressable characteristics, as opposed
to sector addressable characteristics, are required to
cut down on channel use time and input/output buffer
space requirements. Small segments of data can be
stored in one operation, as opposed to reading a sector
into core, updating it and storing it back on the drum.
The drum driver subroutine consists of the follow
ing five linked subroutines—
(i) The queueing subroutine, which accepts requests
consisting of a drum address and transitory core
address, that is, source and destination starting
addresses. The specified core location contains con
text information such as the number of the input/
output operation, as well as the buffer area to be
operated upon.
(ii) The execution subroutine, which transfers
requests from the request queue and reorganises the
sector queue such that many requests can be executed
during one revolution of the drum. This “shuffle” of
the queue maintains an effective first in-first out
throughput by ensuring that requests for overlapping
areas are executed in the sequence in which they are
requested. This subroutine also initiates the execution
of all input/output operation^.
(iii) The interrupt subroutine, which is entered only
from the main interrupt handling subroutine and is
responsible for error detection, execution of. error
recovery and correction, and for execution of the next
queued request through the execution subroutine.
(iv) The control subroutine, which is entered
periodically from the main executive, and keeps watch
over the drum operations. It detects lost interrupt
conditions and controls the execution of error recovery
and correction.
(v) The restart subroutine, which is resident in ,core
onlv after loading the program and before execution
of the operational system. It is responsible for ensur
ing that all write operations which were in progress at
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the time of failure are completed and that both drums
are logically in synchronism.
Each write request causes two records to be written
in addition to the actual data recorded.
(i) The fail-safe record contains the actual data, and
is recorded on a dedicated track at an angular position
computed from the actual address and the number of
bytes.
(ii) The marker record consists of a sequence num
ber, actual address, fail-safe track number, number of
current markers, number of characters of actual data,
and the sequence number repeated. This record is
written on a dedicated track at an angular position
computed from the fail-safe address and the number of
bytes.
During a restart, the data contained on the marker
track is analysed and used to complete any write
operations which were in progress at the time of
failure, and to synchronise the drums. This operation
takes milliseconds as opposed to the six minutes
required to copy the contents of one drum on to the
other.
The two low address tracks are reserved to hold a
copy of core. This allows address correspondence
between core and drum, and thus enables dynamic
updating of critical tables which are maintained in
core for quick access and on drum for restart, without
the need to compute an associated drum address.
When operating with both switcher and monitor
computers, the identical program runs in each com
puter, with the drum subroutines being responsible for
detecting a switcher failure through the drum sub
system. This is accomplished by detecting the failure
of the switcher to release control after each request.
When the drum queue is empty, dummy read requests
are made in order to provide releases for monitoring.

processing, printed on the line printer and recorded
on the history tape. The input device is then released.
Internally generated processing includes printing of
consolidated totals at the scheduled cut-off time,
advancing the time-of-day clock, updating the master
operational table, and printing status reports. Most of
these processes can be executed as a result of operator
request through the CRT entry/display station. One
of the larger processing tasks of the system is the
crediting of telephone betting accounts at the time that
dividends are declared. This involves reading each
investment from the drum and updating the applicable
accounts.
Output of information is provided to the console
typewriter, CRT entry/display station, line printer,
magnetic tape transport and keysets. Some output
requires Immediate operator action, whilst other output
is made available for audit or reconstruction purposes.
The console typewriter produces error analysis diag
nostics, alarm control diagnostics and equipment
status, in addition to certain balance data. Action is
required when discrepancies are shown in balances,
and again when diagnostics indicate the need for hard
ware maintenance.
CRT entry/display stations provide output as the
result of requests for certain status conditions, and
most importantly display transmission schedules and
progress of agency investments.
The line printer reproduces all input requests from
the CRT entry/display stations, produces the consoli
dated amounts to be invested on-course, and the shut
down report.
Data recorded on history tape includes telephone
betting investments, cancellations, deposits and with
drawals, agency transmissions and alterations, and all
CRT entry/display station input requests. The journal
tape records investments, results, dividends, telephone
betting cash deposits and withdrawals.

5. Message Handling
A processing requirement can result either from
input to the system or from an internally generated
6. Conclusion
.
1 V -'
control function. There are two input validation pro
CARBINE began real-time operation in September,,
cessing subroutines, one handling all raw input from
1967, with the transfer of telephone betting accounts
keysets, and the other handling input/Erom the CRT | to the system in stages. Agencies were?1 connected as
entry/display station and console typewriter.
keysets were installed, the majority of this work being
Keyset input ,is checked for correct message format
completed by early 1968.
to avoid transmission errors^ If the format is not
Scheduled real-time operation is usually six days
correct the program requests retransmission, and on
per week, for up to fifteen hours per day. A rapidly
receipt of incorrect format a second time, causes print
increasing volume of messages has been handled by the
out of the message content at the keyset. An accepted
message is checked against operational tables to ensure- , svstem. On recent principal racedays, approximately
480,000 messages have been taken on the one day,
that it is in the correct sequence and that it has been
with peak activity, approaching 80,000 messages per
received at the correct time for the particular message
hour, occurring over periods corresponding to the
type. It is then recorded on the drums for recovery
closing times for the more popular types of bets.
purposes, and following this it is recorded on history
ta|e. An acknowledgment is then transmitted to the
7. Acknowledgments
keyset, the exchange connection is released, and the
message becomes available to the system for further
Much of the content of this paper as' derived from a
processing if required. Any keyset message which is
Control Data Technical Memorandum prepared by
not valid within the operational schedule causes a
J. T. Walters, describing the design and implementa
diagnostic code to be output to the keyset printer.
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Cooper of the Totalizator Agency Board and to J. W.
Input from the CRT entry/display station or con
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sole typewriter is validated for legal message type and
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correct message length. It is then made available for
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ABACUS—A Fast Fortran
System For The IBM/360
By N. W. Bennett*
ABACUS is a fast FORTRAN system for the IBM 360 computer. The U.S.A.SJ.
standard FORTRAN has been implemented without any extensions, to provide a reference
point for teaching and programme interchange. A large proportion of the system is devoted
to the detection of errors and the production of diagnostics. A simple monitor ensures
rapid transition from one job to the next.

Introduction
The IBM 360/50 computer system is supported by
a large operating system, which includes many
language compilers. With such an operating system
there is an inevitable overhead in recognising a job
being presented, invoking the appropriate compiler
and running the compiled program. For long-running
jobs this overhead is insignificant, but for small jobs
overhead can be the major part of the job time. Com
pilation of a small program may also be a large part
of the job time.
For these reasons it is desirable to have an addi
tional compiler which can compile a small program
as quickly as possible, execute it and proceed to the
next job with a minimum of delay. This report de
scribes such a compiler called ABACUS.
The easiest way to keep overhead down is to restrict
a stream of jobs to the one language and to keep the
compiler resident in the machine from one job to the
next. With this type of compiler a single pass of the
source statements is made, and the compiled pro
gram is generated into a reserved area of core storage^
where it can be executed. Programs in compiled form*
should be neither produced nor accepted because com
pilation would be slowed down to produce an object
deck and input with an object deck would be only
marginally faster than with the original source deck.
An alternative of generating a program onto disc
and then reading it back into the machine was rejected
because of the overhead involved and the possibility of
a future expansion of the core storage.
Naturally, if a compiler is written to be as fast as
possible the compiled program cannot be as effi
cient as that produced by a compiler without this bias.
Also if the compiler is resident during execution
the space available to the object program is less.
Many systems written along these lines are now avail
able, but when the ABACUS project was started in
August 1966, there was no fast FORTRAN compiler
available for the 360 computer.
Choice of FORTRAN
FORTRAN is the language most used by nuclear
research establishments throughout the world, for both

domestic use and for program interchange. It is used
at the A.A.E.C.’s Research Establishment, Lucas
Heights and it was obvious that any fast processor for
small jobs should use the FORTRAN language.
The United States of America Standards Institute
(1966) has approved a standard for FORTRAN which
has been set so that a FORTRAN program may be
written for one machine and then run on another, if
desired. Many computer companies have implemented
this standard FORTRAN for their particular machine,
but in doing this, a lot of extensions have been added
to the standard. Some of these extensions have filled
a genuine need in the language, but others have intro
duced discrepancies which the standard was intended
to remove. One of the worst of these is an extension
made by two companies which looks the same, but has
different meanings. Honeywell Inc. (1966) interpret
A**B**C as (A**B)**C, whereas IBM (1966) re
gard it as A**(B**C).
It was decided to write a fast FORTRAN compiler
for the 360 and to implement the complete standard
FORTRAN or as large a subset of it as possible. Be
cause of space limitations it was not possible to imple
ment the COMPLEX data type or the EXTERNAL
statement. Also the EXTERNAL statement creates
complications which the author considered outweighed
its usefulness. The PAUSE statement was not imple
mented because it conflicts with the concept of fast
job processing.
Two popular extensions to the standard were imple
mented, but these may be deleted by use of a compile
option as suggested by the American Nuclear Society
(Communications of the A.C.M. 1966). These exten
sions exist in the IBM FORTRAN system, so their
inclusion does not preclude testing a job with ABACUS,
and then running it for much longer periods using the
IBM system. The extensions are
(1) The ‘END=’ option in the READ statement
which gives the address of an end of file routine.
(2) The use of quotes to delimit Hollerith fields
within FORMAT statements.
Description of the 360 at Lucas Heights
The IBM 360/50 at Lucas Heights has 25 6K hytes

* Australian Atomic Energy Commission. Manuscript received September, 1968.
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of core storage. These bytes are eight bit characters.
A single word (or one storage unit as defined by the
standard) consists of 4 bytes. A card reader, card
punch and printer are attached on a multiplexor chan
nel, with 4 discs and 2 tapes connected to two selector
channels. The ABACUS system resides on a disc,
but once it has been read into core storage, the discs
and tapes are ignored.
The ABACUS system is organized along the lines
already outlined. It consists of over 150 assembler
subroutines which take up 162K bytes. The symbol
table uses 12K bytes, the compiled program may use
16K bytes for variables and arrays, 8K bytes are re
served for storage of constants and addresses, the
compiled program may be up to 24K bytes long, and
the rest of the machine (34K) is used by the IBM
operating system.
The desirability of having a single pass over the
source language forces a requirement on the order in
which specification statements may be presented. This
required order is:—
(1) DIMENSION or type statements
(2) COMMON statements
(3) EQUIVALENCE statements.
The DIMENSION and type statements must pre
cede COMMON statements so that addresses in COM
MON can be assigned while the COMMON statement
is being scanned. Similarly, the DIMENSION and
COMMON statements must precede the EQUIVAL
ENCE statements so that a complete description of
an array or variable is available for processing the
equivalence relationships.
Addressing on the 360
The 360 system has been designed for a maximum
core storage of 16M bytes. To reference a position
in this maximum size store requires a 24 bit address
and the designers considered a 24 bit address in every
memory reference instruction to be wasteful of storage
space, particularly when an actual store of 256K re
quires only an 18 bit address. Instead, memory refer
ence instructions contain a reference to one of 16
general purpose registers and also a positive displace
ment of 12 bits. When referenced in this way, the
general purpose register is called a base register. The
address to memory is obtained by adding the displace
ment to the contents of the base register. With this
addressing scheme an origin in a base register can only
be used to address an expanse of 4096 bytes. To
address a location outside this expanse, the origin in
the base register must be changed, or another base
register containing a suitable origin must be used.
This addressing structure creates problems in the
organisation of the compiled program. Firstly, refer
ence must be made to different points in the compiled
program; to statement numbers, subroutine entries, etc.
The'se references are made only occasionally and in
ABACUS an address is loaded into a register which
is used as a base. This base is then used by an in
struction with a zero displacement. This approach is
150

also needed because of the single pass structure of
the system.
Reference to variables is a more serious problem.
Execution would be very slow if a double reference
were needed for each variable. Because of the small
amount (4K words) of storage available to the com
piled program, a much faster and more pleasing
approach may be taken.
The base register designation in the instruction is to
the left of the displacement. Therefore if an incre
ment were made to the displacement in an instruction,
any overflow would cause the numerically next higher
register to be indicated. Now this overflow does not
matter if the next register contains an address 4096
higher than the first. In effect, by this arrangement
the displacement within the instruction can be ex
tended. Six of the 16 registers are used in ABACUS
to reference the 4K words of data and 2K words of
pointers to statement numbers, subroutine entries, etc.
When extra core storage becomes available for the
360/50 at Lucas Heights, the complete standard
FORTRAN will be implemented. The addressing
scheme described above is valuable mainly for vari
ables. Currently the 4K words of data contain both
variables and arrays. The arrays could be taken out of
this region with a small loss in performance due to
double referencing those array elements which have
absolute subscripts. Array elements whose subscripts
have to be calculated are double referenced either way.
For variables in COMMON and variables in equival
ence with array elements, a double reference address
ing scheme would be needed.
The Blank Character in FORTRAN
In most statements in FORTRAN (including stan
dard FORTRAN) the blank character has no meaning
and may be used freely to improve the appearance of
the program. The author feels that blanks imbed
ded in words, or words without a blank separating
them, do, not improv.e the appearance of a program.
A compiler can be more easily .written' to recognise
individual statements in the FORTRAN language if
|,the restrictions suggested above are made. As an
.example, consider the two statements:—
DO 2 J = 1,3
D0 2J = L#
For compilers which are tolerant to blanks the first
statement ,is a DO statement and the second is an
arithmetic1 statement. However, considerable analysis
-A of one statement must be made before it is reclassified
as a statement of the other type. For ABACUS the
first statement is a valid DO statement and the second
is an invalid DO statement. This approach has led
to some conflicts. People used to writing
G0T028
are not pleased at having the statement rejected, but
why should all programs be compiled more slowly
because a few users have poor punctuation?
Treatment of Errors—Compilation
One of the aims of ABACUS was to produce good
error messages. During compilation an extensive
check is made of the statements. For all errors deThe Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3, November 1968
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tected a full message is produced, with a pointer to
a card column where needed. The parts of the com
piler used to check for errors and all the possible error
messages take up a large amount of storage. Further
action depends on the type of error. If the error is
in an executable statement, instructions are generated
so that execution will be terminated if control reaches
that point. If the error is in a specification statement,
it will affect the entire program unit. If the error is
in the mainline program, execution is deleted; if it is
in a sub-program, execution will be terminated on
entry. For statement numbers missing or subprograms
missing, their address link is filled in so that control
will pass to an error routine if they are referenced.
Treatment of Errors—Execution
The operating system must consider the invocation
of the batch processor as a single job. If the operat
ing system is allowed to follow its usual course when,
say, an overflow occurs, the remaining jobs in the
batch may be flushed. Because of this unsympathetic
behaviour of the operating system and because so few
of its features are used, ABACUS has its own small
operating system to handle input-output, timing and
interrupts.
There are two modes of operation on the 360. One
is a supervisor state where all instructions are legal,
and the second is a problem state where instructions
such as input-output are illegal. A special instruction,
supervisor call, is provided for a program in the
problem state to request supervisor services. A special
supervisor call, SVC 255, has been implemented at
Lucas Heights to allow a program in problem state
to enter the supervisor state. This feature is used by
ABACUS to give control to its own operating system.
Errors during execution can be divided into errors
which any program might make, such as an overflow,
and those which violate the rules of FORTRAN, such
as the subscript for an array element being out of
range. The first type of error causes an interrupt and
information needed to diagnose the fault is available
to the system.
It is much more difficult to detect the second type
of error and gather information about it. The program
produced by ABACUS contains checks for this type
of error and, if one should occur, provides the infor
mation necessary to diagnose it. One example of this
is the array subscripts already mentioned. Another
is a check that none of the parameters of a DO state
ment is changed during its range. This is achieved
by, making a copy of the parameters at the start of the
loop and comparing them at the end of the loop.
The Disassembler
A disassembler is part of the ABACUS system and
this is a program which can provide an assembler
language listing from basic machine language. The
disassembler was used during development of the
system to check the compiled program. This feature
which takes up little space, was invaluable to the author
when checking the generated program. The dis
assembler is used in the completed program to give
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3, November 1968

an assembler language listing of the compiled program
(if the user desires), and also to give a fist of any
statement which signals an error during execution.
Several tables are available to the disassembler in order
to make the listing more readable. The first of these
is the symbol table, which is retained throughout the
job. Addresses found in instructions can be used to
find the relevant variable name in the symbol table;
this name may then be included in the listing. The
symbol table entry also gives the variable type. This
means the current value of the variable may be given
in the appropriate format. Many instructions are only
generated in unique circumstances. A table of these
is available to the disassembler and when they occur
a relevant comment can be included in the listing.
During compilation a table containing the lengths of
individual statements is built; this is used later to
separate the compiled program into the original state
ments for listing.
The Epilogue
At the end of execution an epilogue is given which
is a summary of the execution giving the time taken,
the number of cards read, the number of lines printed
and the number of cards punched. The last card
read and the last card punched are reproduced in the
epilogue. The reasons for termination are given. This
may merely be an indication that control reached a
STOP statement or it may be much longer. Suppose
the error was an overflow in an arithmetic statement.
Using the address of the overflow, the disassembler
is able to list the complete arithmetic statement in
question. As mentioned before, this list will contain
the names of the variables in the statement and their
values. Every fault is handled in this way. A message
gives the nature of the fault and the list of the relevant
statement gives added detailed information. If the
fault occurs in a subprogram, the path back to the
mainline program is followed, giving a list of each call
statement, including the value of all arguments.
A compile option is available to give the program’s
path prior to termination. The compiled program
has an instruction inserted before the normal code for
each statement. During execution this instruction calls
a trace subroutine which records the latest 1000 re
turn addresses and counts the number of calls. This
count and these addresses are given in the epilogue.
If the program had been in an endless loop, the actual
loop could be determined by* an analysis of the state
ment locations. This could also be done by the sys
tem, but lack of space prevents its inclusion in
ABACUS. Another option is available to list the value
of all variables and arrays after execution. This pro
vides a valuable aid to locating errors.
The Batch Control Card
It is usual for a system to have different options
available. Among these may be the option to produce
a list of the variables and statement numbers in the
program, or to execute not longer than a set time., So
that every job need not explicitly state all the options,
a standard set of options is normally adopted. If a
job does not state a particular option, the relevant
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standard state can be taken. This standard set of
options is usually built into a system, but with
ABACUS a standard state may be set for a batch of
jobs. This is done with a control card which precedes
the batch and also specifies if an option may be changed
by an individual job. There are two classes of options.
The first contains qualitative options, such as a list
of the variables and statement numbers. The control
card states the standard option and also whether it
may be changed. If it may not be changed, the user’s
attempt to do so will be fruitless. The second class con
tains quantitative options, such as a time limit for
execution. As well as the standard length of time,
the control card sets a maximum time which the user
cannot exceed. Suppose the standard limit is 10 secs,
and the maximum limit 60 secs. If the individual job
does not set its own limit, 10 secs, will be taken. If
the job specifies any time up to 60 secs, this will be
allowed, but any attempt to request more than the 60
secs, will be taken as 60 secs. only.
This concept of a maximum limit also applies to all
quantitative options such as the number of lines printed
and the number of cards punched.
Performance
ABACUS will run each small job in approximately
2 seconds. This compares very favourably with the
equivalent IBM time of 61 secs. Naturally, the
execution speed of ABACUS is not as good as the
longer compiling IBM system; this is also due to the
time required for checking errors. For jobs which
use many subscripted variables, the comparative speed
may be about 35 per cent, but a carefully written
program using only simple variables may execute at
about 95 per cent. The size of the source program

naturally varies with the complexity of the statements.
If the statements were all as simple as
A = B + C
then ABACUS could handle a program with two
thousand statements. The realistic limit would be
about 500 to 700 statements. It has been very worth
while to include the check for execution errors with
the production of full error messages. Users of the
ABACUS system have commented that errors are well
diagnosed and that this has enabled them to correct
their programs more quickly.
Conclusions
Possibly the most valuable lesson learnt from writ
ing ABACUS is that detecting errors and producing
good diagnostics takes up a lot of space.
Apart
from the fact that parts of standard FORTRAN are
not implemented because of space limitations, the
design aims of the project have been realised. The
time taken to process small jobs has been greatly re
duced from that required by the IBM system. The
time required to find and correct errors has been re
duced by the provision of execution checking and good
messages.
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Tree-SearcMng School Timetables
By

I. Oliver*

The application of a backtrack, exhaustive search technique to the construction of school timetables
is described. An ALGOL procedure is presented as an appendix and the results of some test runs are
quoted. The search technique will find a solution, if one exists, very quickly in most cases. Occasionally,
however, a problem is encountered which requires a much larger amount of time. The time taken in the
worst case tested is still regarded as reasonable compared with other methods.

Introduction
This paper describes the application of a backtrack
procedure to the construction of school timetables. The
algorithm is an exhaustive tree search based on a heuristic
procedure usually employed when constructing timetables
by hand. Appleby, Blake, and Newman (1961) describe a
number of approaches to the problem which are mostly
heuristic. That is, they are cut and try methods which are
not guaranteed to find a solution if one exists. The
possibility of trying all combinations of allocations was
mentioned although it was noted that the number of
trial solutions would be extremely large. In favour of the
latter method, however, is its deterministic nature; it
indicates the absence of a solution only when no solution
exists.
The problem is to tailor the search procedure so that
as few as possible illegal combinations are examined. A
reasonable procedure is to complete as much of the
timetable as possible in a straightforward manner. When
a situation arises in which an assignment cannot be made
some previous assignment can be changed. This change
may involve reassigning some other allocation. Indeed, a
chain of reassignments may be set up until an assignment
can be made without causing further reassignments. The
method to be described is built around this idea.
A difficulty soon encountered in applying the above
technique is that of cycling. Unless special precautions
are taken, a series of interchanges may be repeated ’
indefinitely. In order to prevent cycling the progress of
the algorithm is recorded on a pushdown list. The list
contains those reassignments which have been made in
attempting to resolve a conflict. None of these assign
ments can be varied while they are on the pushdown list.
They may be changed only by popping up the assignments
subsequent to them after an exhaustive search of the
remaining possibilities. In this way a systematic search
can be carried out.
Most of the allocations in a timetable problem can be
made without any reassignments. Once a conflict occurs
which requires changing of earlier assignments a great
deal of retracing can be required. But interchanges can
be made very quickly and so at least 10® reassignments
or more can be made in an hour of computer time. From
the limited tests carried out on this method it is estimated
that practical timetables can be constructed well within
this time. The reassignment procedure is rather tricky
but we are more optimistic than Appleby et. al. who

claim that the technique is difficult to follow in a com
puter and probably not desirable.
To define the problem formally, let xtcv be a variable
which is equal to one if teacher t meets class c in period p,
and is zero otherwise. Let dtcJ> be a constant which is
equal to one if t,c,p is preassigned and is zero otherwise.
Let ntc be the number of times teacher t must meet class c.
The problem may now be stated in the form: find
xtci> = 0 or 1 such that
iCV

tl*c

T*CX tcv

1

^tXtCV
XtCP

1

dlet

^

(1)

The two less-than inequalities ensure that each teacher
meets at most one class, and each class at most one
teacher, per period. This formulation is based upon
that of Csima and Gotlieb (1964). After assigning the
preassigned variables the problem is reduced to finding
Xtcv — 0 or 1 such that
'Lj)(vtc]>F)

•

Tlfc

Fc(xtcpeP)

^ 1 —

ZtiXicv^F)

^1

—

T'vdtct

edict*
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Ftdtcv

where F is the set {xtcP \dtcv = 0).
Method of Solution
The timetable is developed in a two dimensional
array TP where TPtJ> —
if xicv — 1 and TPtv = 0
if xtcp = 0 for ail c. For computational efficiency a
second array CP is used containing the same information
as TP. That is, TPtP = ±c if and only if CPCJ> = ±t,
for t > 0 and c > 0. The arrays TP and CP will become
the teacher-period and class-period timetables res
pectively.
The arrays TP and CP are initialized to zero. The
preassignments are then entered and the corresponding
requirements reduced, i.e. ntc :■■= nt0 — Fvdtcp. The
preassignments are flagged with a negative sign to
simplify testing. Thus, for a preassigned combination
t, c, p TPtv = — c and CPCP = —t. Any conflict in the
preassignments can be detected at this stage. The
requirements ntc are then successively annihilated and
the remainder of the timetable constructed in TP and
CP.
At some stage in the computation suppose that
ntc > 0 is the next requirement to be annihilated.

*The Ohio State University (now Computer Centre, University of Queensland). Manuscript received January 1968—Revised September J968.
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nic is reduced by one and the following process carried
out to assign a period p to teacher t and class c. If the
assignment is successful ntc is reduced by one again and
the process repeated until nt0 = 0.
For each period p one of the following conditions must
hold—
TP*„ < 0 or CP,, < 0
(a)
TP tv = 0 and CPc3) = 0
(b)
TP i3) = 0 and CPc, > 0
(c)
TP<j, > 0 and CPC3, = 0
(d)
TP*„ > 0 and CPCP > 0
(e)
If (a) holds then teacher t or class c is preassigned in
this period. All such periods are considered no further
in the search since the preassignments are never changed.
If (b) holds then period p is free for both t and c and
so the combination t,c,p can be assigned immediately.
If (c) or (d) holds and an assignment must be made in
this period then a previous allocation must be changed.
If (e) holds two previous allocations would have to be
changed to assign the combination t,c,p. An exception
is where (e) holds and TPto — c in which case the
combination t,c,p is already assigned and period p need
be considered no further. This situation could arise
when ntc ^ 2 originally.
The search process is now described in detail. The
combination t,c,p is assigned to the first period p for
which (b) holds. If there is no such period a search
is made for a period satisfying (c). Suppose this search
is successful and let t' = CPc? be the teacher already
assigned to class c in this period. This assignment is
deleted and replaced by the combination t,c,p. This
may be represented by TP*^ := 0, TPto
c, and
CPC3)
t. A new problem has now been created to
find a period p for teacher t' and class c.
If (c) is not satisfied for any period p then a similar
procedure is followed for condition (d). Finally, if
none of the conditions (a)-(d) holds a search is made
for a period satisfying (e). Suppose there is such a
period and let t' = CPC3), and c' = TPl3). In order to
assign t,c,p a double reassignment is necessary. Both
t',c,p and t,c',p are deleted and two new problems to
find periods for t' and c, and t and c' are created.
Any new problems created by the above procedure
are solved by applying the same procedure in turn to
them. To prevent cycling a reassignment is temporarily
flagged with a negative sign so that it appears to be a
preassignment. The reassignment is also recorded on a
pushdown fist since it may later have to be reversed. As
the fist grows in length condition (a) may be satisfied for
all p at some stage. Then it is necessiry to .backtrack. A
simple description of the general backtracjt method is
given by Lehmer J1964).
To backtrack the stack is popped up. The last assign
ment (temporarily preassigned) is deleted and the last
deletion (if any) is assigned again. Suppose the last
assignment which has just been deleted is t, c, p. The
search is resumed at p + 1 for another period in which
t and c can be assigned. If all periods have been tried the
method starts at the first period searching for a combina
tion satisfying the next condition. If all such attempts fail
the method backtracks still further. If the stack becomes
empt)i when a backtrack is required no solution exists.
The algorithm is described explicitly by the ALGOL
procedure and associated driver program in the Appendix.
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Discussion of Method
IS, The principle underlying the ordering of the conditions
(a)-(e) is that at each step the assignment which requires
the fewest reassignments should be selected. It is a partial
minimization rule which attempts to keep as small as
possible the number of chains of reassignments created.
That is, for each requirement which is to be annihilated,
the method keeps as close as possible to a solution until
one is actually found. The chance of success at each
reassignment could be increased by looking ahead
through further levels. But the search time increases
exponentially and any decrease in the number of reassign
ments would not sufficiently compensate for the increased
search time.
Most chains of reassignments result finally in a success
ful assignment. Only rarely is the method forced to
backtrack. But when a large amount of backtracking
occurs the method can become very inefficient since the
search time increases exponentially with the number of
levels through which backtracking is required. It has not
been possible to analyze a given problem and to determine
beforehand whether it is likely to be difficult to solve.
The search time is, to some extent, dependent on the
order in which the requirements are annihilated. An
exact functional relationship is unknown but it appears
most efficient to allocate first those teachers and classes
which have the least freedom. For example, the next
requirement to be driven to zero at any stage could be
chosen by finding the t and c which maximize
fife

+

^J)d tcv

It was found that, for efficiency, the number of double
reassignments permitted should be kept to an absolute
minimum. The procedure in the Appendix initially allows
no double reassignments to be made. If an allocation
cannot be made with this restriction the number of
double reassignments permitted is increased by one and
another attempt made. When no allocation has been
made and the number of double reassignments actually
made was less than the number permitted then no time
table exists. The justification for this is that the number
of reassignment chains is minimized.
Test Problems
The method was tested on a number of randomly
generated* timetables with 9 teachers, 9 fclasses, and 9
periods, thereby permitting some' comparison with the
j ifiethod of Csima and Gotlieb. Thirty basic timetables
,#were generated and the requirement matrices were con
structed from these. From each timetable problem, 82
sub-problems werejjreated with 0, 1, . . ., 81 preassign
ments. Each sub-problem had the same preassignments as
the preceding sub-problem plus an additional one assigned
at random. Clearly the sub-problems with a large number
of preassignments were trivially easy to solve but it was
desired to investigate the relationships between number
of preassignments and computation time or equivalently,
the number of reassignments required to reach a solution.
Thus a total of 2460 timetable" sub-problems were
solved. These required 13.4 minutes of IBM 7094 time
with a FORTRAN IV program similar to the ALGOL
procedure in the Appendix. 749 of the subqproblems were
trivial in that they required no reassignments. No simple
relationship appears to exist between the number of
preassignments and the number of reassignments reThe Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3, November 1968
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quired to reach a solution. The most difficult sub
problems were those with 25% to 50% of the timetable
preassigned. Most practical problems fall in this range.
Table I shows the number of assignments (exclusive of
preassignments) required to complete three representative
timetables with 0, 1, ..., 49 preassignments. For con
venience the three examples are numbered I, II, III.
Problem I is representative of the majority of the 30
problems studied. The distribution of the number of
assignments is highly skew, which means that most time
tables can be constructed with a very small number of
assignments. Occasionally, however, a sub-problem
arises which requires a very large number of reassign
ments. For example. Problem II with 36 preassignments
required 16592 assignments, or about 170 times the
median number. A disturbing property of this sub
problem is that, when the requirements were annihilated
in a different order, only about the median number of
assignments were required. However, the 16592 assign
ments required less than a minute of computer time. This
compares with 1.8 minutes quoted by Csima and Gotlieb.
Problem III is rather different in that there appears to
be a group of sub-problems (33 to 36 preassignments)
which require a fairly large number of assignments.
Unlike Problem II there appears to be some inherent
difficulty with these cases since a large number of assign
ments was required for various orderings of the require
ments to be annihilated.
Conclusions
The tree search method described in this paper appears
promising as a practical method for the construction of
school timetables. The major difficulty is that no upper
bound can be placed on the computer time required to
complete a given timetable. All that can be said is that,
for problems similar to the test problems, the probability
is high that a timetable can be constructed with a small
number of assignments. No estimate of the time required
to establish the non-existence of a timetable can be given
at this stage.
The method can, in principle, be extended to handle
more realistic timetable situations such as those described
by Csima and Gotlieb. Any enumerative type of method
such as this could be expanded to deal with division and
merging of classes, pattern requirements, and so on.
Some types of requirements, however, are desirable rather
than mandatory and it is difficult to see how an enumer
ative method could handle such constraints.
A sounder rule for the selection of requirements nu to
be annihilated is required. It has already been observed,
that the order of selection can have a profound effect on
the solution time. As the referee suggests, it might be
possible to combine the tree-searching technique with a
more theoretically based approach such as that of Csima
and Gotlieb.
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68
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APPENDIX
procedure timetable (nt, nc, np, TP, CP, t, c);
value nt, nc, np, t, c; Integer nt, nc, np, t, c;
integerjarray TP, CP;
comment This procedure finds an available period for
teacher t and class c and updates the timetable arrays
TP andJCP accordingly. The parameters nt, nc, and np
are thefnumber of teachers, classes, and periods res
pectively. The routine exits to the global label nosolution
if an assignment cannot be made;
begin switch reverse:—Brev, Crev, Drev, Erev, Backtrack;
integer tt, cc, p, s, ss, count, type, double, maxdouble;
integer array stack[l:nt X nc, 1:4];
procedure pop{t, c, p, type); integer t, c, p, type;
comment This procedure pops up the stack, controls
the maximum number of double reassignments, and
checks for the existence of a solution;
if sfi^O then
begin t:=stack[s,l]; c:=stack[s,2];
p:=stack[s,3]; type:=stack[s,4]; s:=s—l
end
else
if double <maxdouble then goto nosolution
else maxdouble: = maxdo uble -f 1;
procedure push (t, c, p, type); value t, c, p, type;
integer t, c, p, type;
comment This procedure pushes the current t, c,
and p onto the stack;
begin s:=s+l; stack[s,l]:=t; stack[s,2]:=c;
stack[s,3]: =p; stack[s,4]:=type;
end push procedure;
maxdouble: —double: —s: =0;
comment Search for period for current teacher and
class;
Afind: p:=0;
Bfind: for p:=p+l step 1 until np do
if TP[t,p]=0 A CP[c,p]=0 then goto Bset;
p:—0;
Cfind: for p:=p-\-l step 1 until np do
if TP[t,p]=0 A CP[c,p]>0 then goto Cset;
p:—0;
Dfind: for p:=p+l step 1 until np do
if TP[t,p]>0 A CP[c,p\=0 then goto Dset;
if double'^maxdouble then goto Backtrack;
double: = double+1;
p:=0;
i
< #
Efind: for p:—p\l step 1 until np do
|j
if TP[t,p]>0 A CP[c,p]>0 A TP[trf&c then
goto Esetf
comment Backtrack by reversing previous reas
signment;
Backtrack: pop(tt, cc, p, type);
goto reverse[type);
Brev: TP[tt, p]:—0; CP[cc,p]:=0;
t:—tt; c:=cc; goto Bfind;
Crev: t:=abs{CP[cc,p]); CP[cc,p]:—tt; TP[t,p]:=0;
%TP\tt,p\:=c:—cc; goto Cfind;
Drev:\c:=abs{TP[tt,p\); TP[tt,p]:=cc; CP[c,p]:=0;
CP[cc,p]:=t:=tt; goto Dfind;
Erev: TP[tt,p]:=cc; CP[cc,p\;=tt;
f double:—double—1; goto Efind;
Bset: TP[t,p]: = —c; CP[c,p]: = —t; push(t, c, p, 1);
i comment If there are more codes type 4 than
1 type 5 on the stack at least one.double reassign
156

ment must be completed;
count :=0;
for ss:=l step 1 until.? do
begin if stack[ss,4]=5 then count:= count+1;
if stack[ss,4]=4 then count:=count—1;
if count <0 then
begin t:—staclc[ss,l]; c:—stack[ss,2];
p:=stack[ss,3]; push{t, c, p, 5);
goto Afind
end
end;
comment Remove temporary preassignment flags;
Clear: if s=0 then goto Exit;
pop(t, c, p, type);
CP[c,p]: =tt: =abs(CP[c,p]);
TP[t,p]:=cc:=abs(TP[t,p]);
if ttfi=0 then TP[tt,p]:=abs(TP[tt,p]);
if cc=fiO then CP[cc,p]:=abs(CP[cc,p]);
goto Clear;
Cset: tt:—CP[c,p]; CP[c,p]: =—t; TP[tt, p]:—0;
TP[t,p]:=—c; push(tt, c, p, 2); t:=tt; goto Afind;
Dset: cc:—TP[t,p]; TP[t,p]: — —c; CP[cc,p]:=0;
CP[c,p]: ——t; push(t, cc, p, 3); c:=cc; goto Afind;
Eset: cc:=TP[t,p]; TP[t,p]:=0; CP[cc,p]:=0;
push(t, cc, p, 4); goto Cset;
Exit:
end timetable procedure
Driver Program
begin integer nt, nc, np, npre;
comment Driver program for timetable procedure, nt,
nc, and np are the number of teachers, classes and
periods. The final timetable is output if one exists.
Otherwise a single zero is output;
start: ininteger(2,nt);
ininteger{2,nc);
ininteger(2,np);
ininteger (2, npre);
begin integer array TP[1 :nt,l :np], CP[1 :nc,l :np],
Req[l:nt,l:nc); integer t, c, p, ipre;
for t:=l step 1 until nt do
for p:—I step 1 until np do I %
TP[t,p]:=0;
/
'
for c:=l step 1 until nc do 'y
Ji
for p: — l step 1 until np do
CP[c,p]:=0;
comment Read in requirements matrix and
preassrgnments;
inarray(2,Req);
. for ipre:—l step 1 until npre do
begin ininteger{2,t); ininteger(2,c);
^
ininteger(2,p);
TP[t,p]: =—c; CP[c,p]:=—t;
Req[t,c]: =Req[t,c] —1
end;
for t:=l step 1 until nt do
for c:=l step 1 until nc do
for Req[t,c]:=Req[t,c] step s— 1 until 1 do
timetable(nt, nc, np, TP, CP, f, c);
outarray(l,TP)
end;
goto start;
nosolution: outinteger{l ,0);
goto start
end
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3, November 1968
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Test Data and Results for Timetable Driver Program
Case (i)
Input:
3 3 3 0
1 1 1
11 1
1 11

Case (iii)
Input:
3 3 3 2
111
111
111
12 1 3 3 2

Output:
3 2 1
2 1 3
1 3 2

Case (ii)
Input:
9 9 9 0
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

5
8
7
9
4
1
2
3
6

1 3
9 4
3 9
4 5
2 8
8 2
6 7
5 6
7 1

4 9 6 7
3 6 5 2
5 4 1 6
2 7 8 1
9 3 7 5
6 5 3 4
1 8 9 3
7 1 2 8
8 2 4 9

8 2
7 1
2 8
6 3
1 6
9 7
5 4
4 9
3 5

Case (vi)
Input:
9 9 9 12
2 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
0 1 2 1 1
2 1 1 2 0
1 0 2 1 3
1 1 1 2 1
1 2 0 1 0
1 3 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 2
3
8 8 8
6 3 9
9
9
2 4 2
9 6 5
7

Output:
-213
321
1-32

Output:
3
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
2
8
7
8
8

1
0
2
2
1
0
2
0
1
4
3
6
5

0
2
1
0
1
0
2
2
1

0
1
0
1
0
2
1
2
2
9
4
3
2

6 1 1 4 5
8 -4 5 3 2
7 3 -6 -8 3
3 7 9 7 4
4 5 3 1 7
9 9 4 5 1
1 2 8 2 -8
2 8 2 6 9
5 -6 -7 9 -6
6
1
6
1

3 6 6 7
9 8 -1 6
4 5 7 2
1 4 2 -1
5 3 5 8
6 2 4 -3
7 7 9 4
2 1 -8 9
-8 9 3 5

2
9
3
8

#
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Display Systems In Numerical
Meteorological Experiments
By C. E. Wallington*

As computer developments allow numerical meteorological research to become more
complicated, there is a growing need for display facilities for detailed inspection of atmos
pheric models and analysis of observations. Use of such facilities falls into three broad
categories—(1) Experiments with methods of applying models that already have firm
theoretical foundations, (2) Detection of suspected phenomena from coarse networks of data
and (3) Probing the structure of new types of data.

1. Introduction
Some aspects of weather forecasting are changing
rapidly from the state of a somewhat subjective art
to that of numerical processing. The problems
involved cover a wide range of scales. Fig. 1 is a
satellite photograph of a cloud pattern over North
and South America and the Pacific Ocean. There is
both order and apparent chaos in the pattern. Well
to the south the cloud streaks reveal an orderly large
scale circulation, while just north of this circulation
the blotchy cloud pattern suggests some sort of
irregular or turbulent motion. Studies of most weather

phenomena are mainly hydrodynamical and most of
the underlying theory has been known for more than
a hundred years. Local changes in the meteorological
elements, wind, temperature, moisture and pressure
can be expressed in terms of the current state of
these elements. These terms can be considered as two
types: those to which well established hydrodynamical
formulae can be applied, and those that cannot be
dealt with precisely, partly because of gaps in theory,
but mainly because of the practical impossibility of
measuring and using meteorological data on a fine
enough scale to include all the turbulence, eddies and
mixing that occurs in atmospheric motion.

TERMS FOR WHICH
PRACTICAL FORMULAE
ARE NOT YET WELL
ESTABLISHED
%
1
Frictional forces '
due to small scale
turbulence, and drag1!
at ground or sea level

The equations are of the form:
TERMS FOR WHICH FORMULAE ARE WELL ESTABLISHED
Local
wind
change

Virtual
force due
to Earth’s
rotation

=

Local
tempera
ture
change

Local
advection

+•

Pressure
gradient
force

¥

Heating
by descent
or cooling
by ascent

f
+

--A- /

Local
moisture
change

Local
advection

Local
advection

Latent
heat in
evapora
tion,
condensa
tion,
'/
freezing
or melt
ing
processes

—

ft
+

J

Precipitation

Small scale turbulent
mixing, and radiation

+

Small scale
turbulent
mixing and
exchange
between, air
and ground
or sea surface

}
* Computing Research, C.S.I.R.O., Canberra, Australia.
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(DD210). The CRT unit also has a set of 21 programaccessible keys.

Figure 1: A photograph taken by a weather satellite 22,300
miles over the Equator on January 21, 1968. Below the
white cloud pattern is the Pacific Ocean and (towards the
top right) North and South America.

Atmospheric pressure is linked to temperature and
altitude by a simple hydrostatic equation. Develop
ment of many an atmospheric phenomenon is not a
steady process; it often goes through fairly distinct
modes, and the criteria that determine whether a
change of mode will occur are usually ill-defined.
Many a phenomenon generated within a broad scale
system can suddenly become self-propagating if its
development attains some critical stage.
To make some studies feasible it is necessary to'
restrict their scope to selected scales of motion, and
if a part of the motion in any scale is considered as
turbulent or chaotic it is usually dealt with in a
statistical or parametric sense. As linkages and
boundaries between modes or scales of motion are
ill-defined, the meteorologist is often more interested
in the behaviour of patterns that arise from his
numerical studies rather than tabulated numerical
results. This paper elaborates on the problems of
numerical studies in meteorology and gives examples
of how a display system can broaden the scope of
numerical experiments.
2. The Computer and Display Facilities
The computing system used for experiments
described in this paper is that at the Division of
Computing Research of the Commonwealth Scientific
and Industrial Research Organisation (C.S.I.R.O.),
Australia. Facilities, based on a Control Data 3600
system, include a CRT display (DD250) for point
plotting (1024 x 1024 co-ordinate points), vector
generation, character writing and use of a light-pen,
and six alphanumeric keyboard and display units
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3, November 1968

3. Macroscale Flow Patterns
Depressions and anticyclones are usually features of
temperate and low latitude patterns that are described
as macroscale.
There is no general analytical model of depressions
and other weather systems, but if winds, temperatures,
moisture contents and pressures for a given instant
are known at each point in a compact group of
points the equations can be used with finite difference
approximations, and plausible empiricism for the
unestablished terms, to predict values of these
elements for a short time ahead. So, for a longer
period prediction, basic data from unevenly spaced
meteorological stations are first converted to values at
a regularly spaced network of computing points
throughout a large region, and, within this region
predictions for one short time step ahead are used to
make a forecast for the next time step—and so on.
Fig. 2 shows the pressure at mean sea level over
Australia at 0700 E.S.T. on 12th July, 1967. The
isobars on this map were drawn on a CALCOMP
plotter after a computing program had analysed
pressure and wind data received from meteorological
stations and a few ships in the region. As part of
the analysis this data from unevenly scattered observ
ing points was converted by a best fitting surface
technique to values at the regular network of 36 x
24 grid points shown in the diagram. The mesh size
of this network is small enough to allow the small
features of the weather map to be adequately repre
sented by values at the grid points, and the area
covered by the network is large enough to include
weather systems that a forecaster would consider when
making a 24-hour prediction.
Maps representing the pressure or wind flow pattern
for higher levels in the atmosphere can also be con
structed. To predict a future pattern finite difference

Figure 2: The dots show a regular network of 36 x 24
gridpoints used in numerical weather predictions made by
R. Maine and his colleagues of the Bureau of Meteorology.
The isobars represent a typical M.S.L. pressure map.
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forms of the equations of motion, continuity and state
are applied to each grid point to compute changes
for a short time ahead. These changes are then applied
to the grid points and a further iteration produces
predicted changes for the next time step—and so on.
Each time step must be short enough to prevent
computational instability that would trigger off
spurious growth of short waves in the patterns. As
a rough guide a time step should not exceed the value
of the strongest wind in the flow divided by the gridlength, and in practice this usually means about 20
minutes or less.
R. Maine and his colleagues in the Bureau of
Meteorology have applied numerical prediction tech
niques to atmospheric flow patterns over Australia,
but in order to keep the computing and operational
procedures feasible the models have been considerably
simplified (though nonetheless useful) versions of the
real atmosphere. The aim will be to use more com
prehensive models that yield a better understanding
of the way the atmosphere works and predictions of
such elements as cloud, humidity and rain as well as
wind, pressure and temperature.
For a comprehensive model computations should be
made for at least five parameters (three wind com
ponents, temperature and a moisture parameter), and
at least seven levels between sea level and about
60,000 ft. are needed to represent vertical variations
in these parameters. Thus, on the 36 x 24 point grid,
storage is required for more than 30,000 parameters
plus fields of constants relating to such factors as
topography, the Earth’s rotation, map projection and
empirical data. Furthermore, the finite time-difference
schemes usually employed need storage for all the
variables at both the current and the previous time
steps.
With a time step of 20 minutes, a 24-hour pre
diction requires 72 time steps, so the complete com
puting process requires more than 2 million groups
of operations on the variables at the grid points. The
groups of operations often include iterative procedures
such as those required for solving partial differential
equations by relaxation techniques. Even with a
large, fast computer, the computing time for numerical
prediction in such detail over a region such as that
shown in Fig. 2 takes between aboutj#§ and 5 hours
for a 24-hour prediction. Of |course, iiy such a
bounded region the state of the atmosphere outside
cannot be included in predictions with the region, so
to study or predict changes for several days ahead
the region must be enlarged. This means more grid
points and computing time; in one of the most com
prehensive models that have been studied in U.S.A.
periods of between 15 and 30 hours’ computing time
have been used to obtain 24-hour predictions over
the northern hemisphere, and to study the general
circulation of the atmosphere models need to simulate
at least!,two weeks of real time. Such a time is far
too long for routine or experimental purposes.
The computing time can be shortened by reducing
the area of the forecast, or by using a coarser network
of computing points, or by empirical simplification
of the prediction equations. But simplification usually
160

means lack of precision; so that the problem becomes
that of compromising between theory and practical
application. Selection of suitable compromises has
become something of an art based partly on analytical
insight into the equations and partly on experience
of numerical prediction schemes. As progress is made
towards more comprehensive schemes, it becomes
more difficult to isolate and assess the effects of
approximations, empiricism and the real physical
factors in a prediction system.
This brings us to the problem of verification of
predicted charts. Predicted contour values at selected
grid points can be compared with given data and the
comparisons expressed as correlation coefficients, root
mean square errors, or any one of a variety of special
purpose indices. But the overall quality of a chart
is a vague term that cannot be expressed precisely
by a general purpose index; most indices merely
confirm that a forecast chart is very good or very
bad; degrees of statistical mediocrity between these
extremes are not closely aligned with inaccuracies in
the computing methods.
Instability and boundary errors usually produce
spurious troughs and ridges as well as strong winds
in the flow pattern, but before these errors become
obvious some of the spurious ridges and troughs in a
predicted pattern may look realistic, and it is some
times difficult to judge whether or not a good forecast
of a particular detail in the pattern is fortuitous.
Computational instability can be avoided by reduc
ing the time step, but this not only increases com
puting time, it also reduces the accuracy of the
predictions. In most finite difference schemes the
predicted speeds of waves in a flow pattern are too
slow, especially if the wavelengths are short, say four
gridlengths or less, and the wind speed is low com
pared to the maximum allowed for in setting the
time step. Thus although finite difference schemes can
be tested analytically for simple wave patterns, the
' choice of a suitable scheme and sizes of time steps
to apply to the atmospheric flow problem is mainly a
matter of experience.
J
' i:
Anpther problem of verification is that .the given
data is not entirely accurate. There is a scarcity of
-rlutine meteorological measurements over the oceans
and uninhabited areas, as meteorologists in the
Southern Hemisphergjfwell know. Forecasters try to
fill in blank spaces on their charts by using sequences
of charts at regular intervals in time and recognising
some continuity in the movement of pressure systems.
.Jfihe same principle can be used in processing the
data in readiness for a numerical prediction; the
contour height at each computing grid point is given
a value that best fits actual measurements in the
neighbourhood and a prediction from a previous set
of data, weights being assigned to the process such
that the predicted value tends to be discounted over
localities where the observing network is adequate.
Thus, to improve the data there is a feedback of pre
dictions into the data processing and this introduces
a further complication into statistical tests of the
prediction system.
It is little wonder, therefore, that the experimenter
can learn more by seeing flow patterns and their
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behaviour than by attempting to assess methods by
collecting a few contour charts and assorted error
statistics.
As computing speeds increase the meteorologist will
be able to subject his models to more extensive tests,
but increasing computer size and speed is not the
complete solution to the problem; this would saddle
the experimenter with an indigestible output of charts
and tabulated results. The usual output on line
printers and plotters is both inadequate and wasteful
because the experimenter seldom knows precisely
what he wants until the computation is completed.
To illustrate the way in which display facilities can
aid numerical experiments on atmospheric systems
let us consider one of the most simple versions of the
relevant hydrodynamical equations that still main
tains useful realism.
At middle levels of the troposphere, that is at
altitudes around about 20,000 ft. (6,000 metres) the
dominant factors controlling wind changes are the
Earth’s rotation, the pressure gradient and the wind
pattern itself, i.e., the first three right-hand side terms
of the first of the equations listed in the introduction.
In latitudes greater than about 20 degrees north or
south, pressure lines, or isobars, can be treated
approximately as streamlines, and this allows pressure
gradients to be substituted for wind vectors in the
equation.
An equation derived from these approximations can
be written in the form
d\J2H
dH
dH d_ gV*H
(1)
dt
\ dy dx
dx dyj\
dy
f +f
where t denotes time
x, y are orthogonal horizontal coordinate directions
d2
d2
V2 is a Laplacian operator, in this case
+ y—
g is the acceleration due to gravity
f is an Earth’s rotation parameter that varies with
latitude
and H is the altitude of the pressure surface to which
the equation is being applied.
The pressure contour parameter, H, is used instead
of atmospheric pressure because it is more convenient
in numerical work.
Equation (1) can be applied to a given field of H
to predict future contour patterns. Such a prediction
is not precise because of the approximations made to
obtain the simplified equation. Nor does the predic
tion yield a forecast of other elements such as cloud
and rain. Nevertheless, it is useful to the forecaster
who can use his experience to associate types of
contour patterns with broad types of weather and it
is adequate for an example of a display system at
work.
The computing program devised at C.S.I.R.O. for
the experiments starts by presenting the experimenter,
viewing the display screen (DD250), with a displayed
form on which to insert five parameters to specify the
geographical region and network of points he wishes
to use. With the program-accessible keys he sets the
latitude and longitude of the centre of the region, the
numbers of gridpoints required along the axes of the
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3, November 1968
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Figure 3: The VISTA screen with a map of most of the
southern hemisphere and isopleths representing the atmos
pheric flow pattern at about 20,000 ft. In this particular
experiment a network of 40 x 40 gridpoints were used for
storing the pressure contour values, but for clarity, only the
points over land are shown. The lightpen is shown below the
screen, while to the right are the program-accessible keys.

map and the gridlength at the centre of the map. The
program then displays the required map on the screen
with gridpoints shown over land areas — sea area
points are omitted for clarity. Fig. 3 shows a map
of most of the Southern Hemisphere on the screen.
At the same time constants, such as the Earth’s
rotation parameter, are computed and stored for each
point as well as numbers to denote the nature of each
point—land, sea or high ground.
The program is now ready to accept initial contour
height data and the experimenter can select any of
several sources; a new input or data from a tape or
from a previous experimental run. Whatever the form
of the data, the program converts it to values at the
computing grid points, unless the data does not cover
the required area, in which case a message to this
effect appears on the screen. Fig. 3 also shows a set
of isopleths on the map.
A previous prediction can be used to supplement
the data if required, and the experimenter can modify
or draw complete patterns with the lightpen if he
wishes. As soon as he has drawn a pattern the pro
gram converts the co-ordinates of the lines drawn to
values at the grid points. }
The next parameters to be set are coefficients in
the empirical adjustments, the time ahead for which
a prediction is to be made an and indicator to select
either one of three finite difference schemes in the
standard program or a scheme brought along as a
sub-program by the experimenter. The program then
proceeds with the prediction, showing the prediction
time it reaches at each time step on the screen and
the predicted contour chart when the required fore
cast time is reached. Intermediate charts or fields of
H can also be displayed on command. But, whereas
the computing time for each time step is only about
0.5 seconds for a 40 x 40 network of points, the time
taken for contours to be determined from grid-point
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values is about 5 seconds, so it is uneconomical to
view more intermediate charts than is necessary.
The experimenter can also view fields of V2// if
he wishes. Inaccuracies in the prediction system show
up as chaotic patterns in the
field sooner than
they do in the contour field; indeed in most models
the fields most needed by the forecaster are usually
relatively smooth by-products of more fundamental
entities in the flow, but in many experiments it is im
practical to output hard copy of all the fields that could
be obtained in each numerical prediction.
At any stage in the experiment the experimenter
can go back to an earlier stage to, say, repeat the
prediction with different parameters or over a dif
ferent area. He can also call for further sets of data
to compare with his forecast on the screen, and can
have any chart of special interest recorded as gridpoint values on a line-printer, in chart form on a
graph plotter or as a tape or drum document for a
future experiment. All these demands are conveyed
through the program-accessible keys or the lightpen
and a record of the experimenter’s actions are output
on a line printer.
With a facility like this an experimenter is free to
study the behaviour of both his model and, by
inference, the real atmosphere without being over
burdened by the clerical chores of computing and
amassing hundreds of charts or tabulations. He can
build up experience quickly and focus his attention
on points of special interest that emerge.
While focusing his attention on a feature on the
screen, he need not hold up other computing work.
In the C.S.I.R.O. computing system at Canberra, the
experimenter can wait for his program to run in its
assigned place in the execution list, or he can use
one of the keyboard consoles (DD210) to call for
immediate execution of his program, or he can set
an “earliest execution time” on a control card. The
“BREAK IN” facility interrupts whatever job is
being dealt with by the central processing unit of
the computing system. If an “earliest execution time”
is set then the program will not be executed before
this time even if it comes to the top of the execution
list. At present, operation of the display system is
time-shared with other peripheral equipment, but the
lightpen facility is ipartially processed11 by the display
controller in order to speed up tracking and drawing
on the screen.
y
During an experiment the experimenter usually
wants time to think about some of the patterns he
sees. If he needs only a few minutes he can exercise
a “BREAK OUT” option that interrupts his job to
allow the central processor to continue with other
jobs. Then, having thought for a few minutes he can
call for immediate continuation of his own job.
For | longer thinking time of, say, an hour or two
he can have all the relevant parameters in his experi
ment held in drum or disc storage ready for a re-run
of the program, but if he does not expect to continue
his experiment until a day or more later, he records
the state of the parameters on disc, tape or punched
cards. .During each experiment the computing time
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he has used is shown at frequent intervals, so if the
experiment looks like exceeding the time booked it
can be terminated in a satisfactory state.
It is not planned to embark on a long series of
meteorological experiments in the Computing Research
Division but the principle of using a display system
for experimental studies can be applied to more com
plicated multi-level atmospheric models. Indeed, the
more complicated the model the more important it
is to study a large number of maps and cross-sections
of the parameters involved without being over
burdened by them.
4. Mesoscale Analysis
The signposts that have directed the meteorologist
towards simplified application of the prediction equa
tions to atmospheric systems on the scale of
depressions and anticyclones have been weather maps
accumulated over the last century. The meteorologist
knows what these systems look like on a map; he is
familiar with their shapes and sizes, and with the
broad relationships between winds, pressures and
temperatures. He has used this knowledge to guide
his empirical juggling with the equations.
But when he comes to fit smaller scale phenomena
into his prediction system he does not have the benefit
of such experience. Many a broad belt of cloud or
rainfall has a structure that is too small to be easily
discerned from a coarse network of observing
stations, yet too large to be viewed from one spot.
For example, a belt of rainfall, say 1000 km. x 200
km., is liable to contain cells, about 50-100 km. in
diameter and about 150-300 km. apart, in which the
rain is particularly intense. Such meso-scale structure,
as it is called, can sometimes be detected by careful
scrutiny of routine observations and records, but each
analysis is a lengthy trial and error process. The
analyst tries to fit a simple sequence of patterns to a
somewhat sparse network of observations, and-here,
too, an on-line display facility pan help Jhifido the
job. As an example of this type of analytis let us
copsider one of a variety of specific tasks. \
The Land Research Division of C.S.I.R.O. have
acquired, on magnetic tape, a few years’ records of
rainfall measurement^ made every six minutes at 18
stations in the region of Alice Springs, Australia. It
does not rain very often in this region, but when it
does it usually embraces interesting mesoscale
phenomena whose nature and scale may be deduced
'from a detailed analysis of the recorded measurement.
To make such an analysis a meteorologist with pencil
and paper would draw a series of maps for rainfall
totals over successive periods of 6 minutes, 12
minutes, 1 hour, or whatever periods appeared most
likely to reveal significant patterns; he would not
know the optimum period until he had made some
trial analyses. In drawing isohyets on each map he
would apply the basic principles of interpolation and
extrapolation in time and space plus a subjective
though disciplined urge to make some pattern fit the
observations. The whole process of drawing and
repeatedly erasing tentatively drawn lines on dozens
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of charts is too tedious and sometimes too unreward
ing for all but the enthusiast.
With a display system, however, the task is fairly
easy. As with the program already described, the
experimenter can conduct his experiment with what
ever “BREAK IN” or “thinking time” facilities he
needs. The first parameters he sets are times and
dates for the program to extract the required rainfall
data from the magnetic tape record.
Other parameters to be set are the time for com
piling rainfall totals, the number of charts required
and the interval between them, two numbers to
specify a network of gridpoints, distance and time
weighting coefficients used in the pattern construction
process, and a number used to test whether or not
data is adequate for analysis over particular localities
in the area being studied. The program calculates
rainfall values for each of the set of regularly spaced
gridpoints superimposed on the area; this is because
it is easier to plot isopleths for a regular array of
points than directly for the unevenly spaced observing
stations.
The rainfall, rPiS assigned to each grid point, p, at
time, s, is computed as:
t=Tq=N

rp,s = 27 27 (WM^ RJWp,q,s,t)
(2)
f— 1 0=1
where RqJ is the given rainfall at a station,
,qts,t is
a weighting function and the summation is taken over
all, N, stations for all the times, T, selected. The
weighting function can be any simple function that
decreases with distance between the gridpoint and the
station and with the time interval between the time of
observation and the time for which the plotted isopleths
refer.
The gridpoint values are then used to construct
and display the rainfall patterns in sequence through
the series being studied. Isopleths are displayed only
in regions where the total weight in the computation
to assign a grid point value is greater than the pre-set
criterion.
The experimenter can repeat the process with dif
ferent parameters for rainfall totalling, gridpoint array
and weighting. In searching for coherence and con
tinuity of rainfall patterns he seeks a course between
too much and too little detail, too rough and too
refined representation, and too intense and too weak
a weighting scale.
As soon as the experimenter locates a coherent
pattern in the series he can usually detect broad scale
movement of the pattern across the screen and this
allows him to extend the area virtually covered by
the data.
He can insert this estimated advection velocity as
additional data and cause the gridpoint values to be
computed again with adjustments made for the
apparent movement of the rainfall pattern. Then he
can improve on this estimate by seeing whether
variations in the advection parameter settings enhance
or disrupt the continuity of patterns.
Of course, subjectivity is still entrenched in the
pattern fitting process, but it is now injected as a
few discrete parameters and applied in a simple
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3, November 1968

orderly manner. Thus the display system allows the
experimenter more chance of finding and having con
fidence in these patterns which are needed to guide
numerical attacks on meso-scale problems.
Fig. 4 shows one of a series of a hundred
objectively analysed rainfall patterns that were dis
played on the VISTA screen during a demonstration
of the technique.
5. Local Scale Phenomena
In most studies of local scale phenomena such as
the development of individual convection clouds, or
the local effects of mountains and valleys on wind
and weather, it is usually important to specify the
variation of meteorological parameters with height in
much greater detail than is required for studies of
broader scale events. As an example of this local
scale type of problem let us consider the flow pattern
illustrated in Fig. 5. This is a pattern of computed
streamlines in a vertical cross-section through Hobart,
Tasmania. The data used comprised winds, tempera
tures and humidities measured by “radio-sonde”
balloon ascent, and the approximate high ground
profile shown. The hydrodynamical and physical
theory applied to this data indicated that the air
would flow up and down in a series of waves in lee
of the mountains, and that clouds would form in
the wave crests. The diagram is a copy of the output
from a CALCOMP plotter. Although the computed
cloud shapes look rather odd, the flow pattern was
confirmed by observations including a satellite photo
graph showing bars of wave clouds across the region.
To make the computation an arbitrary assumption
about unknown conditions at the top of the crosssection was made and it was also assumed that the
amplitudes of whatever waves appeared would be
small enough to allow second-order perturbation
terms in the equations to be neglected. In many case
studies perturbation theory appears to be valid and
choice of an upper boundary condition is not critical.
But it is usually difficult to assess whether or not

Figure 4: An experimenter watching a sequence of objectively
analysed rainfall patterns moving across the screen.
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Figure 5: A computed flow pattern in a
vertical cross section through Hobart,
Tasmania. The wave structure and cloud
pattern was confirmed by observations
including a satellite photograph. But in
order to make the computations feasible
the experimenter had to make approxi
mations to the hydro-dynamical theory
and arbitary assumptions about con
ditions at the upper boundary of the
cross section. In many case studies he
does not know whether the approxima
tions and assumptions are justifiable
without experimenting with the model.

HOBART

such assumptions will be valid until trial computa
tions are made. Choice of finite difference schemes
for vertical gradients in the model is also a matter
for experiment, often about 15 levels from ground
level up to about 40,000 ft. is adequate, but in some
situations the flow pattern is very sensitive to slight
wind or temperature changes in some very shallow
layer, and it is easy to obtain an incorrect though
realistic looking flow pattern from an inadvertently
coarse finite difference scheme.
Wave patterns tend to break down into layers of
turbulence when a wave amplitude becomes large;
also some wave patterns are observed to have a
periodic movement, but it is difficult to establish
criteria for wave flow behaviour. Proper variation of
meteorological variables with height cannot be com
pletely simulated in a physical laboratory model, but
with a display facility the meteorologist could attempt
to simulate the flow numerically and study both its
behaviour and the possible shortcomings of his model.
6. Probing the Structure of Eddies
Further down the scale of meteorological phenomena
we come to micro-scale features sucfi as turbulence
and eddies on scales from about, one ft a few hundred
metres..
T'
jy
Almost all experimental research into the structure
of eddies within the turbulent boundary layer of air
over ground and sea has so far been of a statistical
nature, but equipment is now available for recording
data in forms suitable for more direct examination
of the structure. Let us consider one of the many
types of experiments that can be carried out with
such equipment. So far only a few pilot experiments
of thejjtype to be described have been carried out.
Aneijnometers are set up to measure wind direc
tions and speeds at points on a line directly across
the mean wind that is expected to blow during the
period of the experiment—about half an hour. The
height* of each anemometer is 2 metres, the distance
between them is about 10 metres, and the number of
anemometers is 6, but these numbers do not have
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Distance intervals

2 km

any special physical significance; they relate to one
particular set of experiments and were determined
mainly by the equipment and facilities available.
During each experiment, the wind directions and
speeds at about 1 second intervals were recorded on
tape for subsequent computer processing.
The recorded winds can be plotted as vectors to
construct a time cross-section of the airflow past the
anemometer line. Eddies in such a pattern are not
readily detected as they are only small wind com
ponents in the mean flow. However, numerical filters
can be applied to the series of measurements to
reveal the nature of the flow within selected bands
of the frequency spectrum of the wind fluctuations.
After parameters for the numerical filtering have
been selected, an experimenter can scan a long time
cross-section as it moves across the screen. But
in this type of experiment he does not know* what
sort of analysis he -should rgake. Will*.. he find
embedded in the flow some sort; of circular eddies,
miniature jets, shear lines or otherdistinctive
characteristics? He does not know, because presenta
tion of the data in this form is so new.
In this early probjpg of the structure as displayed
on the screen he cStn use the lightpen in his attempt
to delineate features of the flow. For example, if he
thinks that,. a part of the structure would become
more apparent by highlighting selected vectors, he
Tan brighten these vectors by pointing the lightpen
at them. Or he can temporarily delete vectors that
do appear to belong to a different part of the
structure, and he can draw lines to delineate what
appear to be separate features. Fig. 6 shows an
experimenter using the lightpen on a pattern of eddy
vectors.
V
If temperature data were available the experimenter
could also look for links between the wind and
temperature patterns.
But all this is very tentative, and what the experi
menter needs is not so much a firm analysis of the
data as an analysis of his probing. With the lightpen
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he can label distinctive features then, after he has
completed the examination he can ask the program
what, in fact, he has been doing. First of all, are
the features he has marked in a scale range such
that they are probably a spurious result of the
numerical filtering? If he has not fallen into this
trap he can then obtain a classification of the features,
according to such attributes as size of groups, direc
tion, speed, variability, circulation and convergence
of winds in each group, intensity, orientation and
length of shear lines, and similarity of features to
simple hydrodynamical concepts.
Thus, in this type of experiment, the display system
not only helps the experimenter to analyse the data,
it also helps him to learn more about his analytical
technique, and the principle of the whole process can
be applied to data from a wide variety of micrometeorological experiments.
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Figure 6: The lightpen being used to label features in a
pattern of vectors representing eddy structure.
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On The Handling Of A
Particular Data Structure
By J. F. Temperly*

This paper gives some details of and discusses a solution to the problem of storing on
disc and gaining random access to a file of records with a non-trivial structure. Programs
making use of the file are written in FORTRAN.
Attempts to solve the problem were initiated by a request for assistance from the
Department of Astronomy at the Australian National University. The problem became a
preoccupation of a number of programmers before this solution was attempted and
successfully completed.

Introduction and Problem Description
A disc file of records of varying numbers of con
stants pertaining to chemical elements and used in
spectral analysis programs has been created.
The file is in fact a table and consists of a record
for each of thirty-seven elements with atomic numbers
ranging from 1 to 56, each element record being
randomly accessible.
Each element has NMA levels of ionisation (where
NMA can take any value from 2 to 6). Each of
these NMA levels contains a value Z for the level
of ionisation and g0 for the statistical weight of the
ground level, as well as S values of CHI, 2.gPr, and 1
(where S can be any value from 1 to 5,
CHI = ionisation potential in eV,
gpr = statistical weight of the parent ion,
1 = effective quantum number of the asymp
totic part of the partition function).
Each of these S levels is subdivided into K values
of GAMMA and ALPHA (where K ranges from 1
to 6, GAMMA and ALPHA are coefficients used in
a Tschebychev approximation for calculating the
partition functions).
Thus, for each element the table entry takes the
following form:
Element name (atomic number)
«j«

J

So

CHI
2.gpr

r NMA times
1
" S times
GAMMA1
r K times
ALPHA
where NMA, S and K are all variable.

J

Discussion
Routines for creation of and access to the file were
implemented on an IBM 360/50 using the G-level
FORTRAN compiler. Features discussed below may

include some which are peculiar to the machine and/or
the compiler.
If fixed length records were to be used, and space
were to be allowed for a record of maximum size,
five hundred words would be needed and no record
would fill more than two hundred of these words, the
average size being approximately one hundred words
and the smallest record occupying twenty words.
Using the variable record structure described later,
maximum record size is reduced to two hundred and
six words—already a sixty per cent space saving. If
truly variable length direct access disc input/output
were available and working (PL/I apparently includes
this facility but at the time when this system was being
developed the version 2 PL/I implementation had
errors in this area), disc space requirements would be
further reduced by about fifty per cent. As imple
mented in FORTRAN this random access type of
input/output pads out records to fill a block of speci
fied fixed (maximum) size.
Obviously the blocking of records could be pro
grammed to use disc space morfe efficienxlyibut this
would be to the detriment of access -, times for
intfividual records as the accessing program would
have to “de-block” to obtain a desired record.
The first program in which this file is being used
is quite large and thgfefore it is important to minimise
record size and the size of buffers required for the
file, as well as to minimise disc storage space require
ments.
'f
/ The FORTRAN DEFINE FILE statement, which
must be used when access is to be random, imposes
a constraint on the system. In this statement a
(maximum) record size must be specified as well as
the (maximum) number of records that are to be
created or accessed during the execution of the pro
gram. The number is the same as tfie maximum
value the record identifying key can takt.
To facilitate programming for this first problem, the
atomic number of each element is used as an index
to determine the position of its record in the file and
as a key for random access. The file contains thirty-

* Formerly Computer Centre, Australian National University. Manuscript received March, 1968.
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seven information records while the record identifying
atomic number ranges from 1 to 56, i.e. for this
problem, records are not needed for all the first fiftysix chemical elements. Therefore when the file was
created the DEFINE FILE statement specified fiftysix records and the space required for all of these
records was obtained and formatted when this state
ment was executed. Thus the file contains nineteen
records which are merely padding. This is a further
source of inefficiency in disc space usage, and explains
at the same time why records in files so defined are
of fixed length.
It would be possible to reduce disc space require
ments for the first program using the file by including
in the SUBROUTINE RDCHK (discussed in the
section “Gaining Access to Information in the File”)
a further level of indirect addressing of items in disc
file records. A table could be set-up within the sub
routine to store the 37 atomic numbers used and the
position of the entries in the table would give the
corresponding direct access key for a required record.
Such a table look-up feature might well be incor
porated at the expense of some generality if the
access system must be made even more specific to the
initial problem in order to further conserve disc space.
This look-up feature would permit the effective disc
space usage of approximately -J to be increased
to approximately
The Record Structure
The record structure which is used in the file was
determined after considering the variability in (i) the
size of the record required to accommodate the infor
mation for an element and (ii) the number of sub
structures at each level within each record together
with the requirements for saving storage space, both
in the machine and on disc.
Records have a complex list type of structure. Each
level of record structuring contains some information
about the associated chemical element and, except for
the lowest level, each contains a counter of sub
structures at the next level together with pointers to
the beginning of each sub-structure at that level.
Figure 1 shows the logical connection between the
sub-structures of the smallest record in a schematic
form and figure 2 shows how this structuring is
imposed on an array, again in the case of the simplest
record created.
Gaining Access to Information in the File
To relieve the programmer of the burden of data
structure details for the file records, ten functions
exist which access the file records and return the value
of any required constant for any record. Where
INTEGER results are required the function names
begin with KON while REAL* 4 constants with two
exceptions may be accessed by using the appropriate
function with a name beginning with CON (KON and
CON are intended as abbreviations for “contents of”).
The functions, their purposes and usage are listed
below.
All information for a given element is held in the

machine once any value for that element has been
requested. For this purpose a COMMON block,
ETAB, of two hundred and six words is reserved;
COMMON/ETAB/IWS(206)
DIMENSION WS(206)
EQUIVALENCE (IWS(1),WS(1))
All the access functions invoke a subroutine
RDCHK for the purpose of checking whether
COMMON block ETAB contains details of—
(i) any record (i.e., is this the first time information
has been asked for)
(ii) the record for the required element.
In either case, should it be necessary to FIND and
READ a record, RDCHK performs these operations.
Table of File Access Functions
Function
name

Information
returned for
specified
element NE

Usage

KONNMA the value of I=KONNMA (NE)
NMA
the value of the I=KONS (NE.IL)
KONS
counter S for an
ionisation level

(ID

the value of the
counter K for an
ionisation level
(IL) and S level
(LS)
the value of the
KONZ
constant Z for an
ionisation level
(IL)
the value of
KONGO
the constant go
for an ionisation
level (IL)
KONG
the value of
the constant 2.gpr
for an ionisation
level (IL) and S
level (LS)
CONCHI the value of
the constant CHI
for an ionisation
level (IL) and S
level (LS)
the value of the
CONEL
constant 1 for an
ionisation level
(IL) and S level
(LS)
TALPHA the value of
the Tschebychev
ALPHA coef
ficient for an
ionisation level
(IL), S level
(LS) and coef
ficient pair (KP)
TGAMMA the value of the
other Tscheby
chev coefficient,
GAMMA, for an
ionisation level
(IL), S level
(LS) and coef
ficient pair (KP)
KONK

I=KONK (NE,IL,LS)

I=KONZ (NE,IL)

I=KONGO (NE,IL)

I=KONG (NE,IL,LS)

A=CONCHI (NE,IL,LS)

A=CONEL (NE,IL,LS)

A=TALPHA (NE,IL,LS,KP)

A=TGAMMA (NE,IL,LS,KP)

J
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Word
No.

NMA

[

Contents

1

1

Element Number

2

27

3

2

Length of record
(words)
NMA

4

6

Pointer

5

18

Pointer

6

1

Z

7

2

GO

8

1

S

9

10

Pointer

10

13.595

11

2

12

11.0

13

2

K

14

10.853

ii

15

20.4976

16

13.342

7a

17

747.5023

a»

18

2

Z

19

i

GO

20

i

s,

21

22

22

999.999

CHI
G
EL

■level 3

I

l

<

pa-

cnd '
DQcr
Od

23

24*'
d
oocr
>-i
o
d

■level 3

level f

level 1

it-

Pointer
\

CHI

0

G

1.0

EL

1

K

0.0

7i

0.0

«i

level 2

Figure 1: Schematic Representation of Record for Element 1
,
Hydrogen)
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Figure 2: Record for Element 1 (Hydrogen)
Shortest and most trivial record
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A Generalization of the Rejection Procedure
for the Generation of Random Variables
By G. Gregory * and K. Sharpe * *

It is shown how the simple rejection procedure may be generalized to cover the situation in which
the range of the variable is infinite, subject to some mild restrictions. Methods for making the most
efficient use of this generalized procedure are also discussed.

1. Introduction
In simulation studies one is often faced with the
problem of generating a series of random variables from
some known distribution. Computer programs are
readily available which produce random, or pseudo
random, digits, but it is then necessary to transform these
random digits into random variables from the required
distribution.
Consideration will be restricted to the commonly met
situation of a univariate, absolutely continuous distri
bution with density function / (x). For the situation in
which f(x) is zero everywhere outside a finite interval
a < x < b and bounded inside the interval, the simple
rejection procedure (Tocher, 1963) enables the ready
generation of random variables from fix). This pro
cedure will be extended to cover those distributions for
which the range of / (x) is infinite. The boundedness of
/ (x) is still required together with a mild restriction as to
the rate at which the tails of/ (x) approach zero.
Other methods of generation are available (for example
Kahn, 1956) but they usually depend on properties of
f(x) to a much greater extent than is required by the »
method described below. Kahn (1956) also gives the
theory of a general procedure for which the method to
be described can be considered a special case. It is felt
however that the importance of this special case warrants
a more detailed account of putting it into practice.
2. Simple Rejection Procedure.
Consider the density function f(x), zero outside the
interval a < x < b and bounded by M. Let two random

Figure 1

variables X', Y be chosen with uniform distributions on
[a, ft] and [O, M] respectively. The observation x' is then
accepted as a random variable from / (x) if y </(*')•
This can be interpreted diagrammatically (see figure 1).
From the pair of random variables the event accept
(A) or reject (R) occurs. When A occurs the random
variable Xa equal to X' is generated. Thus the cumulative
distribution function of Xa
G(x) = Pr(Xa < x)
= Pr(X' < x\A)
= Pr(JT < x, A)/Pr(A)
Pr(X' < x, Y < f(Xr))
Pr(F</(X'))
X' and Y have a bivariate uniform distribution
K > \
1
a < x' < 6
, y) >
0 < y < M
j'K

thus G(x)

('f(x')

o

[.M(b-aj]-1 dy dx'

f(x')

0

[Mib-a)]-1 dy dx'

= F(x),
the cumulative distribution function corresponding to
the density function f(x). Thus X„ has the required
distribution. The probability that a variable is generated
is seen from the diagram to be [jV/(/j--a)]_1, the reciprocal
of the area of the enclosing rectangle.
This rejection procedure, because of its simplicity, is
ideally suited for generation on a computer.
3. Distributions on (a, oo)
Let f(x) be a bounded density function defined on
(a, oo). Let an upper bound for / (x) be M. A sufficient
further restriction for the method to work is that for all
positive L
f(x+L)
fix)
is a non-increasing function of x for all x greater than
some finite value. A limiting case is the exponential
distribution for which
^ is constant for all x.
fix)
This restriction can therefore be interpreted as meaping
that the tail of the distribution must “die off” quicker

*Formerly University of Melbourne, now Lancaster University U.K. ** University of Melbourne. Manuscript received April 1968.
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than that of an exponential distribution. This condition
is obeyed by most commonly used distributions.
Fundamentally the rejection procedure is based on
being able to enclose the density function by some
convenient form from which it is possible to obtain
random points. This form, in figure 1, is the rectangle
a < x' < b, 0 </(x) < M. When the range of values of
x, for which/ (x) is non-zero, is infinite we cannot use a
simple rectangle since we cannot obtain random points
from a shape of infinite area. We therefore require a
convenient shape that has finite area and completely
encloses/(x). A possible “shape” when/(x) is restricted
as above, is a set of rectangles whose areas, after possibly
the first, decrease in a geometric progression. We shall
refer to these rectangles, with the possible exception of the
first, as {R„}, n = 1, 2, . . . where Rn is the nth largest
rectangle in the series.
The sequence of rectangles is defined by the two para
meters L, the constant length along the x-axis of the
rectangles, and r(<l) the ratio of consecutive terms in the
geometric progression. Implicit in these assumptions is
the need to keep the length constant and hence the
geometric decrease in the height of {!?„}. There are ad
vantages in generating observations from such a system.
For a given value of r the value of L is defined by
fjw + L)
f{w)
where w is the minimum value of x for which
/(x + T)
fix)
is a non-increasing function of x for all T.
A set of suitable rectangles with which to cover /'(x)
then consists of a rectangle on a < x < w containing
/ (x) and the set of rectangles {/!„}, for which / (x) is
contained in R1 in the interval w / x / w -T L. This
set of rectangles is of finite area, completely contains
/(x) and is convenient for choosing random points.
Once we have decided upon which of the infinite set
of rectangles we are to sample from, choosing a random
point is the same as for the finite case described above.
We choose the rectangles to sample from as follows:
according to the ratio of the areas of the first rectangle
and the sum of the areas of all the rectangles we choose
to sample from the first or from the set {i?„}. If we
choose to sample from {Rn} and, for example, if r ==OT
then we draw a random digit between (Jjand 9 and sample
from R1 if this random digit is no|, equal to, say, 9. If it is
a nine then we choose another digit and sample from R1
if this is less than 9. If this is also equal to 9 we choose
another random digit and continue in this manner until
we find a digit less than 9. The number of draws required
to find a digit less than 9 determines the member of {R„}
we sample from and follows a geometric distribution. It
is readily shown by an argument similar to that given in
section (2) that the rejection procedure described above
generates random variables with density function /(x).
4. Choice of r
In this section we consider only generation of values of
x which are greater than or equal to w, so that selection is
being made from {A„}.
Without loss of generality assume w = 0. We thus have
that max/(x) =/(0) — M (say) so that the optimal
X ^ O

no

height of the first rectangle'is M. If then we decide upon
a value for r the optimal value for L is given by
f(L) _ r
m
Kahn (1956) talks of the efficiency of a rejection pro
cedure by considering the probability of acceptance of a
value x'. Clearly, with the rejection procedure described
above this probability is l/A where A is the total area of
the rectangles enclosing / (x). It is felt however that tins
measure of efficiency is not entirely satisfactory. Consider,
for example, the case when / (x) = Ae~A*. Here we have
that as r tends to unity so does A with the implication
that the larger the value of r(<l) the more efficient the
procedure. However as r tends to unity the expected
number of trials required to determine the member of
{Rn} to sample from tends to infinity. A more suitable
criterion here would be to choose that value of r for which
the expected number of digits required to obtain an
accepted x' is a minimum.
It should be noted that the simple procedure described
above for obtaining random variables can readily be
improved upon as regards the number of digits required
to obtain an accepted x'. The following example illustrates
this point.
5. Exponential Distribution
While it is accepted that it would be absurd to use
this method for generating random variables from an
exponential distribution it is convenient for demonstra
ting some general ideas regarding optimal procedures.
Let fix) — e~x, so that
fix +£) _ e-tfix)
independent of x, and choose rectangles to cover /(x) as
in figure 2.
With the rectangles so chosen the relation of the curve
to the rectangle is the same for each rectangle. Assuming
for the moment that r is given, we have that
L = —log r .
Noting that we can decide the question of acceptance
by considering whether or not x' (mod L)lis accepted it
is possible to save some samplingjby deciding the ques
tion, of acceptance before choosing the rectangle.
Let the value for x'm be L x 0-a'b'c', where
x'm — x' (mod L)
and y be 0-abc. . . ^ere a, b, c,. .. a', b', c',.. . are
random digits betweln 0 and 9. We may then choose a
random variable by the following procedure.
1. Choose random digits a' and a.
2. If 0-a ^'e-£<0 a'> return to 1.

Figure 2
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3. If 0-a + 0-1 < e-£(o-«' + o-i) accept;^ =L(0-a'b'c'...)
where A' c' ... are further random digits, the number of
which is determined by the accuracy required in x' and
the value of L.
4. If both of the tests 2 and 3 fail choose random digits b
and b' and repeat steps 2 and 3 with 0-a' replaced by
0-a'b', 0-a by 0-ab and 0-1 by 0-01.
5. Continue this process either until a test succeeds or
until we have considered as many digits as is felt
necessary, at which stage we accept if
0-abc ... ^ e-MOa'bv ...)
(1)
and reject otherwise.
Note that if we continue until either test works, the
distribution of the x' accepted will be exactly fix), up
to the approximation of rounding off errors incurred by
taking only a finite number of digits for x'm. If however
we stop according to 5 the distribution of x' will not be
exact though a very good approximation will be obtained
by considering enough digits.
6. Having decided on an accepted value of x'm we then
sample from a geometric distribution in order to obtain
the required rectangle. If the nth rectangle is chosen the
accepted value for x' is
x'a = (n—1) L + x'm.
It remains now to determine the value of r for which the
expected number of digits, required to obtain an accepted
random variable of a given accuracy, is a minimum. By
accuracy is meant the number of decimal places.
Consider the case in which we require random variables
accurate to three decimal places. Table 1 sets out the
relevant quantities needed to obtain the expected number
of random digits. One approximation however is needed,
namely the expected number of digits required to decide
acceptance or rejection within any rectangle. With x'
and y both of one digit we are effectively choosing, at
random, one from 100 similar rectangles and a decision
is made if the curve does not cut this small rectangle.
Hence the probability (P,) that no decision is made is
10~2 multiplied by the number of rectangles crossed by
the graph of fix). This can be anything from 10 to 19
and hence 0T0 < % < 0T9. Similarly if P; (z = 2,3 ...)
is the probability of no decision at any subsequent stage
0-01 < Pi < 0-19. If Pi = 0-2 for all z, EiN) = 2-5, hence
2-0 < EiN) < 2-5.
These limits for EiN) are quite general and in order to
obtain numerical results we shall use, as an approximation,
EiN) = 2-5.

Determination

Table 1
of Optimal r for
Distribution

r

E(N)

L

T

•i
•2
•3
•4
•5
•6
•7
•8
•9

2-5
2-5
2-5
2-5
2-5
2-5
2-5
2-5
2-5

2-303
1-610
1-204
0-916
0-693
0-511
0-357
0-223
0-105

2-558
2-012
1 -720
1-527
1-386
1-277
1-189
1-116
1-054

E(N')

the

Exponential

E(D)

6-40
Ml
1 -25
5-03
1-43
4-30
3-818 1-667
3-466 2-000
3-193 2-500
3-33
2-97
5-00 '
2-79
2-63 10-00

G.T.
10-5
9-3
8-7
7-49
7-47
7-69
8-3
9-8
14-6
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/• and L are as previously defined;
EiN) = approximately the expected number of digits
required to decide whether or not to accept
within a rectangle;
T
= total area of rectangles;
EiN') = expected number of digits required to find one
accepted value [E(N) X T];
E{D) = expected number of digits required to decide
on the rectangle to sample from ;
G.T. = approximately, the expected number of digits
required to obtain a value of x’a to three decimal
places.
({EiN') + £(£>) + 3} for r < 0-3,
{E(N') + E{D) + 2} for r > 0-4.
The division is the result of L values > J
and < 1.). Note that these values of x'a are not
rounded off to three decimal places but have
been terminated after three decimal places.
If a finer grid had been considered for r then for values
of /• close to those considered, the values of E{N') would
be approximately the same whilst those for E(D) would
be increased by at least 10%. The reason for this increase
is that if, for example, we took r = 0-51 then in order to
decide the question of the rectangle to sample from, it
would at times be necessary to consider a second digit.
The probability that two digits are required at any stage
is 0T. In general if the nth decimal place is the last non
zero digit in r then the expected number of digits required
at any stage to determine the rectangle to sample from
is 1-11 ... 1 where in — 1) l's follows the decimal point.
From these considerations in conjunction with table 1
it would appear that 0-5 is the optimal value for r.
6. Extension to General Distributions
In trying to extend the above method to more general
distributions we find the extra complication that the
shape of the curve varies from rectangle to rectangle.
The result of this is that it is now not as simple to decide
the question of acceptance or rejection. Two points should
be noted here.
(1) In general it will be necessary to know the rectangle
to be sampled from before a decision to accept is made.
Rejection, on the other hand, may take place without
such knowledge.
(2) As the number of the rectangle to be sampled from
increases, the height decreases so that it is necessary to
make some adjustment for scale before testing for ac
ceptance. A satisfactory adjustment would be to increase
‘

/A*-1

the scale on the _)'-axis by a factor I - I

for the nth

rectangle. In other words once a rectangle has been
chosen, adjust the height to that of the first rectangle.
In the light of the above points the following procedure
is suggested as being reasonably efficient keeping prac
ticability in mind. Using the same notation as above,
1. Choose random digits a and a’.
2. If M X 0-a > fio-a' X L) return to 1. {M is the
height of the first rectangle). Since we have assumed that
^Xf&) ^ *S 3 non-*ncreas*nS funct'on °f x> ^ the point
(0-a’ x L, 0-a X M) lies above the curve in the first
rectangle then the corresponding point, on a 100 point
171
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grid, must lie above the curve in all rectangles, hence
rejection is assured. Acceptance, on the other hand, can
only be ascertained, in general, with reference to the
chosen rectangle.
3. Sample from the relevant geometric distribution in
order to determine the required rectangle R„.
4. Having chosen R„ we can decide the question of
acceptance in the manner described previously.
Note that both this general procedure and that given
for the exponential distribution could be made more
efficient. For example when it is necessary to add digits
to (pc' = L x 0-a', y = 0-a) we could test again after
adding b' to x' before adding b to y. It is felt however
that the extra complication is unwarranted.
7. Distributions on (—oo, oo)
The method described above can readily be applied to
continuous distributions on (—oo, oo), subject to the
restrictions of boundedness and exponentially small
tails. All that is required is to split the range at some
suitable value and treat each of the two sections separately
as discussed above. If the distribution is symmetrical the
most convenient place to split is the median. If the dis
tribution is not symmetrical but has a unique mode then
this would be the most suitable place for the split.
8. Use of Method in Practice
In order to make most efficient use of the procedure in
practice it would be desirable to have a program that
requires only the form of / (x), the length and height of
the first rectangle (if not a member of {R„}, and the value
of r to be fed in. Such a program would need to be based
on an approach at least similar to that given in section 6.
In general it will be far too complicated to determine the
optimal value for r and the following is suggested in
order to obtain a reasonable value fairly simply.
As shown above in section 5 it appears likely that the
optimum value for r will be one of 0-1, 0-2, ... 0-9 so we
shall restrict ourselves to a consideration of these nine
values. For simplicity we will assume that the member of
{Rn} is to be determined before testing for acceptance.
Under these circumstances the expected number of digits
required to obtain a value of x' will be
G.T. = [E(N) + E{D)\ T + C ^
(2)
where C is a constant depending upon the number of
decimal places required in x' and the value of L. The

other quantities are as defined previously. From the
discussion of E{N) in section (5) it appears reasonable to
use as a rough working value, 2-5. The values of E(D)
will be as in table 1 since they depend only on r. For a
given value of /• the values of T and L are easily determined
from the form of / (x). Choose that value of r for which
G.T. as defined by equation (2) is a minimum.
As an illustration of the proposed method of determina
tion for /• we shall consider the following example. Let
, that is a unit normal distribution.
fix)
■\/2i
In order to obtain random variables from this distribu
tion it is sufficient to consider first, values of |x | and then
to obtain values of x by applying a plus or minus sign
with equal probability.
The relevant values needed for the determination of r
are set out in table 2. *
Table 2
Determination of Optimal r for the Normal Distribution
r

L

T

E(N) +
E(D)

G.T.

•i
•2
•3
•4
•5
•6
•7
•8
■9

2-146
1-794
1-552
1-354
1-177
1-011
0-845
0-668
0-459

1-902
1-790
1-768
1-800
1-878
2-016
2-248
2-664
3-662

3-61
3-75
3-93
4-17
4-50
5-00
5-83
7-50
12-50

9-86
9-72
9-94
10-50
11-46
13-08
15-10
21-98
47-78

L
= — 2 log r
T
= 2L/^2tr{l-r)
G.T. = [E(N) + E(D)]T -f 3 for /• < 0-6 since L > 1,
\E(N) + E(D)]T + 2 for r > 0-7 since L < 1.
From table 2 we would recommend a value fo,r r of
0-2, with a corresponding value of L equal tp 1-794.
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On the Reliability of Finite Difference
Representations
By R. S. Anderssen*

For general initial-boundary value problems for the simple heat conduction equation, Osborne
(1968) has shown that the solutions of the generalised Crank-Nicolson finite difference representations
(f.d.r.) of these initial-boundary value problems behave for large t in the same way as the corresponding
exact solutions of these problems. Since this result does not hold for all stable f.d.r. of general initialboundary-value problems for general second order parabolic equations, the concept of a reliable f.d.r. is
introduced and conditions are derived on the basis of this concept which ensure that the above mentioned
correspondence between the solutions of the f.d.r. and the exact solutions of the corresponding separable
problems is in some sense preserved for large t.

1. Introduction
The following important result was proved in §5 of
Osborne (1968):
Consider the simple heat conduction equation
du
d2u ,
Tt = dx2 +

N

U =

,

.
^

...

defined on the strip S(0, 1) = {(x, t); 0 < x < 1, t > 0},
and subject to the initial condition
u(x, 0) = g(x)

(0 < x < 1)

(2)

and the separated boundary conditions of the form
«ii u(0, t) + a12 ^ zt(0, t) = Au
(l > 0)

(3)

asl u( 1, t) + a22 ^ m(1, t) = A 2,
where alx, a12, a21, a22, Ax and A2 are constants. Let the
Crank-Nicolson finite difference representation (f.d.r.)
corresponding to (1), (2) and (3), which is defined on
the grid
G = m-l)AxjAty, i = 1,2,.. ., «; j = 0, 1, 2, . . .}
1
with At < r (a suitable positive constant), Ax =
n —1
At
take the form
and a
(Ax)2 ’
v1+1 = C(At) vj + {1 + adM}-1 fj,
(4)
xa = v((z — l)Ax, jAt),
where
C(At) = {1 + adM}-1 -{l-o(l -6)M], | < e < 1, (5)
/,- is defined by the inhomogeneous term/(x, t) and the
boundary conditions and
v„ = [g(0), g(Ax), . . g((n — l)Ax)]T {note that M is an
n X n matrix which corresponds, when al2 = a22 = 1,
to — M of equation (2.2), Osborne (1968)}. Let Ax be

the algebraically least eigenvalue in the eigenfunction
expansion for the homogeneous form of (1), (2), (3)
{/(x, t) = 0, Ax = A2_== 0}, and At(M) the algebraically
smallest eigenvalue of M. Then, according as Ax > 0, = 0,
< 0 we have that \(M) > 0, = 0, < 0, and both v,and u(x, t,) tend to zero, a finite limit or diverge, res
pectively, independent of Ax.
The results of Keast and Mitchell (1966), (1967) and
Copson and Keast (1966), implicitly imply the validity
of this result.
Since Aj < 0 implies instability for the solution of the
initial-boundary value problem defined above for (1),
the construction of a finite difference solution (f.d.s.)
for such problems is beyond the interest and scope of the
present investigation. Henceforth, we shall restrict
attention to initial-boundary value problems for para
bolic equations for which the steady-state solution exists
and is finite—that is, —
0 for the initial-boundary
value problems which possess eigenfunction expansions.
As noted by Osborne (1968), the above result cannot
be expected to hold for initial-boundary value problems
for more general parabolic equations of the form
du
,
. dhi , ,. .du , .
.
,
.
= a(x, ()^ + b(x, 0 ^ + c(x, t)u + d(x, t),
a(x, t) > 0,

*Computer Centre, The Australian National University, Canberra, A.C.T.
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u = u(x, t), (6)

defined on S(0, 1). In fact, it seems very unlikely that
the solutions of arbitrarily chosen implict f.d.r. of (6),
(2), (3) on G will all reflect the behaviour of the exact
solution of (6), (2), (3) for large t.
However, it could be very useful for improving the
accuracy of f.d.s. to ensure, where possible, that a
chosen f.d.r. did possess properties which reflected the
behaviour of the solution of a given initial-boundary
value problem. This does not run counter to the well
known result that consistency and stability of a f.d.r.
implies convergence of the corresponding f.d.s.: if we
consider a stable f.d.r. of (6), (2), (3) which contains an
exponential growth term, then the well known result
Manuscript received July 1968.
t
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implies that the effect of this term is limited by the
stability to the extent that convergence, in some ap
propriate form (for example, 0(d/)), is obtained. It
should be remembered that convergence of order At,
0{At), implies a rate of convergence less than or equal to
KAt where K can be very large: a clear example of this
can be found in Parker and Crank (1964). Cases (1),
(2) and (3) considered by Keast and Mitchell (1966) also
illustrate this point.
Here, we are interested in investigating conditions
under which the occurrence of spurious exponential
growth terms in a chosen stable f.d.r. of (6), (2), (3) on G
are suppressed in the hope that this yields a tacit im
provement in convergence—not necessarily in the order
but only in the rate associated with a given order. The
author has often felt that though the consistency, stability
and convergence concept for the solution of initial
boundary value problems for parabolic equations, with
variable coefficients, by f.d.r. plays an extremely im
portant role, it lacks the machinery for describing ways
for deciding whether a given f.d.r. would yield results
in better agreement with the exact solution than some
other f.d.r. (when convergence has the same form for
both cases). It is hoped that the present paper is a step
in this direction.
An independent attack on this problem has been
given by Gary (1966); Gary is concerned with the problem
of integrating numerically an initial-boundary value
problem for a general parabolic equation and examines
the question: can the difference scheme be run for an
arbitrary long time without a total loss of accuracy. In
answering this, Gary is primarily concerned with ex
tending the concept of stability, which is not the aim of
this paper.
2. Reliable Finite Difference Representations
Let a chosen implicit f.d.r. of (6), (2), (3) on the grid G
take the form
__
v,+1 = C^At) vt + (I + ~Pi Mi)-1 ft,
(?) /
whereQi(At) = {/ + p. Mi +
as Mi},Mi=(mst (j))
and Ms = (ms, (J)) are tridiagonal matrices,
and p,
are functions of t (possibly constants) and vt and jf
have the sense defined above. One can repeat the argu
ment of Osborne ,(1968), §5, to shoy'that v*+1 has the
form
;
:
Ijr
V,+1 =

i
i =

dij) A,- (C,)

(Ti), dt(j) = Tr1 Vi,

1

where /^(T)) denotes the ith column of the matrix Ts
for which Tr1 C, Tj = A (C,), the diagonal matrix
formed by the eigenvalues of C,{At). Here, we have
assumed that equation (6) and boundary conditions (3)
are homogeneous. It is clear from the last equation that
vJ+1 will reflect the behaviour of the exact solution of
the homogeneous form of (6), (2), (3) for large t if there
exists a positive integer N0 such that either (a) A„(C„)
< 11 for q > N0 if the steady-state solution of
the homogeneous form of (6), (2), (3) is zero or (b)
An(Gi) f 1 (tends to 1 from below) for q —>co (q > N0) if
the ‘steady-state solution is finite, where A„(C„) is the
algebraically largest eigenvalue of C,(At) (q = 1, 2,... .).
For this reason, we introduce the following definition:
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Definition 1. The f.d.r. (7) is a reliable representation
of (6), (2), (3) on G if (7) is consistent, stable and, ac
cording as the steady-state solution of the homogeneous
form of (6), (2), (3) is either zero or finite, there exists a
positive constant N0 such that either An(C„) < 1,
for q > N0, or A„(C„) f 1, for q -> co (q > N0), where
A„(C,) is the algebraically largest eigenvalue of C,(d/)
(9 = 1, 2,...).
Note 1. If the coefficients a(x, t), b(x, t) and c{x,_t)
of (6) are only functions of x, then a,-, p,-, M} and M,
lose their dependence on t :
= dx, p, = px and Mt
= Mi = Mi for all j; and the positive integer N0 of
Definition 1 of necessity equals one. This is clear from
the above argument and is an immediate consequence
of the argument given in §5 of Osborne (1968).
3. Separable Parabolic Equations
In this paper, we shall restrict attention to the case
when the homogeneous part of (6) is separable:
Mi = Mi = Mx, say:
§7

= «(0 i<x) gj + b(x) g + c(x)u} + d(x, t).

(8)

Since, for this case, the eigenvalues of C„{At) are defined
by
_
1 —■ A,- (Mx)
A< (-o) = 1 + pa X, (M,)

= l>2’"

(9)

it follows that the conditions of Definition 1 with re
gards the eigenvalues An(C„) can be related to conditions
on the eigenvalues of Mx depending on the form of
A/j, (j,j and J>„. For example, the condition AX(M) > 0,
= 0, < 0, stated in the result at the beginning of the
Introduction, is an immediate consequence of Definition,
Note 1 and (9) on writing Mx = M,oQ — (1 —9) d and
P« = 9d.

We now prove
Theorem 1. If (7) is a consistent and stable J.d.r. of (8),
(2), (3) on G and the following (not unreasonable)
assumption is satisfied: _
j'
^
iA. either ds — p„ or da and p„ have the same sign
(9 > A?o),
then (7) is_a reliabl| f.d.r. of (8), (2), (3) on G if and
only if A1(M1) >
Proof. I^ow, K{Cf) < 1 o - AiCMx) <

A.(MO

the Ai(Mj) are positive. It is also clear from (9)
that A„(C0) = 1 o A1(M1) = 0
Hence, we see that the problem of forming a reliable
f.d.r. of (8), (3), (2) on G has been reduced to the problem
of generating the My matrix so that the eigenvalues
Ai(Mx) > 0 or A1(M1) = 0 according as the steadystate solution of the homogeneous forirLof (8), (3), (2)
is zero or finite.
In order to investigate conditions under which the
eigenvalues Ai{Mf) > 0, we turn to results in the theory
of M-matrices and Stieltjes matrices (see Varga (1962),
§3.5) after first listing the basic properties of the Mx
matrices. In the present paper, we shall restrict attention
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3, November 1968
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to the standard f.d.r. for which the corresponding
matrix M^_= (m..,) satisfies the following properties:
(i) the Mx are strictly tri-diagonal with mts > 0,
mH <0(t = s—l,s + 1), m,t =0 (t # s — l,s, s + 1)
(s ==_1, 2,. .., n);
(ii) the Mx are irreducible—an immediate consequence
of the fact that Mx is strictly tri-diagonal (see
Varga (1962), §1.4).
Note 2. We are assuming that the coefficients in (8)
and (3), and the size of Ax and At are such that the
conditions (i) and, hence, (ii) are satisfied.
For future reference, we recall (see Varga (1962),
§1.5).
_
Definition 2. Mx is diagonally dominant if
> | ms, , _ i | + | m„ , + x | (s = 1, 2,..., n); (10)
strictly diagonally dominant if strict inequality holds in
(10) for all s; and irreducibly diagonally dominant if
Mx is irreducible, diagonally dominant and strict
inequality occurs at least once in (10).
For convenience, we introduce
Definition 3. Mx is strongly diagonally dominant if
it is diagonally dominant with strict inequality occurring
in (10) at least once.
4. The Case Ax (Mx) > 0
We obtain as a consequence of Theorem 1.8, Varga
(1962),
_
Lemma 1. If Mx is strictly diagonally dominant or
irreducibly diagonally dominant then Mx is positive
definite.
__
Proof. Since Mx is strictly tri-diagonal with the pro
perties m (i), where exists_a strictly positive diagonal
matrix D such that B = D Mx is a symmetric tri-diagonal
matrix which preserves the strictly diagonally dominance
or irreducibly diagonally dominance of Mx. Since the
mentioned Theorem 1.8 asserts that B is positive definite,
the result is proved.
As an immediate consequence, we obtain the following
sufficient condition for the reliability of the f.d.r. (7).
Theorem 2. If the homogeneous form of (8), (2), (3)
has a zero steady-state solution, then (7) is a reliable
f.d.r. of (8), (2), (3) on_(? if condition A. of Theorem 1
holds, for j > N0, and Mx is strongly diagonally dominant.
Proof. From Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, it follows that
(7) is reliable if Mx is strictly or irreducibly diagonally
dominant. Condition (ii) then reduces this to strongly
diagonally dominant which proves the theorem.
The advantage of this condition is its immediate
applicability to a given Mx. In any case, a necessary and
sufficient condition for the reliability of (7), under the
assumption A. of Theorem 1, can be satisfied. In fact,
we obtain as a consequence of Theorem 3.11, Varga
(1962),
Lemma 2. Mx = (mst) is non-singular and Mf1 > 0
if, and only if, max |Af (I—DMX) | < 1, where D is the
i
diagonal matrix with diagonal elements defined by
1
dss — jfiss
~
ft)

Proof. Theorem 3.11 of Varga (1962) is applicable:
since the Mx are tridiagon_al with the properties (i),
the diagonal elements of Mx are real and positive; and
that (l—DMx) > 0 and irreducible are immediate
consequences of properties (i) and (ii). This proves the
lemma on noting that an n x n matrix A is convergent
if and only if p(A) < 1.
We state as Lemma 3 the Corollary 2 of §3.5, Varga
(1962):
Lemma 3. If A = (ait) is a real symmetric and non
singular n X n irreducible matrix with ahj < 0 for all
i f-- j, then A-1 > 0 if and only if A is positive definite.
Theorem 3. A necessary and sufficient condition for
Mx to be positive definite is max |A* (I—DMj)\ < 1.
Proof. Let D = (dst) be the strictly positive diagonal
matrix_which symmetrizes Mx : B = D Mx, where_ b„
= d„ m,^and bs, , _x = bs,_s_+ x < 0. Now, B =~D ~MX=>
Mx = D-1 B => (l-DMx) = (I-DD-1 B) => the
diagonal elements of DD-1 equal
dss _ _J_
1 _ 1
(11)
dss
fttss dss
bss
Also, since
5-1 = m-i 5-i,
(12)
it follows that B is non-singular and 5_1 > 0 as
>0
and 5 strictly positive diagonal.
Necessity. If Mx is positive definite, then B is positive
definite (see proof of Lemma 1) and by Lemma 3
B~x > 0. Now, 5-1 > 0 => M~x > 0, since D in (12)
is strictly positive diagonal, and non-singular => using
Lemma 2, that max |A< (I —DM,) \ < 1.
Sufficiency. Reverse the Necessity argument.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3, we
obtain
Theorem 4. If the homogeneous form of (8), (2),
(3) has a zero steady-state solution and condition A. of
Theorem 1 is satisfied, then a necessary and sufficient
condition that (7) be a reliable f.d.r. of (8), (2), (3) on
G is that max |Af (I—DMX)\ < 1.
An immediate Corollary of Theorem 4 is
Corollary 1. If in (1), (2), (3) the constants a12 = a22 = 0,
then any consistent and stable, Crank-Nicolson f.d.r. of
(1), (2), (3) on G is a reliable fffi.r.
Proof. Here, the homogeneous form of (1), (2), (3)
has a zero steady-state solution, N0 = 1 and
C{At) =

1 - (1—0) CT M
1 +doM ’

<e<

At
° ~ (/lx)2 ’

where M is the (n —2) X (n —2) matrix

r 2
-1

-1

2

-1
-1 ,
2J

L 2,...,

Hence, condition A. of Theorem 1 is satisfied. As is well
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known, from the Gershgorin circle theorem, the eigen
values of M satisfy 0 < A,- < 4. It follows immediately
that max |Ai (I—DM)\ < 1.
i

Note 3. This is in agreement with the result quoted at
the beginning of the Introduction.
Note 4. It is clear from the proof of Corollary 1 that
the argument is independent of the value of 9. Hence,
the necessity to include in Definition 1 the requirement
that a f.d.r. be consistent and stable before considering
reliability.
5. The Case A„ (C„) f 1.
Osborne (1964) has pointed out that a polynomial
of degree m is determined exactly by a f.d.r. if the f.d.r.
is determined by (m + 2) conditions. It follows that, if
the exact steady-state solution of the homogeneous
form of (8), (2), (3) is a polynomial of degree < 2,
then this steady-state solution satisfies exactly the homo
geneous form of the given f.d.r. (7) (if the x-dejrivatives
are defined w.r.t. three grid points) and hence AX(MX) = 0.
When this is true, we wish to know conditions on the
form of Mx which ensure that the other eigenvalues of
Mx are greater than or equal to zero. If the elements
m„,_ i and m„ S+1
0 (which is generally the case, or
at least, can be ensured by the appropriate choice of Ax
and At sufficiently small), then it follows that since Mx
can be symmetrized by a strictly positive diagonal
matrix, it cannot have a second zero eigenvalue—see
Wilkinson (1965), §37, Chapter 5. Hence, the problem
reduces to considering the principal minor of Mx, which
does not contain the zero eigenvalue, and applying the
results of Section 3 to the structure of this principal
minor.
When the mentioned finite steady-state solution does
not have the simple form described above and Ax (Mx) # 0,
'hen it is necessary that <3, and p ,■ -> 0 as / —> co (j N0)
'f a given consistent and stable f.d.r. (7) of (8), (2), (3)
on G be reliable.
6. Further Comments
If we consider the case when a(t) = const, in (8)
(see Note 1.), we obtain the following interesting result:
Theorem 5. If (7) is a consistent Crank-Nicolson f.d.r.
of (8), (2), (3) with a.(t) — const., the corresponding
homogeneous form of (8), (2), (3) has a^ero steady-state
solution and Mx (see Note 1.) % strongly diagonally
dominant, then (7) is a reliable f.d.r. of (8), (2)^(3) on G.
Proof. Clearly condition A. of Theorem 1. is satisfied.
Hence, on the basis of Theorem 2, it is only necessary
to prove stability. To prove stability, it is only neces
sary to show that the eigenvalues of
_
{l + ax 9
{I - a, (1-9) Mx}
(13)
lie within the interval (—1, 1), since the eigenvalues of
Mx are real. Now, the eigenvalues of (13) coincide with
the eigenvalues of
_
A {I 4 "i 8 Mx} — {I — ctj (1-0) Mx) ■
that is, with the eigenvalues of
(A — 1) I + ax (X9 — 9 + 1) M.
(14)
Substitution of A > 1 and A < —1 in (14) shows that,
if \
9 < 1, (14) remains strongly diagonally do
minant or becomes strictly diagonally dominant. This
proves stability, and completes the proof, since strictly
176

and strongly diagonally dominant matrices are non
singular (see Varga (1962), Theorem 1.8).
We conclude this section by showing that there exist
consistent and stable f.d.r. (7) which are not reliable.
Let us consider the initial-boundary value problem
defined by
|p = x2
+ x
+ Nhi (u — u(x, t), N an
integer), (15)
u(x, 0) = f(x), «(0, t) = Ax, w(l, t) = A2 ■ (16)
The corresponding homogeneous form of this initial
boundary value problem has the solution
00
S cti exp(- -A,-2/) JN (Aix)
U (x, t)
.= i
where the A,- are the non-negative roots of .Tv(A) = 0 and
the cu are constants. Since the required roots of .Tv (A,)
are greater than zero, it follows that the relevant homo
geneous form has a zero steady-state solution. Let us
consider the generalised Crank-Nicolson f.d.r. of (15)
and (16). It is well known that for this f.d.r.
C(At) = (I + 08M)-1 (I - o(\-9)M\ct = p|-2
■2-N*

-1

-1

8-N"

M = (Axf

-/(/ — 1)

-3

(2r—N°-)

-i(i+ 1)

-(/; — !)(«—2)

2(n-lf-N2

It is clear that if N > 1, then M will contain at least one
negative diagonal element. Hence, Lemma 2 will not
hold since the conditions of Theorem 3.11, Varga (1962),
will not be satisfied for this form of M. Hence, if follows
from the argument given in Section 3 (in particular,
Theorem 4) that the generalised Crank-Nicolson f.d.r.
of (15) and (16) though consistent and stable (see Lees,
(I960)) is not reliable.
In fact, it, is clear from the above discussion, that the
following result holds
f
/
( Theorem 6. A consistent and stable f.d.r. bf (8), (2),
(f) on G of the form (7), where the homogeneous form
of (8), (2), (3) has a zero steady-state solution, is not
reliable if the matrix#^! = (m,() is such that m„ ,_x
and m„ ,+1 are negative (m„ , = 0, t # £—1, s,s_ + 1)
for all s while certain of the diagonal elements m,„ are
non-positivei•
Proof. As mentioned, Theorem 3.11 of Varga (1962)
cannot be applied.
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Mixed-Data Classificatory Programs
III. Diagnostic Systems
By G. N. Lance,* P. W. Milne* and W. T. Williams**

Users provided with a computer classification, or an ordination derived from the initial inter
element measures obtained from such a classification, commonly require information concern
ing the relative magnitudes of the contributions of the original attributes to the final classifi
cation or ordination. Two diagnostic programs are described which extract this information
in convenient form.

1. Introduction: the classificatory requirement
Most computer centres are equipped with at least
one classificatory program, whose function is to input
data consisting of a set of individuals specified by a
number of attributes, and to sort these into groups
such that the individuals within any one group are as
alike as possible; in this series we have been con
cerned with the case of the hierarchical classification
in which the attributes may be mixed in type, and in
which some entries may be missing or inapplicable. It
seems not to be widely realised that the mere specifica
tion of groups of individuals seldom completely satis
fies a user; it represents only part of the information
that he requires, and in principle, can obtain, from his
data. Except perhaps in the case of land survey, in
which the individuals are sample plots of land and all
that is required is the spatial position of betweengroup discontinuities, the user is normally interested
in the properties of the groups; he needs to know the
pattern of attribute-values which characterises a
group, and is especially interested in the values taken
by those attributes which serve to distinguish between
otherwise closely-related groups. In systems with a
high proportion of missing or inapplicable entries, he
will also wish to know the extent to which such
information is reliable, i.e., whether it is based on an
adequate number of observations.
Without such
information he will have difficulty in vHting,diagnoses,
erecting causal hypotheses, or devising keys -for later
recognition of members of the groups.
In classificatory programs usually, and in mixeddata programs invariably, the similarity-measure used
to generate the classification is additive over attributes.
It follows that, for any given hierarchical fusion or
division, the contribution of each separate attribute
has existed at least transitorily within the computer;
and these contributions could be saved, ordered, and
printed Jout. We maintain, however, that to output
this information at every hierarchical node would be
computationally unacceptable: it would add appreci
ably to the running time of these already slow-running
programs, and would produce a large quantity of
* C.S.I.R.O. Division of Computing Research, Canberra, A.C.T.

printed output, much of which would be without
interest. The user is normally interested only in the
high-level hierarchical nodes, although the number of
nodes in which he is interested is usually unknown
until the classification has been subjectively assessed.
We suggest, therefore, that this information is best
obtained by means of a separate “diagnostic” program,
and the purpose of this communication is to outline
the form which such a program should take. It must
fulfil the following requirements:—
(a) Define groups of individuals for examination.
(b) Accept mixed data specifying these individuals by
attributes.
(c) Accept specifications for comparisons between
groups, or combinations of groups, for which
means and contributions of attributes are required.
(d) Provide output as follows:—
The groups being compared; the within-group
means for all attributes, specifying the attributenumber and type; the number of individuals on
which each mean is based; and the contribution of
each attribute to the similarity measure in- use.
The table to be printed in descending order of
these contributions.
,
' *
The similarity measures in common" use for ipixed data
have been fully discussed in the two previous papers
in this series (Lance and Williams, 1967, 1968) and
will not be further considered here.
Given such a progAm, the user will normally wish
simply to retrace the hierarchical path of the classifica
tion at issue. For example, if the uppermost four
hierarchical nodes had the following configuration—

** C.S.I.R.O. Division of Tropical Pastures, Brisbane, Queensland.

Manuscript received June, 1968.
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he would wish to make the comparisons (A against
B); (D against E); (C against (D + E)); ((A + B)
against (C + D + E)). These are the comparisons
which could have been readily obtained in the course
of the original classificatory program. A separate pro
gram, however, permits greater flexibility. First, a
user might be interested in group inter-relationships on
a wider scale than that provided by the hierarchical
path; he might, for example, wish to compare, in the
above diagram, group B with the three groups on the
other side of the main division. This information, too,
could in theory have been obtained in the course of
the original classification, provided the groups to be
compared all existed at the same stage of the com
putation; but the amount of output would then
become prohibitive. For n individuals an agglomerative classification proceeds through (n — If compari
sons, all of which would need to be printed out.
Secondly, a separate diagnostic program provides an
invaluable facility for assessing the inter-dependence of
two sets of attributes: the classification obtained from
one set can be imposed on the second set and the
extent of sorting the new attributes assessed (for a
general discussion of this “canonical” case, see
Williams and Lance, 1968).
2. The ordination requirement
A classification implies a discontinuous model: it is
postulated that dissociated sub-groups exist within the
population and, given this, it is desired to define these
as precisely as possible. However, examination of
the attribute-structure of the groups extracted may
show that clear distinctions do not exist: although the
attribute-means will differ, they may not differ to the
extent needed to define a usable classification. This
may be taken as evidence that the variation within the
population is substantially continuous. Alternatively,
a user may from the outset declare an interest in
trends and underlying factors rather than in groups.
In both these cases an ordination is required; this*
term, which originated in plant ecology, has come into
increasingly general use to describe a system wherein
the data are first represented by a Euclidean model,
with the individuals as points in a Euclidean space
defined by the attributes as separate axes, this space
being then reduced—usually by component analysis—
to a related space of lower dimensions. A Euclidean
model for mixed data exists (Burr, 1968), but is not
yet in common use; we ourselves, for example, have
always preferred to define similarities by the use of a
Manhattan-metric model of general type | xtj — xr, | or
an information statistic. In such a case only the inter
individual matrix of similarity measures exists, and the
problem is to define a Euclidean space which shall in
some sense preserve these measures.
The earlier (“proximity
Two solutions exist.
analysis”) due to Shepard (1962) and later modified by
Kruskal (1964) preserves as Euclidean distances only
the rank order of the similarity-measures, and is
applicable in all cases. The later, due to Gower
(1966, 1967), is usually known as “principal co
ordinate analysis”. It is computationally simpler and
preserves a quadratic function of the original measures,
but is only applicable if—as fortunately is usually the
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3, November 1968

case—the matrix of similarity-measures is positive
semidefinite. The result in either case is a set of
eigenvectors; each defines a Euclidean axis, and the
elements of each vector define the co-ordinates of the
individuals on that axis.
Given these eigenvectors, the user usually wishes to
“interpret” them or, more accurately, to erect hypo
theses concerning the nature of “underlying trends”.
The simplest way of effecting this is to investigate the
extent to which the eigenvectors reflect the original
attributes, for which the product-moment correlation
coefficient provides a convenient measure. The result
ing coefficients must, however, be interpreted with
great caution, and significance tests not applied except
as the crudest possible guide. For in the first place,
since the eigenvectors are themselves optimised linear
functions of the original attributes, the coefficients are
biased: the larger values, in which alone the user is
interested, will be over-estimated. A further difficulty
arises in the case of mixed data. There is no objec
tion to calculating the correlation between a continu
ous and a qualitative attribute by regarding the latter
as a continuous quantity which happens to take the
form of a string of unities and zeros, since the result
ing expression has the same algebraic form as the
point-biserial coefficient; but the distribution of the
point-biserial coefficient is different from that of the
product-moment coefficient, and would ideally be
tested by transformation to Student’s /-statistic (see,
e.g., Kendall and Stuart, 1961, pp. 311-2). Further
more, there is no obvious meaning that can be given to
the correlation between a continuous and a multistate
attribute, except that of regarding the multistate
attribute as a set of independent qualitative attributes.
One special case of this correlation problem, not
technically based on mixed-data systems but convenientlv considered here as a limiting case, is increasingly
arising in ecological work.
Characteristically, the
data-matrix consists of a relatively small number of
individuals defined by a very large number of
attributes, which are usually entirely qualitative (i.e.,
binary); dimensions of four of the matrices which have
recently been submitted to us have been (individuals
x attributes) (18 x 818), (70 x 513), (50 x 444) and
(38 x 626), and in every case an ordination of
individuals was required by the user.
The first problem is then the choice of inter
element measure for ordinatjon, since there is some
evidence that initial values obtained from informationstatistic programs are unsatisfactory for this purpose.
The matter is controversial, and for a recent discussion,
see Orloci, 1966. We are currently using the correla
tion coefficient; but given the resulting vectors, the
user will not now require the correlation coefficients
between these and all the many attributes, the con
tribution of most of which will be negligible. The out
put must therefore be truncated at an acceptably small
number of coefficients; we have found that users are
normally satisfied with 20. It is clear that, again, a
separate program is needed, which must fulfil the fol
lowing requirements:—
*
(a) Accept mixed or all-qualitative data followed by a
set of ordination vectors.
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(b) Calculate correlation coefficients between the
vectors and each attribute over all individuals for
which the attribute is known.
(c) Provide output which specifies, for each vector in
turn, the attribute number and type; the signed
correlation coefficients; and the number of indi
viduals on which these are based. The table is to
be printed in descending order of the moduli of
the correlation coefficients and to be truncated,
where desirable, at an appropriate number of
coefficients.
3. Program requirements
It will be seen from the foregoing that a complete
processing system capable of undertaking essentially
classificatory problems requires three types of
program:—
(a) Classification programs. The Canberra mixed-data
programs MULTBET, LINKED and MULTCLAS
have been fully described in the earlier papers of
this series; a divisive information-statistic program,
MULTDIV, has recently been added.
(b) Ordination programs. The ideal system should
make provision both for the Gower “principal co
ordinate” solution (Canberra program GOWER),
and for the Shepard-Kruskal “proximity analysis”
solution; there is no Canberra program for the
latter, but one is currently under development.
Facilities should also be provided for rotation,
either orthogonal or oblique, of the eigenvectors
resulting from the ordination procedures (Canberra
program OBLIQPAK).
(c) Diagnostic programs. Two are required, one to
fulfil the classificatory requirement of Section 1
above (Canberra program GROUPER), and a

second for the ordination requirement of Section 2
(Canberra program GOWECOR).
The inter-relationships of these programs are as
shown in Fig. 1.
4. Computational considerations
The justification for considering these programs
lies in drawing attention to the need for their existence,
rather than in any special computational problems
that they involve. Since they are almost invariably
required as a follow-up procedure for existing classi
ficatory programs, the basic algorithms needed for
processing data will already have been developed for
the latter, and some at least of the existing sub
routines can be used without change. The major pro
gramming requirement is that of versatility. In order
to minimise the running time of classificatory pro
grams, it is common to impose the constraint that both
program and data shall be able to be held in core; and
in order to accommodate as large a data-matrix as
possible, it is usual to confine any given classificatory
program to a restricted set of data-types. Between
them the Canberra programs can deal with the entire
range of attributes in current use, comprising quali
tative, numerical, linked numerical, ordered multi
state, and disordered multistate (both exclusive and
non-exclusive); for definitions of these terms and
counterparts used by other writers, see the first paper
in this series (Lance and Williams, 1967). No one
program accommodates the entire range, but it is
clearly desirable that the diagnostic programs should
be able to do so. Our own programs approach this
ideal but do not yet attain it; neither GROUPER nor
GOWECOR makes provision at present for ordered
multistates or for the rarely-used non-exclusive dis-

Data
I k'
\

MULTBET
MULTCLAS
or LINKED

->

inter-individual----- —-------->
„ measures

GOWER |

| •

classificatory
groups

*| GROUPER 1

f
vectors----

.

----- 1 OBLIQPAK |
rotated; vectors

GOWECOR I

J.
I
'"
* ordered
attribute-means
&; contributions

ordered
vector-attribute
correlation coefficients
Figure 1: Inter-relationships of classificatory, ordination and diagnostic programs.
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ordered multistates and GROUPER makes no pro
vision for pure binary data in the compressed format
usual for all-qualitative programs. Nevertheless, even
in their present incomplete form, users have con
sistently expressed appreciation of the results they
provide.
The organisation of the input to these programs
may be expected to vary with the conventions imposed
by the classificatory programs which they serve. We
append brief notes on the systems we have ourselves
used and found convenient:—
The program first reads all the data, which is held
in core. This is followed by a card specifying the
number of groups which are of interest; this in turn is
followed by a set of pairs of cards, one containing the
arbitrary reference-number of the group and the
number of individuals it contains, the other (with con
tinuation cards where necessary) containing the serial
numbers of the individuals concerned. These cards
will not necessarily exhaust the population, though in
practice they usually do so. This information, too, is
read into core and retained throughout the calculation.
Finally, cards are read in which specify the groups, or
combinations of groups, between which comparisons
are required. The general case takes a form (in free
format) such as
Gi + Ge + G:i/G} + Gs.
where G, to Gr> are integers representing group
reference-numbers. This specification would require
that groups 1, 2 and 3 were to be combined, that
groups 4 and 5 were to be combined, and the com
parison effected between the two composite groups so

generated. These “comparison cards” are read in one
at a time and the means and contributions output.
GOWECOR
The data is, as before, first read in; this is followed
by a set of vectors which have been punched out from
the ordination programs GOWER or OBLIQPAK; the
calculation then proceeds vector by vector as outlined
above.
In both cases the calculations are inherently so
simple that the programs are very fast-running; their
computation-time is negligible compared with that of
the classificatory programs they follow.
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The Performance Of An Integer
Programming Algorithm With Test Examples
By J. M. Bennett % P. C. Cooley * and Jennifer Edwards *

The most widely used algorithms for solving integer programming problems are Gomory or
cutting plane methods, and branch and bound methods. This paper discusses cutting plane methods
in general, and two branch and bound algorithms. It takes one of these and compares its performance
with the performances of several cutting plane methods on a standard set of test problems. The results
indicate some important advantages of branch and bound methods for solving integer programming
problems.

Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to describe the perfor
mance of a computer program embodying a general
Integer Linear Programming (I.L.P.) algorithm. This
algorithm was formulated by Dakin (1965) and is
derived from a method proposed by Land and Doig
(1960). It comes under a class of algorithms known as
‘branch and bound’ methods, a name coined by Little,
Murty, Sweeney and Karel (1963).
The General Integer Programming Problem can be
stated as follows. Find x{ (i = 1, 2, ..., ri) such that
n

1.

U aH Xi =
i=i

bh

Xi > 0,

j

=

1, 2, ..m.

n

2.

z = £ ci
i=1

x{

is to be maximized (z is called the

objective function).
an integer for some subset of i.
Without Requirement 3 (i.e., if the subset of i is null),
the problem is a linear programming (L.P.) problem.
If the subset of i contains all n of the subscripts then the
problem is an all integer or ‘pure’ problem.
3.

xt

The most widely used approach for solving I.L.P.
problems is the method of cutting'planes. ..There are a
number of variants of this approach, all of which are
similar to the algorithm proposed by jGomory (1958).
For a fuller description of both cutting plane; methods
and branch and bound methods, the reader-da referred
to a paper by Balmlki (1965).
Cutting Plane Methods
Both classes of method begin by solving the L.P.
problem to obtain the continuous solution. This
solution is an extreme point of a polyhedral region
determined by the constraint set of Requirement 1
(or, in (flegenerate cases, a convex combination of a
subset of such extreme points). The method of cutting
planes men proceeds as follows. If the continuous
solution is not a feasible solution to the integer problem
then new constraints are added to the original constraint
set, one at a time, and the resulting new L.P. problem

solved after each addition. The process continues
until the integer Requirement 3 is satisfied.
The new constraints are derived from the original
constraints selected in various ways called row selection
rules. Each method of deriving new constraints and
each distinct selection rule defines a new cutting plane
method. The new constraints will eventually force the
variables specified by Requirement 3 to take integral
values if this is possible. The new problems formed
by the addition of each constraint are such that the
values of their objective functions are never increased.
The purpose of these new constraints is to define a
new polyhedral region having an extreme point which
satisfies Requirement 3 as well as Requirement 1. This
approach is not designed to yield more than one solution
(one extreme point satisfying all the requirements)
for any given problem.
Branch and Bound Methods
Branch and bound methods, after the continuous
solution is obtained, proceed to enumerate the possible
feasible integral solutions that life within ■ thfe region
defined by Requirement 1. The enumeration procedure
takes the form of a directed tree. Each node Represents
aA infeasible solution (Requirement 1 not satisfied),
an intermediate solution (Requirements 1 satisfied but
not 3) or an integraljsolution (Requirement 1 and 3
satisfied).
When an integral solution, with z as the value of the
objective function occurs, the solution x is a candidate
-for the optimal solution and is reported. At this stage
an extra constraint is added. It has the form:
(4) E ^ xt^z
The method continues by reporting all possible integral
solutions until the tree is exhausted. It is apparent
that the branch and bound approach may ^report more
than one integral solution. Indeed, whe% there are
many optimal solutions to a problem this approach
should produce all of the solutions. In some cases
it could produce quite rapidly solutions which are near
optimal and adequate for most practical purposes even
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when it may take an unduly long time to obtain an
optimal solution. These are advantages realised only
when utilizing branch and bound methods.
Dakin’s Algorithm
Dakin’s method is the following. Suppose x is the
solution to the L.P. problem and suppose x3 with the
value hj at this stage of the calculation is a variable
in the subset of Requirement 3. bj can be written as
[A,] + fj where [Z>3] is integral and 0 </3 < 1. Since
Xj must be integral, the constraints
(5) Xj < [bj] or Xj > [bj] + 1
are in turn added to the original constraint set and one
of the two augmented problems is solved.
The procedure is then repeated for the resulting
solution using a non integral variable. The order of
variable selection strongly affects the efficiency of the
algorithm. (Note that the same variable may well be
selected at two points in the tree.) Apart from a minor
modification to the method for degenerate cases to
cover the effects of roundoff, a branch is terminated
when an infeasible or integral solution appears. The
procedure is then applied to the closest unexplored
branch occurring further up the tree.
The logical structure of this sequence is a tree with
its root representing the continuous solution and all
other nodes representing an infeasible, intermediate
or integral solution. Each node has two directed
branches leading from it. These lead respectively to
the solution (if any exists) of the problem with
Xj < [bj] and x3 > [bj] + 1 as additional constraints.
The tree terminates when an infeasible solution occurs
or when the value of the objective drops below the value
for which a solution is known to exist. When the tree
is exhausted, the optimal solution (if such a solution
exists) will be the integral solution (if any) with the
greatest objective function.
Land and Doig Algorithm
The Land and Doig method is similar to Dakin’s
method, which was derived from it. However after
the continuous solution is obtained a particular variable
(say the j'-th) is selected, two equalities (instead of
inequalities) are added to the original constraint set
and the augmented problems are solved. The equalities
are:
(6) Xj = [bj], [bj\ + 1.
Each of these equalities defines an augmented problem.
The solution which satisfies Requirement 1, and as
Land and Doig (1960) have pointed out, produces the
maximum value of the objective function for integral
values of x, and other restrictions introduced up to this
point, is given by one of these solutions (say x).
A further problem is now solved. If say_x3 = [bj]
is the added constraint that determines x then the
constraint x3 = [bf] — 1 is added as an alternative
constraint and this augmented problem is solved.
Thus x and the solutions ‘adjacent’ to x called w and
y are now known. The values of the objective functions
associated with w and y are entered on a list. A new
variable is now selected to furnish a new set of equalities.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. I, No. 3, November 1968

This pair of equalities is added in turn to the problem
with solution x.
At this stage a new x has been obtained and its asso
ciated objective function value is entered on the list.
Again equalities are added to the problem which has
the maximum value entry in the list, i.e. the equalities
are added to the problem that has solution w,y or the
new x. This new problem is solved and if the resulting
x satisfies Requirement 3 then it is a candidate for the
optimum solution. Otherwise the procedure defined in
this paragraph is repeated. Degenerate problems pro
duce ‘ties’ at some stage in the value of the objective
function.
The logical structure of this method is also a tree.
However, whereas Dakin’s method has only two
branches emanating from each node, although the same
variable may sometimes appear on several different
levels, by contrast, the Land and Doig method has at
least two branches and often many more. Hence,
Dakin’s method might be expected to require less
computation.
We must now establish whether branch and bound
methods produce results any faster than the cutting
plane methods in typical cases, for although obtaining
multiple answers to I.L.P. problems is a desirable feature,
searching the tree may be a prohibitively lengthy process.
The easiest way to compare the relative effectiveness
of the methods is to run problems with representatives
of each. Since Dakin’s method has been embodied
in a program available to the authors, it has been selected
as the representative of branch and bound techniques.
An extensive set of test problems exist; these have
already been solved by cutting plane methods elsewhere.
(See Trauth and Woolsey (1966).)
Test Problems
In a report by Trauth and Woolsey (1966) 29 problems
are described and their solutions attempted by a number
of different cutting plane methods. The problems ranged
from several which are easily solved to one for which
no solution could be obtained. Although these problems
are not necessarily ‘realistic’ problems, as far as the
authors are aware, they represent the best published
I.L.P. ‘standard’ set yet assembled. The five cutting
plane methods are described in the reference (p.15) and
so their details will not be given here. The numerical
details of the problems can also be obtained from the
reference (p.18). The results pf running the problems
with three cutting plane methods, two variants of a
fourth (pp.26-27 of the reference), and by Dakin’s
method are summarized in Tables 1-4 below.
In all programs but LIP1, an iteration is a single
matrix pivot operation. In LIP1 a single iteration is
stated by Trauth and Woolsey (1966) as possibly
“including numerous matrix pivots.” The exact inter
pretation of this remark is not clear, as Haldi and
and Isaacson (1956) give figures which are almost the
same as those quoted by Trauth and Woolsey (1966)
for the problems of Tables 2 and 4 of this article and
Haldi and Isaacson define an iteration as a single matrix
pivot step. The time definition given by Trauth‘and
Woolsey (1966, p.27) is the time from the first executed
instruction to the end of the minimum output needed
183
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to interpret the results. The time definition for Dakin’s
method is the total central processing unit time to run
the complete program on an English Electric KDF9,
which may be regarded as a machine of computing
power at least comparable to the I.B.M. 7090. An
I.B.M. 7090 and a C.D.C. 3600 were used to test the
other programs.
The problems are divided into four groups, each of
the first three groups having a distinct physical origin,
the fourth being problems of unknown origin.
1. Nine allocation problems. These have the same
tableau except for a single element on the right
hand side. All methods readily solved this group
of problems.
2. Ten fixed charge problems. These proved to be
small in size but difficult to solve. Only one
cutting plane method and Dakin’s method solved
all of these problems.
3. Four combinatorial problems. These were prob
lems with variables restricted to taking the value
zero or one. The first three problems were
solved by all methods. The fourth problem was
the largest of the 29 problems. It had 21
variables and 140 constraints. Dakin’s method
was able to exhaust the tree and show that no
integral solution exists to this problem. This the
cutting plane methods were not able to do.
4. Haldi’s (1964) six problems. These are set out
in full by Trauth and Woolsey (1966). They are
all highly degenerate, having many optimal
solutions. All but one cutting plane method
found a single solution for each of them, but the
computation times varied considerably. These
problems proved to be the most difficult for
Dakin’s method to solve, due to their degeneracy.
However, the first integral solution (usually an
optimal solution) was invariably obtained within
a few seconds. It was the additional search for
other optimal solutions (not made available by
the other programs), which consumed the bulk
of the time.
Most cutting plane programs find only one solution
to a problem even when several may exist. Trauth and
Woolsey (1966) gave more than one solution to the
Haldi problems and mentioned that the^ first three
combinatorial problems have multiple optimal solutions.
#
,

Dakin’s program was able to find a number of solutions
to these degenerate problems. However, it terminates
when it has found either an infeasible or integral solution.
This means that in practice some optimal solutions may
not be reported. To ensure that all likely solutions
are reported in spite of roundoff errors it should
terminate only when an infeasible solution occurs or
when the value of the objective function drops below
that of an existing solution by a small amount sufficient
to cover the effects of roundoff. This change is being
incorporated in the existing program.
In the following tables—
(a) “Iter” is the number of iterations (as depicted
above) required for an optimal solution. In
Dakin’s program “Iter” is the number of iterations
required for the first optimal solution;
(b) “Time” in seconds is the time taken to run the
complete I.L.P. problem. Thus “Time” for
the cutting plane methods refers to the time
taken to obtain the optimal solution. “Time”
for Dakin’s method is the time taken to search
the complete tree, i.e. to obtain all optimal
solutions and prove them optimal. Note that
“Time” in the case of Dakin’s program does not
refer to the time taken to complete the number
of iterations fisted under “Iter”;
(c) “Soln” is the number of solutions obtained by
Dakin’s program. In the absence of any informa
tion on the number of solutions obtained by the
cutting plane programs, it is assumed that one
solution only was obtained;
(d) “—” indicates that no solution was obtained in
15,000 iterations;
Conclusion
Since the methods were coded for different machines
in different languages by different programmers, there
is little point in giving a detailed assessment of the
results, particularly as so many of the problems were
; degenerate. However, the results show that searching
the tree is not unduly time consulting when compared
with the times taken by cutting plane methods in the
test, problems.
! '''
%
J Moreover, not only were all of the test problems solved
By Dakin’s method within a reasonable time period
.

,

TABLE 1
Allocation Problems
IPM3
Program
Iter
Problem Time
14
1
4
31
2 f
4
3 |
4
30
4 1
4
18
11
5 ’
3
4
18
6
61
Is
5
21
8'
4
12
9 ,
4
184

LIP1
Iter
Time
2
19
55
5
4
41
3
19
12
2
4
40
81
8
51
5
12
2

ILP2-1
Iter
Time
54
2
4
163
4
168
4
192
3
139
3
157
9
504
7
370
4
201

ILP2-2
Time
Iter
2
51
2
77
2
59
2
48
2
32
2
54
3
119
2
57
2
34

IPSC
Time
Iter
2
46
3
64
3
71
3
62
2
50
3
81
5
131
4
102
2
44

Time
3
7
6
3
2
5
5
5
2

DAKIN
Iter Soln
18
2
27
3
'>28
1
54
1
13
1
26
2
21
6
20
1
12
1
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TABLE 2
Fixed Charge Problems
IPM3
Program
Iter
Problem Time
3
54
1
4
81
2
3
37
3
4
91
4
—
—
5
—
—
6
—
—
7
—
—
8
118
5
9
71
1396
10

LIP1
Time
Iter
2
24
1
15
2
26
1
18
9
158
8
123
8
159
6
126
3
42
9
102

ILP2-1
Iter
Time
135
2
94
1
2
154
1
93
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

ILP2-2
Time
Iter
1
36
1
47
1
104
1
18
—
—
3
311
—
—
3
306
4
298
—
—

IPSC
Time
Iter
1
32
1
45
1
56
1
22
80
6104
43
3320
—
--—
—
5
339
—
—

Time
6
4
5
5
6
5
3
6
5
6

DAKIN
Iter Soln
13
4
8
2
4
11
2
16
23
5
11
3
23
5
3
11
9
1
21
1

TABLE 3
Combinatorial Problems
Program
Problem
4pt
5pt
6pt
7pt
In
i.e.

LIP1
TLP2-1
ILP2-2
DAKIN
IPM3
IPSC
Iter
Time
Iter
Time
Time
Iter
Time
Iter
Time
[ter
Time Iter Soln
4
4
2
11
1
4
1
1
4
2
2
5
3
3
74
140
20
83
4
132
5
20
9
86
9
9
42
7
14
23
27
11
114
29
16
70
11
20
3
—
—
—
-----—
—
—
2860
499
0
—
the 7 point problem Dakin’s program exhausted the tree without finding an integral solution,
there were none.
TABLE 4
Haldi’s Problems

Program
IPM3
Iter
Problem Time
2
8
1
3
17
2
22
3
3
6
24
4
52
1144
5
633
6758
9

TIPI
Time
Iter
2
11
3
32
3
53
12
73
66
351
473
953

ILP2-1
Time
Iter
1
9
13
1
1
23
3
41
—
—
—
—

(no other method solved all of the problems), but also
many of the optimal answers to degenerate problems
were obtained.
Further, in some problems Dakin’s method has been
found to produce near optimal solutions fairly rapidly
even when an unduly long time is required to obtain
an optimal solution and prove it was optimal. The
proximity of the continuous solution to the value of the
objective function associated with the “near optimal”
integral solution could be taken as a criterion of
acceptability.
The problems proved an excellent test set from the
program. As was pointed out, in degenerate cases,
they showed up a minor weakness which had escaped
detection during several years of practical use as a
service program.
As an indication of the amount of time involved in a
practical problem, a mine scheduling problem with
95 variables and 120 constraints produced an integral
solution in three minutes and searched the entire tree
(about 2,500 iterations), in about ten minutes.
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ILP2-2
Iter
Time
1
11
1
15
1
14
3
18
26
842
75
1105

IPSC
Time
Iter
1
9
1
16
1
14
4
17
63
1020
95
752

Time
4
7
4
12
2
85

DAKIN
Iter Soln
8
2
12
11
12
1
174
2
35
1
49
25
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The Standards Association Of Australia
Standards Sub-Committee MS/20 — Computers and
Information Processing
GENERAL
The activity on the International scene has been
quieter during this period. However, in April the
Standards Association of Australia issued for public
review Document 1293, Flowchart Symbols for Infor
mation Processing. This document follows the Inter
national Standards Organisation (ISO) Draft Recom
mendation 1299 of the same title.
The draft illustrates graphical symbols for use in
flowcharts for information processing systems, includ
ing automatic data processing systems. The symbols
included are intended to represent the sequence of
operations and the flow data and paper work in such
systems. The draft does not, however, cover identify
ing, descriptive, or explanatory information written in
side or adjacent to a symbol; nor does it cover pic
torial type flowcharts that utilise pictures or drawings
to depict a system.
Abstracts
The following abstracts have been received covering docu
ments issued by the noted ISO Sub-committee. Copies of
the original documents are obtainable from:
Mr. C. McGuinness,
Engineering Secretary, Committee MS/20,
Standards Association of Australia,
Temple Court,
422 Collins Street,
Melbourne,
VICTORIA, 3000.

Expert Group SCI
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.-34) 76
Title: Draft agenda for the fourth meeting of Sub-committee
ISO/TC97/SC1 Vocabulary, Paris 17-21, June, 1968.
Date: March, 1968.
Pages: 2.
Abstract: Self explanatory. Agenda is in English and French.
Index: Agenda.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.-26) 57
Title: Proposition du Sous-Comite SC2 et du Secretariat
pour la revision du document ISO/TQ97/SC1 (Secr.-20)
49F/E.
g/
Date: November, 1967.,
4
Pages: 5.
^
Abstract: Proposals By Sub-committee SC2 and the Secre
tariat for the revision of doc. ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.-20)
49F/E relating to definitions for binary digits, characters,
and units of information.
Index: Vocabulary/glossary/dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SCI (Germany-3) 60
Title: German comments on the second working documents
97/1 N 48 and 49 on general terms and on the terms of
the prganisation of data.
Date: Not ember, 1967.
Pages: l.|
Abstract: I German objections to some basic concepts for
international usage.
Index: Vocabulary/glossary/dictionary.
,
ISO/TC97/SC1 (USA-8) 74 E
Title: t/SA member body comments on documents on the
terms of the organisation of data (ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.20) 49).
186

Date: February, 1968.
Pages: 36.
Abstract: A complete review giving USASI Task Group
X3.5.2 views under five headings ‘acceptable’, ‘marginally
acceptable’, ‘unacceptable, small changes made’, ‘un
acceptable, major changes made’, and ‘not needed for
USA’. The review of each term follows the numbering
of the basic document—‘IFIP-ICC Vocabulary of Infor
mation Processing’.
Index: Vocabulary/glossary/dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Seer. 33) 75 F/E

Title: Section J—Formalisation and Preparation of Programs
First Working Document.
Date: April, 1968.
Pages: 19.
Abstract: First Working Document on Section J of the IFIP
Vocabulary dealing with Formalisation and Preparation of
Programs.
Index: Vocabulary/Glossary/Dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Seer. 35) 77E

Title: Draft Introduction to the Vocabulary of Information
Processing.
Date: June, 1968.
Pages: 6.
Abstract: This document covers the proposed introduction to
Section 01—General Terms for the proposed Vocabulary
of Information and Data Processing. It explains the
scope, field of application, format of definitions, symbols
and abbreviations, classification of entries and organisation
of an entry. The introduction indicates that an entry may
be given multiple meanings by numbered subtabulation of
meanings under the given term. The proposed spelling in
English of terms, definitions and symbols, etc., is suggested
as the U.S.A. preferred spelling.
Index: Vocabulary/Glossary/Dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Seer. 36) 78 F/E

Title: Vocabulary of Information Processing 01—General
Terms.
Date: June, 1968.
Pages: 23.
Abstract: This document replaces documents 97/1 N70, 71,
73, and, covers the proposed suggestion fori the Vocabu
lary of General Terms (Section A of the IFIlt: Vocabu
lary). It contains the changes and modifications previously
.^recommend by Committee members. The document has
t' an alphabetically arranged cross referencing index attach--»# ed. Four terms are omitted in this document but space
has been allotted for their later inclusion, and definitions
of the concepts to b| named are given.
Index: Vocabulary/Glosfiry/Dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Seer. 37) 79 F/E

Title: Section D—Organisation of Data Third Working Docu
ment.
JOate: June, 1968.
Pages: 33.
Abstract: This document is designed to facilitate tasks on Sec
tion D of the IFIP vocabulary for the General Meeting of
TC97/SC1 in Paris. It suggests some compromises between
the proposals of two previous working documents. The
proposals presented replace those of ISO/TC97/SC1 (Seer.
20) 49 F/E of July, 1967, as modified by ISO/TC97/SC1
(Seer. 26) 57 F/E of November, 1967. The document
contains extensive reference to USASI meaning of terms.
Index: Vocabulary/Glossary/Dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (USA-9) 80E

Title: USA Member Body Proposal of a Scope and Program
of Work for the “Updating” Working Group of
ISO/TC97/SC1.
Date: April, 1968.
Pages: 1.
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Abstract: A submission proposing definition of the scope and
program of work for the ad hoc group of SCI established
to prepare proposals on methods by which completed
sections of the Vocabulary of Information Processing may
be kept up to date.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (USA-10) 81E

Title: USA Member Body Proposed Working Paper on Draft
Introduction to Vocabularyffor Information Processing of
ISO/TC97/SC1.
Date: April, 1968.
Pages: 2.
Abstract: Contains brief summary of a recommendation for
presentation of Section numbering, body of concepts, and
terms relative to the field of information processing. (See
also ISO/TC97/SC1 (Seer. 35) 77 E.
Index: Vocabulary/Glossary/Dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Seer. 38) 82F

Title: Report of the Secretariat SCI, Vocabulary, on the Tech
nical Committee for its 5th Plenary Meeting, Amsterdam,
June, 1968.
Date: April, 1968.
Pages: 4.
Abstract: Contains a brief report of the work done by SCI on
the Chapters of the IFIP Vocabulary. Chapter A on
General Terms was adopted by the Sub-Committee in
November, 1967, with the alterations as shown in
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Seer. 29) 70 F/E. Document ISO/TC97/SC1 (Seer. 36) 78 has been put together by the Secretariat
in conformity with the previous proposals. The report con
tains a full list of ISO/TC97/SC1 documents so far pre
sented on the various chapters of the IFIP Vocabulary it
appears that discussion has reached Chapter J. (Docu
ment is in French).
Index: Vocabulary/Glossary/Dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Seer. 31) 72 F/E

Title: Resolutions passed during the Third Meeting of SubCommittee 1-Vocabulary Paris 20-24th November, 1967.
Date: January, 1968.
Pages: 7.
Abstract: Covers resolutions on co-operation between SubCommittee 1 and other Sub-Committees, arrangements of
the vocabulary, directions for future work on Section A.
Updating of Sections, inclusion of an additional Section
relating to class of persons concerned with Automatic
Data Processing, review of Sections D, E and F and draft
resolution to be proposed by the Secretariat of SCI to
TC97 on proposed recommendations to TC97/SC1 and
other Sub-Committees of TC97.
Index: Vocabulary/Glossary/Dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (USA-11) 83E

Title: USA Member Body Comments on Document on the
Terms for the Representation of Data (ISO/TC97/SC1
(Seer. 22) 53).
Date: April, 1968.
Pages: 16.
Abstract: The quoted document has been reviewed by USASI
Basic Group X3.5.2 in collaboration with experts from
other USASI X3 special. groups. -The document referred
to relates to Chapter E of the original IFIP source docu
ment. This document contains USA acceptance and pro
posed alterations to the terms listed in the document re
ferred to in the title.
Index: Vocabulary/Glossary/Dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (USA-12) 84E

Title: USA Member Body Comments on Document on the
Terms for the Preparation and Handling of Data
(ISO/TC97/SC1) (Seer. 24) 55).
Date: April, 1968.
Pages: 20.
Abstract: See Abstract on ISO/TC97/SC1 (USA-11) 83E ex
cept that this document covers Section F of the original
IFIP source document and the USA comments thereupon.
Index: Vocabulary/Glossary/Dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (USA-13) 85E

Title: Corrigenda to “USA Member Body Comments on Docu
ment on the Terms for the Preparation and Handling of
Data”.
Date: June, 1968.
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Pages: 2.
Abstract: Self-Explanatory.
Index: Vocabulary/Glossary/Dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Paris ’68-2) 87E

Title: Brief Minutes of the Meeting of the 17th June, 1968.
Date: June, 1968.
Pages: 7,
Abstract: To speed up the work on Sections D, E and F and
the draft introduction of Chapter E specific working
groups of SCI have been formed. The Minutes contain
mainly the names of Members of the Working Groups.
Index: Vocabulary/Glossary/Dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SCI (Paris ’68-3) 88E

Title: Report of “Updating” ad hoc Group of ISO/TC97/SC1.
Date: June, 1968.
Pages: 2.
Abstract: It is pointed out that Computer based methods will
need to be adopted in order to keep the proposed Vocabu
lary properly updated. Three available systems are briefly
reviewed and it is recommended that the Secretariat
examine the suitability of the systems mentioned. It is
also recommended that the updating working group should
develop specific requirements for computer assisted
vocabulary development as soon as possible.
Index: Vocabulary/Glossary/Dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Paris—’68-4) 89 F/E

Title: Brief Minutes of the Meeting on 18th June, 1968.
Date: June, 1968.
Pages: 14.
Abstract: The Working Group on the examination of Section
D of the IFIP Vocabulary accepted a set of definitions as
given in an attached Appendix. The Working Group, on
examination of Section E accepted the definitions given
also in an attached Appendix.
Index: Vocabulary/Glossary/Dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Paris ’68-5) 90 F/E

Title: Brief Minutes of the Meeting on 19th June, 1968.
Date: June, 1968.
Pages: 14.
Abstract: The Working Group on the examination of Sections
D, E and F accepted the definitions indicated in Annexes
1, 2 and 3 respectively, of the Minutes.
Index: Vocabulary/Glossary/Dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Paris ’68-6) 91 F/E

Title: Brief Minutes of the Meeting on 20th June, 1968.
Date: June, 1968.
Pages: 22.
Abstract: The Working Group on the examination of Sections
D and E accepted further definitions as indicated in
Annexes 1 and 2 respectively attached to the Minutes.
Index: Vocabulary/Glossary/Dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (USA-14) 92E

Title:
USA Comments on Secretariat's Proposal for the
Arrangements of Entries and Numbering of the Terms of
Section A “General Terms” (ISO/TC97/SC1 Seer. 32)
73 F/E.
Date: June, 1968.
Pages: 1.
Abstract: A recommendation from the USA for the consoli
dation of “Programming” and “Flowcharting” under “Soft
ware” together with brief suggestions on the need for
flexibility in the numbering of sections.
Index: Vocabulary/Glossary/Dictionary.
ISO/TC97/SC1 (Paris ’68-7) 93E

Title: Draft Resolutions Submitted to Sub-Committee 1.
Date: June, 1968.
Pages: 2.
Abstract: This document covers resolutions on directions for
future work on Sections D, E and F. Formation of Work
ing Group WG1 for the review of the Vocabulary and on
the member size of WG1.
Index: Vocabulary/Glossary/Dictionary.

Expert Group SC5
Title: Draft ISO Recommendation 1539 for Programming
Language FORTRAN.
The language is defined at three levels, each lower level
being a subset of the higher levels. The highest level is the
minimum expected at the present time on medium to large
computers, the second level differs chiefly in lacking higher
t
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types of variables, namely complex and double precision.
The lowest level is considerably restricted, with many
features omitted to simplify compilation, and to provide a
standard for smaller computers.

On most installations the form of Fortran available will
exceed the relevant I.S.O. standard in many _ respects, but
the standard should decree a minimum. This is particularly
advisable in the case of the numerous small computers cur
rently available, many with compilers named Fortran, which
are far from compatible.
However, in two respects it is suggested that the I.S.O.
standard should be changed. These are:
(i) DO loops should use the method of leading decisions
(i.e., that they should not invariably be executed at
least once).
(ii) In a FORMAT specification, a group repeat is specified
by enclosing a part of the format string in brackets,
and a repeat count specifier may or may not precede
the group. Whereas I.S.O. propose that in the absence
of a specifier a count of one be assumed, it is recom
mended that a count of infinity be assumed.
Title: Draft ISO Recommendation 1538 for Programming
Language ALGOL.
The language is defined at four levels, with the full language
of the Revised Report at the top (level 0), and. the IFIP
Subset, suitable for implementation on small machines, at
the bottom (level 3). Intermediate are the ECMA Subset
(level 2) and the same subset with recursivity added (level 1).
The level 0 language contains certain features which are
ambiguous, inefficient, or inordinately troublesome to com
pile, so that compiler writers tend to take it as a goal to be
aimed at but not achieved. Those who make a really serious
attempt usually fall between levels 0 and 1, so that programs
written in the level 1 language will run on their compilers.
Thus level 1 represents a suitable upper limit to be observed
by programmers who wish to have their programs run
(rather than published as algorithms); on the other hand,
level 3 is still a powerful and expressive language, adequate
for most purposes. The choices have been well made in this
matter of levels of languages.

Expert Group SC6
ISO/TC97/SC6 (Secr.-33) 144
Title: Second Draft ISO Proposal: Control Procedures for
Data Communications.
These procedures are intended for the automated inter
working of data equipments by use of the data transmission
control characters (TCC’s) defined in the ISO 7 bit code
(international telegraph alphabet No. 5). The draft proposal
deals with
Scope
Terminology and definitions ,

System concept
Assumptions
Definitions of the TCC’s and of their use.
Also, examples of typical usage are given.
Index: Control procedures. Data transmission; automatic
calling and answering. Transmission Control Characters
—Use of.
ISO/TC97/SC6 (Netherlands-1) 162
Title: Comments on draft proposal ISO/TC97/SC6 (Secr.-33)
144. Some pertinent remarks to the draft proposal, which
was abstracted above.
Index: As for draft proposal.
ISO/TC97/SC6 (Secr.-34) 146
Title: Report on meeting of Sub-committee 6 (Digital Data
Transmission) of Technical Committee 97.
This meeting took place in Stockholm, Sweden, from
13th-16th June, 1966, under the chairmanship of Mr. A. H.
Stillman, ISO Secretariat. The meeting heard national
activity reports, and discussed system performance, system
control procedures, error control procedures, and some other
topics. It adopted six resolutions, the first of which recom
mended the merging with IEC/TC53B, see the following
abstract.
Index: Meetings.
ISO/TC97/SC6 (Secr.-39) 152
Title: Amalgamation of ISO/TC97/SC6 and IEC/TC53B,
Data Transmission. Agreement has been reached between
ISO and IEC that work on data transmission should be
combined under one committee, and this should be
ISO/TC97/SC6. Working group ISO/TC97/SC6/WG1
will be established to deal specifically with the electrical
characteristics of interfaces.
Index: Data Transmission; Interface characteristics.

Expert Group SC7
ISO/TC97/SC7 (Seer. 25) 56
Title: First Draft Proposal—Use of Flowchaft Symbols in
Flowcharting for Information Processing.
Date: June, 1968.
Pages: 7.
Abstracts: This First Draft Proposal, which has been prepared
by Technical Committee ISO/TC97/SC7, has been sub
mitted for letter ballot. If the result of that ballot is
positive the Draft Proposal will be submitted for further
processing as a Draft ISO Recommendation under accele
rated procedures.
The Draft Proposal defines conventions for identification
and cross-referencing of symbols; interconnection of in
dividual elements of the flowchart; referencing of sub
routines; and depiction of multiple exits, or branches, and
multiple media or files.
^
j j
Index: Flowcharting, flowcharts, flow-diagrams'. “c
SAA Action: Comment, or opinion, is^solicited from interested
,
parties by not later than 18th October, 1968).
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Council Notes
The Council of the Australian Computer Society
Incorporated met in Melbourne in May 1968. The
following office-bearers were elected:
President: P. M. Murton (Colonial Mutual Life Assur
ance Society, Melbourne).
Vice-President: D. L. Overheu (Department of De
fence, Canberra).
Honorary Secretary: B. W. Smith (Australian National
University, Canberra).
Honorary Treasurer: R. W. Rutledge (Colonial Sugar
Refining Co., Sydney).
Considerable time was devoted to discussion of the
Society’s aims and policies, and the following resolu
tions were carried:
“That Council’s policy is—
(i) to raise the status of membership to the point
where corporate membership is accepted
by employers and the public at large as evi
dence of professional competence.
(ii) that the Society be accepted as an authority
on the implications of computer developments,
and be in a position to advise on computer
matters as they relate to the public interest.
(iii) to act as an advisory body on computer careers
and associated training.
(iv) on its own behalf, and, where appropriate, by
way of assistance to the Branches, to promote
the Society as the proper forum for the dis
cussion of computer matters.
(v) to have an adequate administration to service
the needs of the members and to provide the
level of service to the community at large that
a responsible learned society should provide.
(vi) (a) that the Society should derive its income »
not only from members’ subscriptions but
also from charges made for services and
functions provided both for members and
non-members;
(b) that in general the Society should try to
meet its secretarial and administrative ex
penses from members’ subscriptions, and
should use any surplus remaining for the
subsidising of the services and functions
already mentioned;
(c) that, over each financial year, there should
be a surplus of income over expenditure
'
in sufficient measure to finance the ex
pected expansion of the Society; and
(d) that, where activities are open to non
members, non-members may be charged a
higher rate than members.
(vii) to represent the Australian computing profes
sion internationally in computer and informa
tion processing matters.”
Council accepted in principle a set of guidelines
relating to professional conduct in the field of infor
mation processing, based on those adopted by the Asso
ciation for Computing Machinery. This statement will

be published for the information of members after
any revision to the wording.
Council decided to conduct a survey of the member
ship in order to obtain the views of members on the
Society’s policy and to gain a clearer understanding
of the composition of the membership. The results
are now being processed and will be published for
members’ information.
Council appointed a Standing Committee on Public
Relations: to help publicise the implications of com
puter developments for the community; and to ensure,
as far as practicable, that accurate and complete infor
mation is available to the community on any computer
matter and that seriously misleading published state
ments on computer matters are corrected. Any mem
ber wishing to bring a matter before the attention of
the Standing Committee should approach a national
officer-bearer.
A special committee is investigating the possibility
of arranging lecture tours by overseas computing
specialists.
Arrangements have been made for reciprocal
arrangements with the British and New Zealand Com
puter Societies whereby members may receive the
publications of these societies at concessional rates.
Members interested should make enquiries of their
Branch Honorary Secretaries.
Arrangements for the Fourth Australian Computer
Conference to be held in Adelaide from 11th to 15th
August, 1969, are well advanced. Any enquiries
should be addressed to the Secretary of the Executive
Committee, Box 404B, G.P.O., Adelaide, S.A. 5001.
The rules for the selection of future A.C.S. Lec
turers have been revised. The 1969 Lecturer will be
named in January, will be available to visit all Branches,
and his prize-winning paper will be published in the
Journal.
Copies of a brochure on the Society are now avail
able from Branch Honorary Secretaries by those inter
ested in membership.
Mr. A. A. Taylor has been appointed Business
Manager of the Journal. Mr. T. Pearcey has been
granted leave of absence as Editor while overseas for
an extended period. Mr. J. Boothroyd acted as Editor
for this issue and Dr. G. N. Lance will act as Editor
for the following issues. Subscription arrangements
have been reviewed (details are given on the back
cover). A panel of sub-editors is being appointed to
assist the Editorial Committee.
Proposals for changes to the By-laws on member
ship of the Society have been put forward to members
in an explanatory memorandum, and will be con
sidered by Council at its next meeting in November,
1968. The changes, if approved, will increase the re
quirements for admission to Corporate membership
of the Society, provide for a new grade of Fellow, to* be
obtained by election, and permit future introduction
of a further grade of Corporate membership.
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A working document on computer courses has been
produced by the Careers and Training Committee, and
has been widely distributed. At its meeting in late
September, 1968, the Committee decided to issue a
revised working document early in 1969. Any com
ments received by the Honorary Secretary before the
end of the year will be taken into account.
The Careers and Training Committee have also
undertaken the publication of a pamphlet describing

computer courses available in Australia in 1969. This
will be available shortly. Other activities of this Com
mittee are the preparation of a brochure on careers
in the computer field, co-operation with other bodies
in the introduction of computing at the secondary
school level, and the formation of a working group
to consider the use of aptitude tests on a voluntary
basis by those considering taking in computing courses
at the tertiary level.

Branch Notes
CANBERRA
Since its last report in the May issue of the Journal,
the Canberra Branch has arranged the following talks
for its members at its General Meetings:—
June: EDP in the Australian Military Forces—Brigadier
R. K. Roseblade, Department of the Army.
July: The Development of Interactive Systems for
Experimental Applied Mathematics—Dr.

J. Reinfelds,

University of Georgia, U.S.A.
August: Some Observations

on

My Field

of

Endeavour—

Dr. D. Fenna, Postmaster-General’s Department
University of Alberta, Canada).
September: Developments
Terminals—Mr.

in

(now

Low-Cost Computer Display

M. Macaulay, Information Electronics

Limited.
October: Choosing Your Weapons—Dr. M. R. Osborne,

Australian National University.
in Perspective—Mr. H. D. Pridmore, Canberra College of Advanced Education.

November: Data Banks

consulting services and discussion sessions will be
arranged by A.C.S. members to assist the teachers
during the courses.
NEW SOUTH WALES
Membership
Membership as at 19th September, 1968 was 1,070.
It has been noted that the number of applications for
membership have increased greatly each month during
the year.
Feature Meeting
The feature meeting for 1968 was addressed by
Professor Williams, Vice-Chancellor of the University
of Sydney, on the subject of “The Impact of Com
puters on National Planning”.
Future Programme
December—final arrangements are being made about
the annual Christmas Plirty. Details of these
„
will be announced to members soon,
j, “r January—Time sharing, three points of view.
February—Chairman’s report.
March—Annual General Meeting and President’s
Report. J

Except for January, when no meeting is held, the
meetings of the Branch are, held regularly on the
first Thursday of each month; visitors, whether
accompanied or unaccompanied by members, are
always welcome. ,In what has beenlA most successful
year, the membership of the Branch hasydimbed to
over 350 including 7 Associate Memberlf 5 Student
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Members and 6*'Corresponding Institutions.
The following series of meetings have been held
The year has also been marked by an interesting --'•/'during 1968 to date:—
development on the educational front. Following the
March 27: Annual General Meeting—Dinner and informal
discussions.
success of an experimental course on algorithms,
May 7: “The Role of Computers in Modern Education”
digital computers and mathematics held in a local
—Professor T. E. Hull, University of Toronto.
high school during the year, the Canberra Branch has
May 22: “An Integrated Factory System”—Mr. M.
joined with the Canberra Mathematical Association
Shertock, Philips Electrical.
June 26: “Computing as a Profession”—Mr. T. Pearcey,
in planning similar courses to be offered next year at
C.S.I.R.O., Canberra.
%■
fifth |ear level in most government and independent
July 24: “The Law and Computers”—Mr. K. S. Pope,
secondary schools in the A.C.T. It is expected that
I.C.L. (N.S.W.).
sufficient computer time will be donated in 1969 by
August 7: “The Sociological Effects of Computers”—
Symposium.
local, organisations to make the courses possible. An
August 28: “Random Remarks About U.S.A.”—Dr. I. N.
in-se'rvice course of one week will be presented by
Capon, University of Adelaide.
Branch members later this year for those teachers who
September 25: “Cutting Costs on Computers”—Dr. J. G.
are t'p present the courses at schools in 1969, and
Sanderson, University of Adelaide.
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VICTORIA
Continuation of the 1968 Lecture Programme has
been the major activity in the Branch since the last
issue of the Journal. The topics and speakers have
been:—
May: Computing

and

Secondary Education—Professor E.

Hull, University of Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
June

6: Recent Developments in
tecture—Professor M. W. Allen, The

South Wales.

June 13: Use

I.C.I.A.N.Z.

of

LP

at

Computer

Archi

University of New

I.C.I.A.N.Z.—Mr. M. W. Sibree,

June 20: Simulation—Mr. K. Tizzard, Australian Paper

Manufacturers Limited.

June 27:

Functions of the Computer Society and
Computing as a Profession—Mr. T. Pearcey, President

of the Australian Computer Society.

July 4: The Computer

in

the

University—Dr.

C.

J.

Bellamy, Monash University.

July 11: Data Processing Pitfalls—Mr. E. A. Mayer,

National Mutual Life Association.

July 25: Visual Displays, Computer Graphs, Low-Cost
Terminals—Dr. C.

S. Wallace, Monash University.
of PL/1—Mr. K. D. Steel,
Massey-Ferguson (Australia) Limited

August 1: An Evaluation

Attendance at all meetings has been outstanding,
particularly during these winter months.
An item of early future interest is the meeting on
August 22 when a lecture titled “Data Banks” is to
be given by Mr. E. H. Cowled. Special interest centres
on the evening because it is the first time we shall
make use of the excellent facilities provided by
Clunies Ross House.

Letters To The Editor
The Editor,
Dear Sir,
In his rejoinder to my letter in the second number
of this Journal, Mr. D. L. Overheu takes me to task
on a number of points. However, considerations of
brevity compel me to address myself to the one major
issue which his letter opens up and one instance of a
misinterpretation of my comments.
The major point of dispute is evident when he
charges that I have failed to realise that he was not
writing “in a philosophical vein” and that his paper
“was about an aspect of computer science”. Much
of it, however, was about questions which have been
the subject of many papers by philosophers. The
papers of Shwayder (3) and Kane (1) are instances
drawn from the Australasian journal, and many others
have been published overseas. Philosophers have al
ways been interested in the analysis of concepts both
in everyday and scientific discourse. Much of Mr.
Overheu’s paper analyses concepts — “automata”,
“robots” and “intelligence” in particular. I would
certainly not dispute his right to do this, as he seems
to imply at one point, but for his part he should not
be too offended if someone points out that others
have been at work on these questions and that some
of their more. generally-accepted conclusions are at
variance with his own.
Now Mr. Overheu may retort that the sort of work
1 afn referring to constitutes “the” problem which is
alleged to be facing computer scientists. Apart from
citing my letter as an excellent example of this
“prevalent problem” he has been remarkably non
specific about the identity of the other offenders. How
ever, if he is contending that philosophers have no
business analysing concepts like those already men
tioned and that they are the property of computer
scientists, then I must strenuously disagree. Lack of
space prevents me from spelling out the case that can
be made for this viewpoint, and I will therefore have
to be content to show that at least some other scientists
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. I, No. 3, November 1968

would probably not agree with Mr. Overheu here. As
a general example, I would quote Einstein who, in
discussing the theory of special relativity, once re
marked: “The type of critical reasoning which was re
quired for the discovery of this central point was de
cisively furthered, in my case, especially by the reading
of David Hume’s and Ernst Mach’s philosophical
writings.” (Schilpp, 1949). For an instance specific
to computer science, I would cite Turing’s paper which
Mr. Overheu refers to in his own article. Turing chose
to publish this paper in the philosophical journal
“Mind”: this strongly suggests that he considered the
question to be a philosophical one, and his paper was,
in fact, responsible in no small measure for the interest
that philosophers have subsequently devoted to this
subject.
Mr. Overheu talks about “the high flown ideas put
forward by some modern day psychologists”, and the
need to “not thrash around in' the high flown
reaches . . .” and so on. I take it that these remarks
explain in part his decision to ignore the work of the
leading researchers into the nature and structure of
human and sub-human intelligence. At any rate, one
might have expected some discussion and references to
support his attitude. In particular, what theories is
he referring to, and what precisely are his criticisms?
As matters stand, some parts of his paper which dis
cuss the concept of intelligence are reminiscent of the
speculations of the early “faculty” psychologists. We
should, in avoiding modern-day errors, also avoid the
mistakes of the past. At least today’s psychological
theorists realize the importance of operationally defin
ing their concepts. This is where the question of
measurement arises, with which Mr. Overheu correctly
says he wasn’t concerned. One reason for my advo
cacy of Turing’s imitation game is that he does work
towards operational criteria in his paper.
■.
There is one clear case of misunderstanding on Mr.
Overheu’s part which should be pointed out. In the
second-last paragraph of his letter, he implies that I
■
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would not regard black boxes having identical inputs
and outputs as equivalent. I would, as my defence of
Turing’s imitation game illustrates. As far as I can
tell, his conclusion that I have created my own dilemma
seems to stem from his reading the word “unintelli
gent” (second-last sentence of my first paragraph) as
“non-intelligent”. The dilemma in fact does not exist.
Yours faithfully,
J. D. TUCKER, B.A., M.A.Ps.S.
References
1. Kane, R. H. (1966): “Turing machines and mental
reports”, Australasian Journal of Philosophy, Vol. 44,
p. 344.
2. Schlipp, P. A. ed. (1949): Albert Einstein, PhilosopherScientist. Reprinted (1959) in Harper Torchbooks New
York, p. 53.
3. Shwayder, D. S. (1963): “Man and mechanism”, Aus
tralasian Journal of Philosophy, Vol. 41, p. 2.
4. Turing, A. M. (1950): “Computing machinery and
intelligence”, Mind, Vol. 59, p. 433.

The Editor,
Dear Sir,
I can only feel that Mr. Tucker’s recent reply to
our previous correspondence through the columns of
this journal is an attempt to draw me into a philo
sophical discussion about some concepts that I used
in a paper which seems to have given him so much
concern. It is not at all clear to me how he could
suggest that the paper analyses a concept such as
“automaton” when, in fact, it is quite well known that
this term is applied to a very specific type of machine
supported by very specific mathematical definitions,
and these were quoted in my paper.
I am sure that philosophers have much to con

tribute to our understanding of concepts whatever this
might be. Nevertheless this does not imply per se
that the results would assist the Computer Scientist
in the specific construction of devices aimed at achiev
ing certain desired results. Mr. Tucker would do well
to understand that in spite of the many learned papers
on the subject, knowledge about artificial intelligence
is in its infancy and significant advances barely per
ceptible. This is not being over critical of the people
whose efforts are applied in this area but merely to
indicate the very great difficulties that have to be
mastered and overcome.
I confess to feeling very strongly that until some
mechanical device could be demonstrated that will in
some measure be accepted as exhibiting what we
choose to call intelligence, it seems to be very doubtful
that much headway will be made. Contrary to Mr.
Tucker’s view it may well be that our most advan
tageous entry into such development could occur
through the adoption of what he would undoubtedly
consider to be the crudest of assumptions. I might
add that I am not alone in this view although I do
not propose to burden the pages of this Journal with
long lists of references. It is, however, perfectly clear
that until we can establish some viable model, prefer
ably mathematical, of some of the grosser properties
of the processes which we believe to be involved in
intelligent activity, we will continue to thrash around
on the periphery of the subject. I would hope that
my paper need do no more than stimulate more able
people than myself to investigate the problem along
these lines. I would be happy to have been grossly
wrong in my approach if such a result were to occur.
Yours faithfully,
D. L. OVERHEU
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Have the second
and third shifts
onus*
Chances are you won’t need 2 or 3
shifts. But if you do, you pay for only
one shift. With Univac, the 2nd
and 3rd are free.
When you lease from Univac you
have the fastest and most advanced
computer in its class - thanks to the
Univac Plated-Wire Memory exclusive 600 Nano-second cycle - half
as fast again as the Core Memory of
more expensive systems.

-Tg&SZWty-

See a demonstration of the
world’s most advanced computers• V*W.V’S the Univac 9000 Series.
Already proven in customer use Wuth more than
one thousand installed and on order. Features included are:
Disc, tape, communications.
Cobol, Fortran, R.P.G. Assembler.
Multiprogramming.
Compatibility with other computers.
Univac 9200/9300/9400 and more
to come.
1 {3
"
Univac - First with computers in industry, medicine, defence,
and space.

UNIVAC

Saving a lot of people a lot of time

6YSPERW RAI\D
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Head Office, Sydney 27 5128

Latest information on

DATEL SERVICE
TRANSMISSION OF DIGITAL DATA

J,. AUSTRALIA

a service to be provided by the Australian Post Office from 1st January, 1969, for

TELECOMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES

THE DATA MODEM

In view of the increasing demand for facilities to enable
digital data for computers to be transmitted over telephone
and telegraph lines, the Australian Post Office has adopted
the name “Datel Service" to identify communications
services catering for data transmission.
A "Datel” service is a combination of a particular type of
circuit plus the necessary Modulator/Demodulator (modem)
unit to provide a data transmission facility for a specified
transmission rate.

An integral part of the “Datel Service” system is a component
known as a modem. Its function is to convert computer type
signals from the data terminal into a form which can be
transmitted over Post Office telephone lines. The equipment
transmits binary data signals in serial mode. With
asynchronous operation, data signalling rates of up to 1,200
bits per second can be achieved.

Circuits
The Australian Post Office telecommunications system may
be used in a number of ways for data transmission according
to the customer’s particular requirements, such as:—
The Telephone Network
On local and trunk calls at speeds up to 600 binary digits
(bits) per second (on some connections 1,200 bits per
second is attainable).
The Telex Network (Teleprinters)
At the rate of 50 bits per second.
Private Lines (Telephone or Telegraph)
(point to point circuits provided for the customer’s exclusive
use.)
i
These may be telephone circuits catering for the speed
range 600-1,200 bits per second or telegraph circuits for 50
bits per second operation (75 bits per second on some
routes).
Higher Transmission Rates ^
— require circuits of wider band-width than the normal
speech line. Speeds up to 48,000 bits per second (240,000
bits per second on some rou|es) can be achieved.
input/Output Equipment
The provision of input/output devices, coding and error
control units required to form a complete data transmission
terminal is the responsibility of the user except where
standard Post Office equipment, such as teleprinters, can
be employed.

FURTHER INFORMATION
regarding telecommunications facilities for data transmission
may be obtained by telephoning or writing to:
The Sales Advisory Section,
Telecommunications Division,
G.P.O. (Capital City),
or your local District Telephone Office.

xiv

APPLICATION
In the majority of cases, a datel service modem must be
used as the interface between the data terminal and the
telephone system. However, if speeds greater than those
provided by the Post Office modem are required, a different
type of modem, permitted by the Department, may be used.
When transmitting data over very short lines and at slow
speeds, a modem may not be necessary.
OPERATION
By setting up a normal telephone call and when contact has
been established, switching over to the modem and terminal
equipment at the originating end, data can be transmitted
to any similarly equipped terminal. At the lower speed,
transmission of data in both directions can take place
simultaneously, if required. There are no extra charges for
data transmission calls when using the switched network;
customers pay only normal telephone call charges.

DESIGN

-

V

J 4

The modem, manufactured to C.C.l.T.T. specifications, is
in a pleasing two tone grey metal case and, in switched
telephone network applications, is installed in tile
subscriber’s premises near the associated telephone and
data terminal, if preferred, however, the modem may be
rack-mounted in a .suitable location to meet the subscriber’s
‘|§f
wishes. It is not supplied with a clock.
The Post Office provides a range of standard modems — a
200 bit per second both-way unit and a selection of modems
capable of operation at speeds up to 600 or 1,200 bits per
second.
All new “Datel” service customers are required to use a
standard modem. The use of privately owned modems will
only be permitted where special facilities are required
which cannot be provided by the standard equipment. The
conditions of permission for the use of privately owned
modems stipulate that, as a general rule, maintenance
attention will be undertaken by the supplier. The Australian
Post Office has adopted the foregoing policyKiri the
light of experience of leading telephone administrations
overseas and the recommendations of the International
Telecommunication Union concerning standards of
performance for modems.
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’Burnie’ Computex-five
A new paper quality
developed for
clearer continuous stationeiy
copies.
A new high density
paper specially for
use in computer
output printer units
in continuous
stationery form.
Gives clearer copies
in all output
printers.
Available in white,
canary, pink, blue,
green.
Associated Pulp and
Paper Mills Limited
Melbourne Sydney Brisbane
Adelaide Perth
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Reaching into
the world of.
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... commerce and industry and
scientific research,
Control Data’s large-scale systems
are at work all over the world,
doing a better job at a lower
cost than ever before. >■
In an industry remarkable for its
technological progress, Control
Data has set the pace with
fits 6000 Series supdfi
computers.

•

.*/*

• Perhaps you co,uld use some,
of |he experience and
"capability that has put almost
a hundred of these giants to work.
If your data processing
problems are getting bigger,
chances are Control Data can solve them
sooner, better and for less.
Why not call Control Data today?
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AUSTRALIA PTY LIMITED

\.vA‘ .
MELBOURNE, SYDNEY,
CANBERRA, ADELAIDE.
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the perfect meal for
a computer...

■M

AUDIO DEVICES COMPUTER TAPE
... after it has been tested 126 times!
Computers require to be fed data contained on 100% certified tape.
Before Audio Devices tape arrives at your computer it has been tested 126 times by
actually recording 800 impulses on each of its 7 tracks — 5,600 bits per lineal inch:
280,000 per reel and in the case of full width certified tape, from end to end and edge to
edge at 1600 BPI.

Enough with the figures.
Audio Devices tape was chosen to record the Audio Devices Computer and instrumenta
data transmitted during the Mariner IV space
tion tape for their programming./
flight to Mars, a 7} month flight which pro What Audio Devices supplies to the Weapons
cessed 2.5 million feet of tape.
In Australia, the Weapons Research Estab Research Establishment is readily available
to you. Specifications like —
lishment of the Department of Supply, chose
• Rejection if there is one dropout in 161 million bits tested. • 126 individual
quality control tests. • Vacuum cleaned polystyrene containers which are sealed in
polythene dust free bags, boxed and cartoned.
Audio Devices tape is now ex stock with colour-cpded snap in
rings, 800 and 1600 BPI, to suit all computers. Available in
lengths of 200', 400', 600', 1200' and 2400'. Empty 6", 7",
8}" and 10}" reels, cases and wrap around seals.
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS FOR AUSTRALIA —

CONSOLIDATED
505 LYG0N3057.
STREET'
east
Brunswick,
bUlMdULlUA CU ELECTRONICS
qLCU I nu
J” VICTORIA,
Phone
36 3711.

(SALES) PTY. LTD. Cables "HIPPO", MELBOURNE.
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Is it possible to get a really good
computer for less than $10K?
How about $9,950 and some
sgjf odd change?
^ That’s what the new Hewlett-Packard
2114A will be pegged at. But it’ll heave to
___
just like its big brothers. Throwing
around big 16-bit words. Storing 4000
(or 8000) of them at a time in memory. Fetching them out
of memory in two microseconds. It’ll tie in I/O devices with
standard plug-ins and use the same set of programming
languages —FORTRAN, ALGOL and Conversational BASIC. It may
be the littlest computer in the HP family... but even at that it more
than holds its own against its big brothers.

That’s right. The HP 2114A offers the most desirable
price/performance ratio of any computer on the
market. And it won’t take up much room, either, not'
even on your desk. One compact package 12% " tali
houses both processor and power supply.
Yet the economy model is fully compatible with all
the 2115/2116 software and I/O interfaces. The main
frame accepts either 4K or 8K memory, has eight
I/O plug-in slots,and operates within a wide tempera
ture range. Low-cost, options include parity error
check and 'power-fail-protection.
If you think this powerful little computer is right for
you, get more information from your local hp field
engineer. Or write Hewlett-Packard'Australia Pty.
Ltd., 22-26 Weir Street, Glen Iris, Victoria 3146.
Telephone 20 1371.

\
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HEWLETTjj^ PACKARD
DIGITAL

COMPUTERS

06810

CONTINUOUS
STATIONERY?

lease
your computer
Leasing is made to order for the computer
field. It’s the use of computers, not necessarily
their ownership, that produces results.
All the accepted advantages of leasing apply.
The choice of equipment is up to you.
It could pay you to check our lease plan
quotations.
We are experienced in the field of leasing.
Talk it over. If leasing is not for you, you will
have lost nothing.

General
ijredits
LEASING DIVISION
Melbourne: 277 William St. Phone 60 0241
Sydney: 283 Clarence St. Phone 29 3041
Adelaide: 41 Pirie St. Phone 8 7383
Brisbane: 633 Ann St. Phone 5 3971

Of course!
SANDS & McDOUGALL!
They specialize in continuous stationery for
high speed printers and all paper require
ments for computers.

For QUALITY and SERVICE:

SANDS & McDOUGALL
PTY. LTD.
108 REGENT ST., PRESTON, VIC. 3072
Telephone 47 2181

STUDY
ELECTRONIC DATA
PROCESSING
Unlimited practical time on our IBM 1130 computer
is available to all students
E.D.P. APPRECIATION
Full-time day course for duration
of three weeks or part-time night
course of six weeks.

1130 ASSEMBLER
PROGRAMMING
Full-time day course for duration
of eight weeks or part-time night
course of sixteen weeks.

FORTRAN PROGRAMMING
Full-time day course for duration
of four weeks or part-time night
course of eight weeks.

COBOL & P/L1
PROGRAMMING
Full-time day course for duration
of four weeks or part-time night
course of eight weeks.

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
Full-time day course for duration
of three weeks or part-time night
course of six weeks.

FREE APTITUDE TEST
Regular tests are conducted prior
to acceptance for Taylor’s Pro
gramming Course.

Full details obtainable from our brochure EDP/1.

TAYLOR'S
SCHOOL of
COMMERCE
300 Little Collins Street, Melbourne
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’Phone: 63-2566
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FACOM
a name to remember
in computers
& data processing equipment

FUJITSU takes pride in being the only Japanese
company to have succeeded in developing and man
ufacturing electronic computers and peripheral
equipment with its own technology—the versatile
FACOM series. No matter what range of operation
they are called on to perform, they are unmatched
in the field for the most favorable “cost/perform
ance ratio.”
The FACOM 231 won high praise when it was
exhibited at the '64~’65 World’s Fair on the re
commendation of the Japanese government. Also,
FACOM 230-20 was selected by the government to
represent Japanese computers at Montreal’s Expo

67. And a FACOM 230-50 serves as the central pro
cessor in the data communication system at Labour
Market Centre of Japan’s Labour Ministry. In ad
dition, many FACOM systems have been exported
to such countries as Bulgaria, France, the Philip
pines, South Korea, U.S.A., and U.S.S.R.
For further information on the world-recognized
FACOM series or on the latest advances in other
fields of electronics and communications, contact
Syonosuke Issobe, FUJITSU Sydney Liaison Office,
26 Malvern Avenue, MANLY, (Phone: 97-5754), or
write to the address below.

FUJITSU LIMITED
Qommunicatims & 8(edn‘omcs
Tokyo, Japan

MAIN PRODUCTS: □ Telephone Exchange Equipment □ Telephone Sets □ Carrier Transmission Equipment □ Radio Communication Equipment □ Space Electronic Equipment □ Telegraph & Data Communication Equipment
□ Remote Control 4 Telemetering Equipment Q Electronic Computers 4 Peripheral Equipment (FACOM) Q Automatic Control Equipment (FANUC) Q Electric Indicators Q Electronic Components & Semi-conductor Devices
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